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Executive Summary

Coffee is the world’s favorite beverage, with an estimated 400 billion cups consumed per year. Coffee provides livelihoods for at least 60 million people, across dozens of countries. Coffee is healthful and protective against many chronic diseases. For these and other reasons, promoting the long-term health, wellbeing, and environmental sustainability of the much beloved coffee sector should be a clear priority.

Yet coffee is experiencing a sustainability crisis, stemming from unsustainable economic, social, and environmental aspects of coffee production. The recent decline in world coffee prices has further squeezed coffee producers, and thrown a tremendous number of producers below the global extreme poverty line of US$1.90 per day. While many consumers willingly pay high prices for coffee, coffee farmers receive a tiny fraction of that retail price. At these low farmgate prices, coffee production is not economically viable for a significant number, perhaps a majority, of coffee farmers.

The sustained low prices hurt even more as coffee producers begin to bear the brunt of climate change and variability. Climate change is expected to undermine the suitability of coffee across large regions, to decrease coffee bean quality, and to increase the risk of coffee diseases. The coffee industry as a whole has an interest in ensuring that coffee production can adapt to climate change, yet it currently lacks effective industry-wide responses. For now, producers lose the most when climate-induced weather events and diseases wipe out crops or reduce their quality.

Although coffee producers shoulder the biggest risks of low prices and climate-induced events, farmworkers in the coffee industry can be even more vulnerable. In the worst cases, workers have been found in “conditions analogous to slavery”—even on certified farms. More generally, farmworkers on both non-certified and certified farms can be vulnerable to exploitation, and many are not paid the required minimum wage.

There are, of course, bright spots within the coffee sector. Highly efficient producers, especially in Brazil and Vietnam, for example, are able to make a profit even at today’s low prices. Producers who grow high-quality coffee and who are able to access ethically-minded specialty roasters can command prices significantly above the quoted international price. Some producers have found ways to capture more of the final retail price, including through producer-owned businesses that sell directly to consumers. Yet, these remain bright spots juxtaposed against the grim reality faced by producers around the world.

Four years after the adoption of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), and in the face of the ongoing price and climate crises, the coffee sector now stands at a crossroads. Will the coffee sector continue following a business-as-usual trajectory of limited and piecemeal sustainability endeavors, which would ultimately result in further concentration of coffee producers and heightened supply risks? Or will the coffee sector undertake strong concerted efforts to support a more sustainable and resilient future for producers and the sector overall?

Based on our research, we believe there is a clear opportunity for coffee sector actors to work together to achieve greater sustainability within coffee production and in coffee-growing regions. Below, we provide a brief summary of our findings and recommendations.
Coffee Sector Snapshot: Consolidation at Both Ends of the Value Chain

Beyond the collapse of the International Coffee Agreement’s quota regime, the most fundamental reason for lower prices post-1990 appears to be the continued rise of productivity of Brazil and Vietnam. From the 3.7 million tons of coffee added to world production between 1995 and 2017, 83% came from Brazil and Vietnam. Yield rates have increased by over 100% in Vietnam and 30% in Brazil in that time period. Those increases contrast starkly with the relatively stable yields for most other coffee-producing countries.

Our model suggests that today’s low prices are only moderately lower than the long-term equilibrium. Prices are further pushed down by a strong US Dollar, a weak Brazilian Real, and, potentially, the increased market power of buyers. While the financialization of the futures market may contribute to short-term price fluctuations, we do not believe that this phenomenon is the main driver for recent low prices.

Alongside low coffee prices, production costs for producers have also increased (particularly sharply since 2010), further squeezing incomes. These low prices and rising costs have increased the concentration of coffee producers. Under a business-as-usual pathway, this consolidation is likely to continue, resulting in less variety in origins, in tastes, and in quality, with a potential dampening effect on demand; lost smallholder knowledge; and heightened supply risks of large-scale disruptions and greater price volatility.

In stark contrast to the millions of coffee producers currently suffering an economic crisis, the roaster and retail sector is flourishing. Total coffee industry revenues are estimated at between $200-250 billion. The profitability of the coffee sector and its growth potential have led to consolidation. In the grocery market segment, brands are increasingly intertwined, and working to sell at higher premiums.

Brand market power and the resulting high margins of leading roasters and retailers have been driven in particular by increased value addition in importing countries, which comes through the development of lucrative “intangible” aspects of coffee. The evidence suggests that a rising share of total coffee-sector income is earned downstream, with enormous markups and returns for intangibles such as brand.

The starkly contrasting situations of profitable downstream actors and suffering upstream ones may lead an important segment of consumers to strongly question whether the brands they trust support producers’ economic sustainability. This plausibly could shift some brand loyalty towards companies that are better partners for producers; it may also create an opportunity for producers to capture more of the final retail price through marketing directly to consumers.

Global Supply and Demand – Analytical Model

The world coffee price is determined by global supply and demand. To simplify the reasoning for ease of understanding, it is useful to divide the global supply for Arabica coffee into two parts, Brazil and the rest of the world (ROW). Brazil’s coffee sector is composed of a low-productivity and non-mechanized subsector, and a high-productivity and mechanized subsector with a highly elastic supply curve when prices reach a certain level. This is because Brazil has millions of hectares of land that were previously cultivated for coffee production, but are not currently used for that purpose. This land could be returned to coffee production under the right price conditions.

Outside of Brazil, there is considerably less available land to bring into new coffee production and most coffee lands are in mountainous regions that are not suitable for mechanized harvesting. Production is labor intensive and yields are lower. ROW’s supply curve is therefore inelastic and the main opportunity for increased production and profitability in ROW is related to higher yields and quality on existing coffee farms.
This analytical model allows us to ask and answer three important questions. First, what happens if ROW improves its coffee farming techniques? Output in the ROW rises, while production in high-yield Brazilian farms contracts by the same amount. The world price remains unchanged. Second, what happens if high-yield Brazil further improves its technologies? Production in high-yield Brazil expands, while production in ROW and in low-yield Brazil contracts, and world coffee consumption rises at a lower world price. A similar outcome occurs if the Brazilian Real experiences a real depreciation compared with the dollar and euro. Third, what happens if world demand increases? The increase in supply is met by high-productivity Brazilian coffee production with supply from low-tech ROW remaining unchanged.

We also revised the model to account for imperfect competition in the coffee industry: in particular, potential market power in the roast-retailer segment of the market, given the increasing consolidation of this segment. This is a valid concern, given increasing concentration in the roaster-retailer component of the market, as well as the increased intertwining of brands through various branding and sales agreements.

At the farm gate, the big difference between a competitive buyer and a monopsonistic buyer of coffee is that the monopsonistic buyer has the incentive and the ability to put downward pressure on the price paid to the producers. When a market faces a monopsonistic buyer, it may set a minimum price without endangering the quantity purchased. Since the monopsonist can no longer push the farmgate price lower, it would buy up the entire quantity available; doing so will still earn it a net profit.

Although there is probably little monopsonistic power vis-à-vis Brazil’s high-tech producers given that their supply elasticity is quite high, it may be true that coffee producers in ROW are facing increased monopsonistic pressures. If these pressures exist, creating a minimum price linked to the Brazil high-tech farmgate price might be a workable and beneficial solution for ROW producers.

Global Supply and Demand – Empirical Model

To quantify the relationships illustrated in our analytical model and test for potential climate change impacts, we developed quantitative coffee supply and demand models. These are grounded on high-resolution data, account for regional differences, and are projected under climate change.

The empirical results are as follows:

- Under a business-as-usual scenario, by 2050, average warming in coffee producing regions will be 2.8 °C (up from 1.5 °C today), and the average temperatures in 90% of the tropics will exceed the current 1-in-100 year annual temperatures heat events.
- By 2050, we project 75% of suitable land for Arabica coffee production and 63% of land for Robusta coffee production to be lost. In 20 countries, including Honduras and India, the remaining suitable land will be less than the land currently under coffee cultivation.
- If prices remain unchanged, average yields are projected to decrease by 7% and planted area to be reduced by 13% by 2050. Total production of Arabica coffee declines by 10%, but production of Robusta coffee increases due to yield increases in Vietnam.
- Considerable yield gaps exist, and closing these would both increase total production and the share of the market held by countries other than Brazil and Vietnam. Improving agricultural practices and engaging in renovation and rehabilitation of coffee trees could increase global Arabica coffee production by 18% and Robusta coffee production by 16%.
- If coffee were to return to areas that it previously occupied, global production could increase by 60%.
Over the next decades, significant changes to coffee demand will also occur, driven by expanding consumption in emerging markets, the rise of capsule use, and continued activity in the specialty market. As a result, total consumption is expected to increase by 26% by 2030, under a business-as-usual scenario, with most of the demand increases coming from developing countries.

We do not expect a significant recovery of prices without intervention. Despite the combined effects of climate change and increased demand, the potential for low-cost production in Brazil is expected to prevent prices from rising more than $1/kg.

Without efforts to close yield gaps, 76% of the predicted increase in demand will be provided by Brazil and Vietnam, thereby further concentrating coffee production in these two countries and reducing variety in origins and quality.

Addressing Coffee Sustainability

Coffee’s sustainability crisis has thrown into stark relief one indisputable fact: the current structure of the coffee industry is not working well for most producers. In light of this reality, we make several recommendations.

1. National Coffee Sustainability Plans

We suggest that each coffee-producing country develop a National Coffee Sustainability Plan (NCSP), that accounts for differentiated needs, challenges, and opportunities within the country’s coffee sector. At their core, NCSPs would offer clear strategic plans for supporting producers, promoting sustainable coffee production, and aligning producing regions with the SDGs.

The design of NCSPs should be done through multi-stakeholder, participatory, inclusive, and transparent processes. We suggest that they could be prepared by multi-stakeholder Country Coffee Platforms (CCPs) in each coffee-producing country.

There is not a one-size-fits-all approach for NCSPs. However, each NCSP should include a focus on the following collective goods: (a) Developing and implementing comprehensive climate change adaptation strategies, including insurance options; (b) ensuring on-farm financing options at attractive rates for producers; (c) strengthening on-farm support to viable small- and medium-scale producers with a focus on increasing their profitability; (d) implementing other improvements to the enabling environment for farmers, such as formalizing and protecting land rights of small-scale producers; (e) supporting producers’ market opportunities; (f) providing income support to the poorest farmers during periods of sustained low prices; (g) help support broader realization of the SDGs in coffee-growing regions; and (h) strengthening capacity to enforce compliance with labor laws, monitor deforestation and other environmental harms.

The activities to be undertaken under NCSPs should be designed and implemented using a gender-sensitive approach. Implementation and monitoring of many activities could also be facilitated through the use of mobile applications, new technologies, and other innovations.

2. A Global Coffee Fund Underpinned by a Multi-Stakeholder Approach

A Global Coffee Fund (GCF), financed by the main coffee industry actors and used to leverage additional public sector funding, would enable stakeholders to implement activities under the NCSPs. The GCF would be a key pre-competitive initiative of the coffee sector to fill critical financing gaps for sustainability investments in coffee-producing regions. The GCF would multiply, at a far greater scale, the public-private efforts that have been undertaken by specific companies within their own coffee supply chains, and would ensure the necessary financing for more robust and comprehensive sustainability efforts. The pre-competitive industry funding would be complemented by: 1) increased funding by bilateral and multilateral donors, 2) increased commitments in the national budgets of coffee-growing nations, and 3) commercial investments by the private sector within their own value chains.
The GCF is not charity. Rather, it is an avenue for downstream and midstream actors such as roasters, retailers, and traders to fulfill their co-responsibility for achieving a sustainable coffee sector and to shoulder more of the risks that currently fall too heavily on producers alone.

The operations and governance of the Global Coffee Fund would integrate strong oversight through a multi-stakeholder Governing Board, local ownership of planning through the CCP, and independent expert support. Governance mechanisms would be designed to guard against corruption and fraud. To minimize redundancy and the need to develop entirely new bureaucracies, the GCF could potentially be hosted by one or more existing multi-stakeholder initiatives focused on coffee sustainability.

Our estimates suggest that the amount of money needed to make considerable progress on implementing activities under the NCSPs is in the region of US$10bn per year. We provisionally suggest a goal of raising $2.5bn per year through pre-competitive private sector contributions to the GCF. Using the 2018 global export number of 7.3bn kg of green coffee, this would amount to 34 cents per kg of green coffee contributed to the GCF, which is in the range of 0.25-0.50 cents per cup. In other words, the targeted level of funding would require no more than half a penny per cup sold.

Taken together, these various contributions would result in a 25% allocation of the overall funding goal for each main source of funds: the GCF, donors, producing-country governments, and competitive private sector investments. Such an approach would embody a public-private partnership grounded in equally shared responsibility between the public and the private sectors.

While these private sector and public sector funds would be roughly equal at the global level, money from the GCF would not have to be distributed in equal proportions for each participating country. Doing so would enable the GCF to support all coffee-producing countries, while also taking into consideration the country-specific needs and funding opportunities that each country has (e.g., government budgets, private sector competitive investments), as well as prioritizing the SDG gaps in the poorest places and for the poorest producers and workers.

The scale of contributions suggested for the GCF is much higher than the current sustainability spend within the coffee industry, yet it is entirely reasonable as a fraction of the overall value of the industry, particularly given the significant benefits that would accrue to coffee industry actors if a sustainable coffee future were realized. We suggest that the largest roasters, retailers, and traders should be both the forerunners in contributing to the fund, as well as the entities that contribute the most. These actors have outsized impacts on the industry, should have particularly strong interests in a sustainable coffee future, and proportionally have the largest responsibilities for ensuring the long-term sustainability of coffee value chains.

Taken together, the National Coffee Sustainability Plans and the Global Coffee Fund provide a means to implement the strategic locally owned actions within countries and the significant investments throughout the sector that are necessary for a sustainable coffee industry and thriving coffee producers.

3. Increasing Producer Profits

The coffee industry has changed significantly in recent years, which has created new challenges for many producers, but also opens up new opportunities. In particular, the high consolidation of the industry, and the mainstreaming of e-commerce technologies and mobile applications for farmers, provide unique conditions to depart from the traditional coffee business model that has become increasingly unsustainable for many coffee producers.
We suggest that producing countries as a group seriously examine two options for capturing more of the retail price of coffee. The first, as mentioned above, is implementing a minimum price linked to the farmgate price of the high productivity sector in Brazil. The second is supporting producers to harness the potential of new technologies to improve their incomes. The development of e-commerce has the potential to reduce market concentration and provide a means for producers to add and capture more value through more direct-to-consumer sale models. Although currently niche, direct-to-consumer models have potential to scale with sustained institutional support. This could include aggregating producers for economies of scale, and making the administrative and logistical aspects feasible for many producers. Some of the institutional support needed could potentially be undertaken by producer associations. This could include, for example, identifying and negotiating better rates with existing entities and companies that could provide necessary services, such as transport or distribution. Online retail is also fiercely competitive, and producers can be at a disadvantage given the high consumer loyalty to major brands. To break through the competition, significant offline investments would have to be made by producers and supporting institutions on marketing, quality control, and logistics.

Way Forward

Coffee sector actors have acknowledged deep sustainability concerns, particularly in light of the ongoing price crisis and impending climate crisis. Multiple calls for global collective action have been made. In this report, we address these calls, and we recommend strategies that provide ambitious yet achievable pathways for making coffee truly sustainable.

We very much welcome feedback on the ideas presented herein and we look forward to continuing to build our analysis in partnership with producers, industry actors, and the many other stakeholders focused on making coffee sustainable.
Coffee is the world’s favorite beverage, with an estimated 400 billion cups consumed per year. Coffee is grown in dozens of countries, providing livelihoods for at least 60 million people, and potentially many millions more.\textsuperscript{1} Unlike soda drinks with sugar additives, coffee is healthful and protective against many chronic diseases. For these and other reasons, promoting the long-term health, wellbeing, and environmental sustainability of the much beloved coffee sector should be a clear priority.

Yet coffee is experiencing a sustainability crisis. This crisis stems from currently unsustainable economic, social, and environmental aspects of coffee production. Despite the hundreds of millions of dollars annually put towards coffee sustainability,\textsuperscript{2} and despite the fact that over 50 percent of all coffee has been grown (but not necessarily sold) under a sustainability standard in recent years,\textsuperscript{3} coffee production is still burdened by persistent poverty, child labor, and environmental damages and threats, such as deforestation and climate change. In many coffee-growing regions in low-income countries, basic services remain out of reach for millions of coffee farmers and laborers and their respective families.

This sustainability crisis in coffee production has been deepened by the recent decline in world coffee prices, which has further squeezed coffee producers around the world. While many consumers willingly pay high prices, often several dollars per cup of coffee at a coffee shop, coffee farmers receive a tiny fraction of that retail price, currently between 1 and 2 cents per cup (assuming 25 cups per pound and $US 1 per pound). At these low prices at the farmgate, coffee production is not economically viable for a significant number, perhaps a majority, of coffee farmers today. Even before the recent price decline, farmgate prices were low, and farmers faced many risks and rising costs, including price volatility, spreading coffee diseases, rising fertilizer and other input costs, and lack of access to capital and insurance on attractive terms.\textsuperscript{4} For many smallholders in low-income countries, seasonal hunger and poor nutrition were already a part of life, and implementing more sustainable practices required risky investments beyond the financial means of poor farmers.\textsuperscript{5} Yet the recent price crisis has exacerbated these challenges, and has thrown a tremendous number of additional producers below the global extreme poverty line of US$1.90 per day.\textsuperscript{6} At the time of writing, the price paid for green coffee is lower than many producers’ long-term costs of production,\textsuperscript{7} yet most of these producers have no other option than to sell at a loss. Producers are price-takers in a global market that has turned against them. Only the highly efficient, large-scale, and often mechanized producers, notably in Brazil and Vietnam, are navigating today’s low prices.

These sustained low prices hurt even more as coffee producers begin to bear the brunt of climate change and variability. Climate change is expected to undermine the suitability of coffee across large regions, to decrease coffee bean quality, and to increase the risk of coffee diseases. Although the coffee industry as a whole has an interest in ensuring that coffee production can adapt to climate change, it currently lacks effective industry-wide responses. For now, producers lose the most when climate-induced weather events and diseases wipe out crops or reduce their quality. Smallholders are particularly vulnerable, with fewer resources to put towards adaptation or to absorb shocks. There is little if any effective weather insurance for most smallholders. In the current context, those who bear the greatest risks from low prices, price volatility, and the increasing impact of climate change are also those with the fewest means to manage such risks.
Although coffee producers shoulder the biggest risks of low prices and climate-induced events, farmworkers in the coffee industry can be even more vulnerable. In the worst cases, workers have been found in “conditions analogous to slavery”—even on certified farms. While child labor is not uncommon on family farms, instances of children working on coffee farms that do not belong to their parents have also been documented and are likely widespread in some locales. The United States Department of Labor has identified 17 countries, including the top three coffee-producing countries, that use child labor in the coffee sector. More generally, farmworkers on both non-certified and certified farms can be vulnerable to exploitation, and many are not paid the required minimum wage.

These endemic sustainability challenges, and the fact that coffee producers face particularly dire prospects due to current coffee prices, will not come as a surprise to anyone familiar with the industry. Coffee producers have publicly urged action on today’s historically low coffee price. The multi-stakeholder Global Coffee Platform has issued a call to action to collectively address the price crisis, while the Specialty Coffee Association has developed an ongoing Coffee Price Crisis Response Initiative. Awareness of coffee’s sustainability challenges has also begun to spread to the broader public, with mainstream news articles highlighting how smallholder coffee farmers, pummeled both by low prices and by climate change, have begun abandoning their coffee farms, choosing instead paths such as migrating to the United States or working on illicit crop plantations.

There are, of course, bright spots within the coffee sector. Highly efficient producers, especially in Brazil and Vietnam, but also in other locations, are able to make a profit even at today’s low prices. Indeed, the high and rising productivity of coffee production in Brazil and Vietnam helps to explain the low world prices. Also, coffee producers who grow high-quality coffee, and who are fortunate enough to have developed strong ties with ethically-minded specialty roasters, can command prices significantly above the quoted international price. Some producers have found ways to capture more of the final retail price, including through producer-owned businesses that sell directly to consumers. Other producers have benefited, to varying degrees, from the multitude of initiatives, projects, and programs offered by governments, industry actors, or non-profit organizations. These latter efforts by various stakeholders have not been in vain—many have had real and significant benefits for people around the world. Yet they also have not been enough—a reality that has become starkly clear during the current price crisis—and their limited scale has stymied efforts to make coffee production and the coffee industry more broadly sustainable.

At the same time that many producers’ livelihoods have been decimated by the price crisis, the roasters and retailers at the other end of the value chain have continued to enjoy high profitability. The retail end of the value chain has also seen increasing concentration and market power. Greater consolidation could have theoretically made it easier to embed sustainability throughout the coffee sector. Instead, as roasters and retailers have become increasingly concentrated, some of their practices, reflecting their increased market power, have apparently placed even more pressure on producers and farmgate prices.

Four years after the adoption of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) at a historic UN Summit, and in the face of the ongoing price and climate crises, the coffee sector now stands at a crossroads. In one potential path forward, the coffee sector could continue following a business-as-usual trajectory of limited and piecemeal sustainability endeavors, which would ultimately result in a sector that looks far different from the one we see today. Prices will generally reach an equilibrium that remains too low for producers in many countries, climate change will batter coffee-growing regions around the world, and the incidence of coffee diseases and crop failures will rise. Many producing country governments will be inadequately prepared to support their producers to effectively confront these challenges, while farmers may feel forced to leave coffee even though they lack significantly better options. These factors will ultimately result in more concentration of coffee production, with fewer countries of origin, and, within countries, fewer and larger producers. This concentration will lead to less variety in origins, in tastes, and in quality,
with a potential dampening effect on consumer demand in mature markets. This concentration in production will also result in greatly heightened supply risks of large-scale disruptions and greater price volatility, as climate-induced, political, or disease events in one country could potentially disrupt the entire global supply chain. One only has to consider the massive forest fires in the Amazon and the resulting worldwide backlash against Brazil in August 2019 to envision the risks to an industry in which a vast proportion of output is in just a handful of countries. Moreover, as the industry struggles to absorb such shocks, it would have to do so while also explaining to the media and the public the continued failures to eradicate child labor, to support decent livelihoods for producers, and to achieve resilience against climate change impacts on a proactive and comprehensive basis. This too could reduce customer goodwill and support, in particular from millennials who seek and expect true sustainability.

Yet that is not the only path that can be taken. Following a sustainable development path, the coffee sector could look very different. While the sector cannot avoid many of the challenges arising in the business-as-usual path—climate change will occur, real prices for commercial-grade coffee will remain low, and many farmers will still need to exit coffee—sustained efforts undertaken now will prepare the global coffee sector for more success. Strategic planning and investments at the country level will help producers withstand external shocks and prepare for a more resilient future. Coffee producers will be supported to better understand their opportunities in coffee and other sectors; as some areas become less productive due to climate change, producers will receive needed support to adopt climate-adaption measures, to diversify, to move, or to transition from coffee. For those producers who remain, many could be more productive and profitable, through increased access to new research, better inputs, better options for credit and insurance, and more support for direct marketing, among other factors.

Alongside these efforts, changed business practices by roasters, retailers, and traders, such as long-term relationships with fixed contracts, would also support increased producer viability and resiliency. This wider economic viability would allow for a broader range of coffee production, with specialty and commodity coffees coming from more countries, thereby supporting greater availability of high quality coffee and continued strong demand in mature markets, as well as reducing the risks of deeper supply shocks. When diseases hit or crops fail, these incidents will be less damaging at the producer and industry levels, because producers will have the resources to continue to care for their coffee trees. Child labor could finally be eliminated, through concerted efforts to make coffee production economically viable, to step up enforcement of relevant labor laws, and to improve access to basic services in coffee-growing regions. And this increased access to basic services—such as healthcare, clean water, electricity, and quality education—will help to realize broader sustainable development within coffee supply chains.

Based on our research and the model developed for this report, we believe there is a clear opportunity for coffee sector actors to work together to take the sustainable development path, and to achieve greater sustainability within coffee production and in coffee-growing regions. An industry-wide and pre-competitive approach is needed to protect the future of coffee and to realize sustainability on this scale. Industry actors, of course, cannot be expected to address these challenges on their own; their efforts and funding commitments should be leveraged to obtain additional matching funding from donors and from producing-country governments to support more widespread sustainable development within coffee-growing regions. Industry must take the first step, however; they cannot expect others to step in to save an industry that is not interested in saving itself. At the same time, producers and their associations, civil society organizations, research institutions, and other stakeholders also have significant roles to play in developing solutions and supporting their implementation.
Coffee sector actors appear to agree that serious collective interventions are needed. As one of the leading roasters, Nestlé has argued, “[a]dressing underlying issues to the current [price] crisis is beyond the scope of any one company’s actions.” As the International Coffee Organization (ICO) has asserted, “joint action is needed by all stakeholders in the sector … to put the coffee sector on a positive development and sustainability trajectory.” In this report, and alongside other recommendations for increasing producers’ viability and profitability, we propose a path for a collective intervention that would turn coffee’s current price, climate, and sustainability crises into an opportunity to showcase the industry as a sustainability leader and coffee as a truly sustainable agricultural commodity.

Section I provides a snapshot of the coffee sector showing the drivers that have led to the current low real prices, underscoring the contrast between a thriving retail sector and a poverty-stricken production sector in many low-income exporting countries. Section II focuses on global supply and demand, providing an economic analysis that explains, among other things, how the recent changes in the global coffee market might rationally reopen the possibility of setting a minimum price for global coffee under certain conditions. This section also presents the results of our econometric modeling, which pays close attention to the potential impacts of climate change on coffee production and analyzes how closing the productivity gaps could help share the coffee market growth more equitably between producers. Section III discusses what sustainability in coffee means, and considers how current sustainability efforts fit into what is needed more broadly in the coffee sector. Section IV presents our recommendations for achieving sustainability and economic viability within coffee production. In particular, we suggest the use of National Coffee Sustainability Plans and the development of a Global Coffee Fund, which would receive contributions from industry actors, be matched by donors and producing-country governments, and support critical investment in sustainability that benefits producers, coffee-growing regions, and the sector overall. In addition to the Global Coffee Fund, we discuss the possibilities for producers to harness the potential of new technologies (e-commerce and targeted mobile applications) to enable greater participation in sales to consumers.
A. The Recent Decline in Global Coffee Prices

Two mechanisms have determined coffee prices in recent years. Under the quota regime of the International Coffee Agreement (ICA) (1962-1989), prices were kept artificially high (although higher prices did not always benefit producers). Subsequent to the quota regime’s collapse, the free market has driven down average prices, as shown in Figure 1.

Under both historical regimes (during and after the ICA’s quota regime), real prices are basically trendless. That is, since 1990 (or better yet, 1992, after adjustments to the collapse of the ICA’s quotas), there is no discernible downtrend in prices, at least until the very recent decline in 2018-9. Since the collapse of the quota system, coffee prices have been mostly a function of the fundamentals (changes in long-term supply and demand), and have been affected by the fluctuations of the Brazilian Real (Figures 2 and 3) and the US Dollar (see Figure 3), as well as other short-term shocks (e.g. climate, global commodities prices, interest rates, global business cycle). The Brazilian Real affects coffee prices because of the dominance of Brazilian production in the world coffee supply (as discussed below), making Brazil the price setter; a weak Real is positively correlated with higher Brazilian coffee production and exports and consequently lower coffee prices in US dollars. This occurs because a weak Real increases Brazilian producers’ prices relative to local (Real) costs. Conversely, a strong Dollar exchange rate raises coffee prices expressed in euros, cuts European demand, and thereby lowers world coffee prices expressed in dollars.

Figure 1: Two Historical Price Setting Regimes: ICA Quotas and Post-ICA Quotas (ICO Mild Arabica, $US/pound 2018 Prices)

Source: World Bank (May 2019)
Monthly prices adjusted with US CPI
**Figure 2: Strong Correlation of ICO Composite Coffee Prices and the Real Exchange Rate of the Brazilian Real (1992-2018)**

Source: FRED for exchange rates and ICO composite coffee prices.

**Figure 3: Coffee Prices Since 1992 and Brazilian Real Exchange Rate (Top); Coffee Prices Since 1992 and US Dollar Real Exchange Rate (Bottom)**

Source: FRED for exchange rates and ICO composite coffee prices.
The recent low prices have been produced in part by a strong US Dollar combined with a weak Brazilian Real. The exchange rate movements explain perhaps up to half of the decline in coffee prices since early 2017 (roughly 30 percent decline in average prices). The rest of the recent decline is due to other factors. One possible factor is the increasing consolidation of the retail-roaster side of the industry, which may be giving increased market power (monopsony power) to the buyers, and thereby depressing prices for the producers. We do not have direct evidence of such a market power effect, but do find some anecdotal evidence.

In summary, we believe that world market prices for coffee are moderately low today (mid-2019) because of four factors:

- Strong dollar
- Weak Real
- Increased market power of buyers (indirect evidence only)
- Other factors not identified

Given the relatively low coffee prices today, many producers around the world are experiencing extreme financial duress, with low incomes and business losses. Yet the impact is felt very differently in the high-productivity countries (Brazil and Vietnam), where the more productive farms are still profitable, and the lower-productivity countries (most of the rest), where losses are rampant. We believe that, beyond the collapse of the ICA’s quota regime, the most fundamental reason for the lower prices after 1990 than before is due to the continued rise of productivity of Brazil and Vietnam, even as global demand for coffee has increased. In 1995, those two countries produced 21% of the world’s coffee. By 2017, they produced 46%, as shown by the dotted line in Figure 4. From the 3.7 million tons of coffee added to world production between 1995 and 2017, 83% came from Brazil and Vietnam.

Today’s low prices therefore do not appear too far below the price that would otherwise be seen under the long-term equilibrium (also discussed in Section II); they are perhaps 25 percent or so below the long-term equilibrium price. Similarly, today’s low prices are not fundamentally related to the financialization of the futures market (see Box 1), but rather result from a supply-driven equilibrium, with increased global supply arising in large part from the significantly increased production in Brazil and Vietnam.

Figure 4: Global Coffee Production, 1961-2017

Source: FAO\(^75\)
Box 1: The Role of the Futures Markets and Coffee Trading

Washed Arabica coffee is traded on the Intercontinental Exchange (ICE Futures US) futures market, formerly the New York Board of Trade (NYBOT), while Robusta coffee is traded on the ICE Futures Europe futures market, formerly the London International Financial Futures and Options Exchange (LIFFE). The trading price of Arabica coffee on the ICE is known as the “C-Price.” The prices represent a range of qualities and are thus average prices. Differentials (i.e., a premium or discount) are then set for coffee from different origins. The differentials reflect local physical market conditions in addition to coffee quality grades. The Arabica and Robusta coffee futures contracts are used as global benchmarks for the pricing of physical coffees.

In the short term, futures prices do not always reflect the equilibrium of supply and demand in the physical market, due to large volumes that may be traded for speculative reasons. The volume of futures trading far exceeds the trading volume of physical green coffee. For instance, the volume of futures trading was 15 times that of world imports in 2010. The ICO has noted that the volume of futures trading nearly tripled for Robusta and increased five-fold for Arabica from 1994 to 2018, whereas Arabica output only grew by 64% and Robusta by 144% over the same period. This increased volume of trading “suggests that the coffee market has been subject to a significant process of ‘financialization’ over the past two decades.”

This financialization is characterized by active trading strategies, which contrasts with the traditional index investors that dominated the market before the 2000s. Some argue that these increased trading activities are in excess of what is needed to provide liquidity in the market.

The role of financial variables in determining coffee price dynamics has been the subject of study by a number of reports. Most concur that the impacts are short term, and that the long-term coffee price is determined by the fundamentals.

These short-term impacts, however, can affect producer welfare. Some studies have found that the financialization of coffee trading has exacerbated price volatility. Even in the short term, this can have deleterious impacts on farmers, as it inhibits farmers’ ability to plan for planting cycles. For this reason, some stakeholders in the field have suggested regulating the non-commercial actors that trade coffee, by limiting their position or by increasing the cost of non-hedging positions.

Financialization can also temporarily exacerbate fundamental price trends, which could have the effect of decreasing farmers’ incomes in times of low prices and increasing their incomes in times of high prices.

Despite these short-term effects, the fundamentals in the physical market of supply and demand seem to prevail in the long run in determining price behavior.
B. Global Supply and Productivity Improvements in Brazil and Vietnam

The global production increase has been driven significantly by productivity improvements in Brazil and Vietnam, by over 100% in Vietnam and 30% in Brazil between 1995 and 2017 (see Figure 5). These increases contrast starkly with the relatively stable yields for the remaining coffee-producing countries. (The average for other countries in Figure 5 hides some discrepancies. For example, countries such as Honduras and Guatemala have seen rising yield rates, while others such as Uganda and Mexico have seen yield rates fall.)

The yield increases since 1995 in Vietnam and Brazil can be explained in large part by large public and private investments in their respective coffee sectors. This includes investments in agronomic practices, training, infrastructure, and the availability of financing.

In Vietnam, where the coffee sector is almost entirely composed of smallholder farmers, investments have been made in irrigation, and farmers use large amounts of chemical fertilizers. Factors such as the planting of improved yield varieties of Robusta trees, extension programs, and better pruning practices—much of which has been supported through public-private collaboration and investments—have been key to the country’s massive productivity increases. The Western Agroforestry and Scientific Institute in DakLak (WASl), for example, has played a key role in developing high-yield and climate resilient Robusta varieties. The Institute has benefitted from the support of, and from cooperation with, private sector stakeholders such as Nestlé. Other factors also play a role; the Vietnam Bank of Agriculture and Rural Development (Agribank), for example, provides accessible credit to coffee farmers. In 2014, the Government also developed a Sustainable Coffee Development plan with a vision to 2030 in order to improve sustainability of the sector and increase producer earnings.
Brazil’s coffee sector is very diverse, ranging from large-scale farms in Cerrado Minero, which have adopted mechanization, to family-run farms in Matas de Minas. In the former region, technological progress and investments have led to high productivity increases, and farmers have collaborated to maximize marketing strategies and develop direct relationships with roasters. In the Matas de Minas region, which is more mountainous, mechanization is difficult and family-run farms rely on more intensive labor and sharecropping. In yet another region, Sul de Minas, some farming is mechanized, and local cooperatives play an outsized role. Access to finance and the development of coffee varieties suited for the different environments in Brazil have contributed to the success of the sector throughout the country.

While coffee prices have been pushed down due to increased production from Brazil and Vietnam, costs have increased, further squeezing farmer incomes. This has led to a situation where many farmers cannot cover short-term operating costs, let alone cover their investment expenses. By drawing upon a variety of reports, Figure 6 shows that these production costs have risen particularly sharply since 2010.

Although the rise in production costs shown in the figure below is somewhat obfuscated by the different countries that are surveyed in different years, some general trends are clear (see also the appendix for more details). Costs have risen an average of 3% per year in real terms since 2005, while farmgate prices have fallen during that time. Arabica coffee is about $0.71/kg more expensive to harvest than Robusta coffee. Costa Rica has consistently high production costs, and Vietnam (not shown in the figure) has consistently low ones, but other countries have even higher costs than Costa Rica while others have lower costs than Vietnam. Within countries, ranges of costs in excess of $1.00/kg are typical.

In a 2016 study, the ICO attributed these rising costs to several factors. First, producers face increasing labor costs due to economic development and rural-urban migration. Second, the price of inputs such as fertilizer and pesticides has increased. Third, more capital goods are used in the production process.

Figure 6: Total Production Costs per kg, as Reported for Different Countries, Varieties, and in Different Years.

Sources: ICO 2016, Specialty Coffee Association 2017, Caravela Coffee 2019
These drivers vary by country. Costs of production can be divided into direct costs, such as labor and inputs, and indirect costs, such as administration, maintenance, and infrastructure (see Figure 7). Overall, labor costs vary significantly from one country to another. In El Salvador, for example, labor comprises 33% of the total costs of production, while in Peru it represents 48%. The amount of fertilizer and pesticides used by farmers also varies significantly. These input costs have fluctuated significantly in recent years given that they tend to follow volatile oil prices. Other factors, such as the size and level of diversification of the farm, the national legal framework, the support provided by coffee associations, and the exchange rates determine the various components of the total production cost. (In addition, there are a number of externalized costs of production that are not currently represented in producer economics, but which are also important. These include social costs, such as child labor and health and safety concerns, as well as environmental externalities around water, energy, and land use.)

Since the ICO’s 2016 analysis discussed above, operating losses in many countries have intensified, as input costs have continued to rise (for instance, fertilizer prices surged by almost 20% between November 2016 and December 2018) alongside the continued downward pressure on coffee prices. These factors have also negatively affected more efficient farmers. For instance, a 2019 study found that 53% of Colombian farmers and more than 25% of Costa Rican and Honduran farmers are operating at a loss.

Two conclusions can be drawn from the above analysis. First, the current low-price environment does not seem to be a temporary short-term phenomenon, although prices now may be slightly lower than otherwise would be expected because of the relative weakness of the Brazilian Real and strength of the US Dollar. Similarly, rising labor costs are part of a longer-term trend, to the extent that the economies of coffee-producing countries continue to develop. These low prices and rising costs have increased the concentration of coffee producers. As noted above and further below, this consolidation will continue under the business-as-usual pathway, resulting in less variety in origins, in tastes, and in quality, with a potential dampening effect on demand; lost smallholder knowledge; and heightened supply risks of large-scale disruptions and greater price volatility. Second, the examples of Brazil and Vietnam

![Figure 7: Conceptual Framework for Factors Contributing to Coffee Production Costs](image-url)
show that with the right combination of investments in coffee-producing regions, there are opportunities to increase farmer productivity, efficiency, and resiliency.

C. Stark Contrast: High Profitability among Roaster-Retailers and Persistent Poverty among Producers

While millions of coffee producers are suffering an economic crisis, the roaster and retail sector is flourishing.

To our knowledge, the latest estimation of the revenues of the global coffee industry dates back to 2015, where gross retail sales were estimated to be around $200 billion. This was roughly divided up by grocery, coffee shop, and food services market segments (Figure 8). In terms of volume, the largest proportion of coffee is sold in grocery markets and consumed at home, making up around 65-80% of the total. Interviews with coffee experts have suggested that total industry revenues may have grown to $250 billion today.

Operating profit margin estimates for Starbucks (15% in 2019) and Keurig Dr Pepper (17% in 2019) suggest that the coffee majors are performing very well indeed. For the smaller players in the retail industry, this margin is estimated to be much lower, at around 2.5%. Taking the average of the lowest and highest operating margin values in the market, which roughly reflects the split between industry leaders and small roasters/retailers, and applying it to the estimated $250bn retail sales revenues, a rough approximation is that the industry has an annual operating profit margin of $25bn, although this is just a rough estimate.

The future also looks bright for roasters and retailers. Coffee is one of the fastest-growing sectors in an otherwise slow-growing food and beverages market. It is estimated to grow at a compounded annual growth rate (CAGR) of 5.5% between 2019 and 2024. Significant investments are even being made in startups. Coffee startups raised $600 million in the first seven months of 2018—four times the amount of money raised in the year before, with the average deal size increasing more than fivefold within a year. Traditional soda beverage producers such as Coca Cola are moving into coffee because of the health benefits of coffee and the disease hazards associated with sugar-sweetened soda.
The profitability of the coffee sector and its growth potential have led to a significant consolidation, and to numerous financial investments, on the roaster and retail side, in particular around premium brands. In the past decade, for example, JAB Holding Company, the fastest-growing actor in the sector, has invested over $50 billion to acquire premium consumer coffee brands and restaurant chains (including Peet's Coffee & Tea, Caribou Coffee Co., Intelligentsia, Stumptown Roasters, and Keurig Green Mountain); the companies in its expansive portfolio sell large coffee volumes in two lucrative coffee segments—specialty and capsule—that have emerged in recent years. Similarly, Nestlé has also acquired in the specialty segment, and is now a majority owner in Blue Bottle, a select specialty Californian chain, after signing a deal valued at approximately $500 million in 2017. These mega-purchases highlight the enormous profitability—and the huge price markups over costs—of the world’s top coffee brands.

In the grocery market segment, brands are increasingly intertwined, and working to sell at higher premiums. Starbucks branding is an example. In 2011, Starbucks and Keurig signed a deal to sell single-serve Starbucks packs for Green Mountain’s Keurig brewer in grocery stores, creating a synergy between the leading café brand and the leading brewer in the USA. In 2018, Nestlé acquired, through a $7.2bn deal, the global rights to market Starbucks’ consumer and food service products (outside of Starbucks coffee shops) in its grocery channels. Under this deal, Starbucks continues purchasing the green coffee beans from farmers, but Nestlé roasts and distributes the coffee for consumers under strict Starbucks licensing and branding rules, while paying annual royalties. This follows a similar but ultimately failed deal with Kraft, signed in 1998 and terminated twelve years later, with Starbucks claiming that Kraft had mismanaged its brand. This speaks to the tremendous importance of branding in the coffee industry, which enables faster growth and higher profit margins.

Figure 9: Coffee Retail Sales, World Market Share by Company, 2018 (%)

Note: Jacob Dower Egberts and Keurig Dr Pepper belong to JAB Holding Co.
Source: Euromonitor through Bloomberg
The growth and consolidation at the roaster-retailer end of the value chain has led to two outsized actors globally. As of 2018, the top two roasters, Nestlé and JAB Holding Company, had a combined global market share of nearly 38% (about 25% for Nestlé and 12.5% for JAB). Lavazza came in third place, with an estimate of roughly 2.5% of global market share (see Figure 9).

On a market segment and geography basis, the significant market power of leading brands is even more striking. For example, the soluble/instant coffee segment is largely dominated by Nestlé’s Nescafé; the single-serve capsule segment is captured by JAB’s Keurig Green Mountain in North America and Nestlé’s Nespresso and Dolce Gusto in Europe; traditional espresso coffee brands are led by Illy and Lavazza; and out-of-home specialty coffee is in the stronghold of Starbucks.

Brand market power and the resulting high margins of leading roasters and retailers have been driven in particular by increased value addition in importing countries, which comes through the development of lucrative “intangible” aspects of coffee. This includes “innovation, brand image and the consumer environment in general, which transcends products’ taste characteristics.” Symptomatic of this phenomenon is the opening of the Starbucks Reserve Roastery stores, which are “theatrical, experiential shrines to coffee passion” and where consumers pay extra for the experience. The increased value addition through “intangibles” is also observed in the grocery retail market segment, where pods and capsules generate value beyond the taste of coffee. The evidence suggests that a rising share of total coffee-sector income is earned downstream, with enormous markups and returns for intangibles such as brand.

Figure 9: Coffee Retail Sales, World Market Share by Brand, 2018 (%)

Note: Jacob Dower Egberts and Keurig Dr Pepper belong to JAB Holding Co. Source: Euromonitor through Bloomberg
SECTION I. COFFEE SECTOR SNAPSHOT

This change in the value distribution between the upstream actors (producers and in-country merchants) and downstream actors (roasters and distributors) within coffee global value chains is captured by the figure below, which shows the value distribution for coffee consumed at home in France over a 20-year interval (Figure 10). It demonstrates that the downstream sector has increased its derived value of the finished product, while the proportion that goes to producers has fallen.67

The continued investments and profits closer to the consumer end of global value chains stand in sharp contrast with the dire situation of coffee producers in recent years. In 2019, for example, the ICO found that in all 13 surveyed countries, coffee producers’ average annual income had decreased over the last two years.68 As a result, the proportion of producers living below the extreme poverty line of US$1.90 per day had increased dramatically in the surveyed countries—by as much as 44% in Cameroon and 50% in Nicaragua (Figure 11).69

The starkly contrasting situations of profitable downstream actors and suffering upstream ones may eventually upend business-as-usual approaches within the coffee industry. While some of the profitable roasters and retailers have used sustainability attributes to justify higher retail prices and/or to take advantage of the profit margins in the sustainability/conscious-consumer segment of the market,70 consumers—in particular millennials—are increasingly able to discern true sustainability commitments from greenwashing.71 In this context, the dire situation of coffee producers could lead an important segment of consumers to strongly question whether the brands they trust support the economic sustainability of producers. This plausibly could shift some brand loyalty towards companies that are better partners for producers, or that are willing to more actively facilitate economic sustainability. It may also create an opportunity for some producers to capture more of the final retail price of coffee, by marketing more directly to consumers, as discussed in Section IV.

Moving from this snapshot of the current state of the coffee sector, we turn now to future global supply and demand prospects. Understanding what the future may hold—particularly in light of climate change—is critical for assessing the ways in which the sector can achieve economic viability and sustainability in coffee production.
Figure 10: Changes in Value Distribution for Coffee Consumed at Home in France in 1994-1997 vs. 2014-2017

Source: Adapted from Le Basic

Figure 11: Increase in the Proportion of Farmers Living Under the Extreme Poverty Line of US$1.90 a Day
A. The Basic Analytics of Supply and Demand

In this section, we illustrate the basic determination of the world coffee price, production and consumption, using a simple supply-demand model. In the following section, we use econometric and simulation techniques to quantify the relationships illustrated in this section.

A World Model Assuming Perfect Competition in the Coffee Sector

At the most fundamental level, the world coffee price is determined by global supply and demand, as illustrated in Figure 12. The world supply QS(P) is a rising function of the price ($US/lb) of coffee. The world demand QD(P) is a declining function of the price. Assuming a high degree of competition among producers, and no market power among roaster-retailers (see below), the world price and quantity are established at the intersection of the supply and demand curves, resulting in world price $P^*$ and global quantity $Q^*$.

Consumers and producers in fact face different prices. The price $P^*$ facing producers is the farmgate price. The price facing consumers is $P^* + M$, where $M$ is the mark-up for buying, shipping, roasting, branding, and retailing the coffee beans. For the moment, we will assume that $M$ is a constant, determined by the costs of handling the beans from the farm to the retail shelf. This would be an appropriate assumption if the buying-shipping-roasting-retailing component of the market is highly competitive, an assumption that is less true today than in the past. For now, we assume that $M$ is fixed and consequently ignore $M$ in the discussion. In the following sub-section, we explore the implications of market power among the roaster-retailers, in which case $M$ changes according to market power.

In the era of export quotas under the International Coffee Agreement (ICA), the world price was held at $P^{**} > P^*$, as shown in Figure 13. As a result there was an excess supply of coffee in the amount $QS(P^{**}) - Q^*$.  

---

**Figure 12: Supply and Demand in the World Coffee Market**
QD(P**). In order to maintain the price at P**, it was therefore necessary to restrict the supply of coffee. This was done by assigning a quota to each coffee exporting country. In turn, each exporting country had to limit the production of coffee in line with the export quota. This was accomplished through a combination of export taxation and export quota permits assigned to individual coffee producers (as also discussed in Box 7).

The most important quantitative restrictions on total exports were imposed in Brazil, the world’s dominant coffee producer. The ICA’s quota system collapsed in 1989 when, among other reasons, Brazil declared that it would no longer restrict its export supply. At that point, the price declined from P** to P*. During 1960 – 1989, the average price of coffee was $8.38/kg ($3.80/lb) (measured in 2019 dollars). During 1992-2019, the average price of coffee was $3.74/kg ($1.70/lb) (measured in 2019 dollars).

To simplify the reasoning for ease of understanding, it is useful to divide the global supply curve for Arabica coffee into two parts, Brazil and the rest of the world (ROW). Brazil’s supply curve, QSB in Figure 14, is positively sloped at very low prices but then turns basically flat at the price P*. The reason is as follows. At very low prices, only low-intensity production techniques (hand-harvesting of coffee beans, for example) are profitable with low yields in a limited land area. When the price reaches P*, however, high-yield, mechanized coffee farming becomes profitable, using intensive inputs (e.g. fertilizers and irrigation) and mechanization for harvesting and other purposes. (In fact, the supply curve will be gently upward sloping rather than perfectly flat, given that some lands will be preferred to others in terms of natural fertility, access to input markets, access to export markets, and other factors, and these favorable lands will therefore supply coffee at slightly lower prices.)

We can therefore think about Brazil’s coffee sector as having two distinct parts: a low-productivity and non-mechanized sub-sector, shown as QLB(P), and a high-productivity and mechanized supply, shown as QHB(P), which is highly elastic at the price P*. Brazil’s national coffee supply curve, QSB(P), is the horizontal sum of the two sub-sectors as shown in the figure below.

Brazil in fact has millions of hectares of land that were previously cultivated for coffee production, but that are not currently used for that purpose. Since 1974, 5.8 million hectares have been used for coffee production in Brazil, but only 1.8-1.9 million hectares are currently planted with coffee. Much of that formerly used land is flat enough to be used for high-yield, mechanized coffee production (an estimated additional 1.9 million hectares of coffee land).
hectares), and could be brought back into coffee production at a relatively modest cost, albeit over the course of several years of new planting. Moreover, millions of hectares of land suitable for mechanized coffee farming could be brought into production for the first time if producers were incentivized by prices slightly higher than $P^*$: we estimate that there are 18 million hectares of land in Brazil that are relatively flat, suitable for coffee production, and non-forested. Although much of that land is currently used for other purposes, the amount that theoretically could be used for coffee means that Brazil could vastly increase its coffee production with prices slightly higher than $P^*$.  

The rest of the world (ROW) has an upward-sloping supply curve, $QR(P)$, that is similar to the supply curve of the low-productivity Brazilian subsector, as depicted in Figure 14. Outside of Brazil, there is considerably less available land to bring into new coffee production. Moreover, most coffee lands are in mountainous regions that are not suitable for mechanized harvesting. Production is labor intensive and yields are lower (although by how much varies across countries, as noted in the next section). New coffee areas in most of ROW would entail deforestation or strong competition with other profitable crops.

The main opportunity for increased production and profitability in ROW is therefore higher yields and quality on existing coffee farms through the intensification of production, especially through the improved use of fertilizers, irrigation, improved coffee varieties, and science-based farming methods (while respecting sustainable environmental practices). New technology that supports the harvesting of mountain hand-picked coffee, such as the machine developed by Cenicafé (Centro Nacional de Investigaciones de Café) in Colombia to help take down coffee cherries, could also help make mountainous coffee more competitive, by significantly cutting down harvest times. These various steps towards sustainable intensification are indeed possible, and highly desirable for ROW.

The global supply curve, shown in Figure 15, is found by adding horizontally Brazil’s supply curve, $QSB(P)$, and the rest-of-the-world supply curve, $QSR(P)$. The global demand curve is $QD$. The world equilibrium is shown as $P^*$ and $Q^*$. At the world price, there are three categories of supply: low-productivity Rest-of-World, $QR(P^*)$, low-productivity Brazil, $QLB(P^*)$, and high-productivity Brazil, $QHB(P^*)$. Of course, at the price $P^*$, world demand, $QD(P^*)$, equals the world supply, $QLB(P^*)+QR(P^*)+QHB(P^*)$.

Now, we can ask three important questions:

1. What happens if ROW improves its coffee farming techniques?
2. What happens if high-yield Brazil further improves its technologies?
3. What happens if world demand increases?

The answer to the first question, improved farming techniques in ROW, is illustrated in Figure 16. The supply curve for $QR+QLB$ (ROW plus low-yield Brazilian farms) shifts to the right to the new line $QR+QLB(II)$. Output in the ROW rises, while production in high-yield Brazilian farms contracts by the same amount. The world price $P^*$ remains unchanged. In short, ROW replaces part of the high-tech Brazilian production in satisfying demand.
The answer to the second question, improved technologies in high-yield Brazil, is illustrated in Figure 17. We can consider the technological advance to be a reduction in the break-even cost of high-yield coffee farming. In that case, production in high-yield Brazil expands, while production in ROW and in low-yield Brazil contracts from QR+QLB(I) to QR+QLB(II). World coffee consumption rises at the new lower world price $P^{**}$. A similar outcome occurs if the Brazilian Real experiences a real depreciation compared with the dollar and euro. In that case, the supply price of coffee measured in dollars and euros will decline for any given Brazilian Real price.

The answer to the third question, higher demand among coffee consumers, is illustrated in Figure 18. The world demand curve shifts to the right (higher coffee consumption at any price), to the dotted demand curve. The world price remains unchanged at $P^{*}$, and the entire increase in supply is met by high-productivity Brazilian coffee production. The supply from the low-tech ROW remains unchanged. (Of course, since the Brazilian high-tech supply curve is likely to be gently upward sloping rather than completely flat, a rise in world demand would likely increase the long-term equilibrium price, but not by much.)
Imperfect Competition in the Coffee Industry

Let us now revise the model to take into account potential market power in the roaster-retailer segment of the market. This is a valid concern since the roaster-retailer component of the market is increasingly concentrated with two main leaders, Nestlé and JAB Holding Company. Moreover, because of the importance of branding, it is likely that brand-name roaster-retailers enjoy a significant mark-up over their production costs. In that case, the mark-up factor $M$ reflects not only the costs of handling and processing the beans from the farm gate to the retail shelf, but also a return to brand name, earned by a mix of quality, advertising, reputation, and consumer habit. It could also be a mark-up due to implicit or explicit collusive behavior of the major roaster-retailers, who control a significant proportion of the coffee market (especially the largest two) and who are increasingly intertwined through various branding and sales agreements (as discussed above in Section I(c)).

At the farm gate, the big difference between a competitive buyer and a monopsonistic buyer of coffee (i.e., the sole buyer of coffee, who thus has significant market power) is that the monopsonistic buyer has the incentive and the ability to put downward pressure on the price paid to the producers. Suppose that a brand name can retail its Guatemalan coffee beans at $6 per lb and has $2.50 of production costs (excluding green coffee bean procurement), for a net revenue of $3.50 per lb. Now suppose that this roaster-retailer can procure 120 million lbs from Guatemala at a price of $1.50 per lb or a smaller amount, 100 million lbs, at $1 per lb. In the first case, the profits are $3.50/lb x 120M lb - $1.50/lb x 120M lb = $240 million. In the second case, the profits are $3.50/lb x 100M lb - $1/lb x 100M lb = $250 million. In this case, the monopsonist would use its market power to buy fewer beans from Guatemala but at a considerably lower cost.

Note that the monopsonist succeeds in raising the mark-up of retail prices over costs, from $2 per pound ($6 – $2.50 - $1.50) to $2.50 per pound ($6 - $2.50 - $1). This is an essential and basic point. When there is market power, the mark-up between the farmgate price and the consumer price, which we earlier labeled $M$, is a reflection not merely of production and handling costs (shipping, packaging, roasting, etc.) but also of market power.

When a market faces a monopsonistic buyer, it may set a minimum price without endangering the quantity purchased. For example, if the Guatemalan government or the Guatemalan coffee producers set a minimum price of $1.50/lb, the monopsonistic buyer would buy up all 120 million lbs, because the monopsonist still earns a net profit of $2/lb. Since it could no longer push the farmgate price lower, it would buy up the entire quantity available.

Monopsonistic buyers need to take into account the difference of short-run and long-run supply curves of the producing countries. In the short run, with a given planting of coffee, supply curves are highly inelastic. It may be possible to drive down the purchase price of the coffee without reducing the supply on offer. In that case, the monopsonist can drive farmgate prices down considerably. Yet the longer-term supply response will be much higher. Farmers will shift from coffee to other crops. The monopsonist will not be able to buy the desired quantities in the future. For this reason, monopsonistic buying power should be exercised with great discretion, taking into account longer-term implications of low supply prices.
There is probably little monopsonistic power vis-à-vis Brazil’s high-tech producers since their supply elasticity is quite high. It is therefore unlikely that market power explains much of the decline in prices facing Brazil’s high-productivity sector. Still, with the recent decline in prices during 2018 and 2019 corresponding with the increased concentration of roasting-retail in the hands of Nestlé and JAB Holding Company, we do not rule out the possibility of some monopsonistic downward pressure on prices even regarding Brazilian high-productivity coffee. It is possible, for example, that the major buyers are pushing down prices excessively without taking into account the long-term negative consequences on supply even in Brazil.

It may also be true that coffee producers in the rest of the world are facing increased monopsonistic pressures. If this is the case, we would see a decline in farmgate prices faced by ROW producers relative to the farmgate prices paid to Brazil’s high-productive farmers. We do not have the detailed evidence necessary to determine if any such price differential has recently occurred.

If this is in fact the case – that farmers outside of Brazil have suffered a larger decline in quality-adjusted prices than have Brazil’s farmers – one remedy would be to institute minimum prices in the non-Brazilian markets linked to farmgate prices paid in Brazil to the high productivity sector. The minimum price could not deviate sharply from the Brazilian reference price, as that would shift purchases away from the ROW farmers towards Brazilian farmers. But if Brazil’s farmers are being paid, say, $1.50 - $2.00 for mild Arabica coffee beans and farmers in other countries are receiving a lower price, then imposing a minimum price in the other markets that is linked to a Brazilian reference price would be beneficial for the ROW farmers and for global efficiency.

If the roaster-retailer has market power both on the buying side (as a monopsonist) and on the retail side, as a seller, the situation is more complicated. The markup of retail prices over farmgate prices will now include three factors: Monopsonist Power + Costs + Marketing Power. Marketing power may also be considered to be “brand power.” It is partly a reflection of quality (and the associated costs and returns of R&D to produce high-quality coffee), as well as brand loyalty and advertising. In the coffee industry, it is likely that large roaster-retailers such as Nestlé and JAB Holding Company have both monopsonistic power in the producing countries, with this power being passed through to traders buying on behalf of the monopsonists, and marketing power in the consuming countries. The result is a mark-up over production costs that is often several dollars per pound. For example, a pound of high-quality branded Arabica coffee might retail for $10/lb (or higher), while the farmgate price is $2/lb and the production costs are another $3/lb, leaving the markup due to monopsony and brand power at $5/lb.

The existence of a large mark-up on the consuming side also has powerful implications for coffee producers. To the extent that coffee producers can enter the consumer market directly, for example through direct e-marketing, they will capture a larger proportion of the value added in the coffee supply chain. Of course this has been a hope and aspiration of coffee producers for a long time, but the advent of direct online marketing and e-branding/e-commerce may facilitate the entry of new producers into consumer markets (see Section IV).
To summarize the main conclusions of this section:

1. The ICA’s export quotas collapsed mainly because of the excess supply of Brazil’s efficient producers.
2. Since the collapse of the ICA’s export quotas, world prices have determined mainly by the supply of Brazil’s efficient producers (and to lesser extent by that of Vietnam’s producers when it comes to Robusta coffee, as discussed in Section I).
3. Rising efficiency in Brazil lowers the world price and squeezes farmers that lack Brazil’s efficient production.
4. Rising world demand is likely to be met primarily through increased production in Brazil, without a significant rise in world coffee prices.
5. The survival of production in the ROW will depend on raising yields in the ROW, as well as competing on quality, through more sustainably intensive production techniques, more inputs, irrigation, and improved varieties and farm techniques.
6. Increased market concentration, and hence increased monopsonistic prices especially in the ROW, may have contributed to the recent decline in world coffee prices.
7. Creating a minimum price linked to a reference price in Brazil might be workable and beneficial for ROW farmers.
8. Coffee producers should more aggressively explore options for penetrating the branded value chain through the new opportunities offered by e-commerce (discussed further in Section IV).

**B. A Quantitative Assessment of the Future of Coffee Supply**

The rest of this Section discusses results from a new quantitative model of coffee supply and demand. First, we consider the challenges to coffee production, and implications for coffee supply, over the next 30 years. We are particularly interested in the effects of climate change on yields: what areas will see benefits from near-term climate change, and what regions will struggle to continue to grow coffee? Although many of the changes in climate that will unfold over the next 30 years are already inevitable, any economic changes that can result from climate change are far from predetermined. We are interested in the potential for improving yields, reducing farmer risks, and helping them to adapt.

**Challenges for Coffee Production**

Coffee production and coffee farmers will face an array of new challenges over the next 30 years. The ability of farmers to adapt, innovate, and learn from these challenges will shape the economic stability of coffee farming, the fate of many regions’ biodiversity, and the coffee varieties available to consumers. The potential applications of new technologies for mechanization and precision agriculture, and new heat- and drought-resistant varieties, will also shape farmers’ prospects.

Climate change will be one of the most pervasive challenges facing farmers. Higher temperatures and other changes to the seasonal cycle will affect yields and increase the risk of coffee tree die-off. Coffee production also relies on other species in the environment, to maintain soil health and for pollination. Shade-grown coffee, intercropped systems, and agroforestry systems all make the role of other species more explicit, although other species are present for all coffee production. The effects of climate change on each individual species and on the agricultural system as a whole are hard to predict and represent pervasive risks.

Warmer temperatures will also increase the risks of coffee diseases. Hotter conditions have influenced the spread of coffee rust to altitudes that were once free of the fungus. Such conditions have also been shown to increase the reproductive cycle of coffee berry and white stem borers. More farmers may switch to cultivating Robusta coffee as a result, with losses both for coffee quality and to farmers who will earn less for their work.

Climate change will also change rainfall patterns and make them more variable. Storms will become more intense and damaging, while dry periods will become longer. This will also undermine the potential for irrigation. Ensuring a consistent water supply through irrigation is one of the most effective ways to adapt to higher temperatures, but, in the future, water supplies for many regions will become less reliable.
Climate change will also have a direct effect on coffee quality. The highest quality coffees are generally grown at high elevations, because these cooler temperatures slow coffee fruit growth and allow flavors to develop. Higher temperatures, as well as higher CO2 levels, will cause coffee fruits to mature more quickly, resulting in a less flavorful product.

Finally, warmer temperatures will have a direct effect on farmers, as well as on their workers. Outdoor work in tropical areas can be dangerous on hot days, particularly for the aging coffee farmer population. Small increases on top of existing high temperatures can have a large effect on farmer and farmworker health and labor productivity. This will be compounded by water and food security challenges that climate change will exacerbate in some regions.

Some of the challenges of the next 30 years are not new, but their interactions are important to understand. The persistence of low prices paid to farmers make it difficult for them to make the investments necessary to adapt to climate change. Low prices and extreme events are likely to drive further consolidation in coffee production, both geographically and into larger plantations. These changes, in turn, will increase the costs of smaller farmers outside of these consolidated regions to get their coffee to markets. All of these effects can contribute to poverty for smallholder farmers.

Another sustainability challenge in the coffee sector emerges from the responses of farmers to these changes. As some coffee-producing areas become less productive, there will be a greater demand to expand into natural land, impacting biodiversity. The increasing use of pesticides, fungicides, and fertilizer may also seep into the surrounding environment and disrupt it. New irrigation systems, if not properly managed, will draw water away from environmental needs. Responding to these sustainability challenges requires a comprehensive approach.

1. Our Approach

As part of this report, we develop models that represent some of the most important economic, environmental, and adaptation changes that will challenge the industry in the next 30 years. These models are aimed at helping us to anticipate long-term changes in supply and demand relations in the coming decades. Many of the opportunities and challenges facing the industry will emerge from the long-term tendencies regarding supply and demand relations, and their effects on long-term world prices for coffee.

First, we discuss the insights of the coffee supply model, which represents the behaviors and outcomes of farmers in response to prices, weather, and suitability. This model is the basis for our coffee production estimates and supply-demand interactions below.

The approach taken here is global, quantitative, and largely physical. This means that our supply analysis considers the role of farmers as they affect yield and economic suitability, but does not analyze other important aspects of farmer welfare, including employment opportunities, health, social services, and direct consequences of climate change on farming families through heat waves and extreme events.

We pay special attention to the differences between regions. Coffee production in different areas shows different kinds of sensitivity, depending on the varieties of coffee grown and details of local costs and management. First, throughout the analyses, we distinguish between Arabica coffee, which has a higher quality but is generally more sensitive to environmental conditions, and Robusta coffee, which has a less favorable taste profile, a higher caffeine content, and is less susceptible to disease. We also estimate different parameters of our model in every region, to reflect different varieties within these species, to the extent that the data allow.
A number of important aspects of coffee production are largely implicit in our model. We do not explicitly model coffee diseases, although these are likely to expand under climate change and we capture their historical trends within our yield model. Similarly, coffee bean quality is not studied here, but we estimate different prices for coffee according to region and species.

A simplified representation of the resulting supply curve is shown in Figure 19. At any price level, the curve represents the quantity of Arabica or Robusta coffee available, and where it is produced. However, this curve is not static, and depends upon pre-existing coffee planting, coffee tree ages, and grower experience. Over time, as climate changes, coffee-producing areas will need to shift, and many current coffee areas will become ecologically unsuitable for high-quality coffee. Simultaneously, improved cultivars, management techniques, and automation will increase coffee supply.

This curve can only be estimated by developing high-resolution estimates of coffee productivity and suitability.

Figure 19: Simplified Coffee Supply Curve.

Depending on the changing state of climate and management practices, both the total amount and spatial distribution of coffee production across the globe will shift.

Figure 20: Diagram of the Major Components of the Coffee Supply Model.

Models for Farm Gate Prices, Planting Decisions, Yield Gaps, and Harvests, are described below.
The model developed for this project is represented in Figure 20. All of the model components are grounded in data; some also represent coffee biology, economic theory, and farmer dynamics. In each year, coffee production responds to the prices from the previous year.

The components of the coffee supply model are described briefly below, with more details in the appendices.

The **Farm Gate Price Model** is an econometric model, which predicts farm gate prices from international prices, underlying trends, and records of differentials. This model is estimated from annual World Bank international coffee prices for Arabica and Robusta coffee, and prices paid to producers collected by the ICO. Records of differentials are used to estimate a simple model of how regional production levels can demand price premiums, and were provided by Lavazza.

The **Planting Model** represents the decision for farmers to expand land under cultivation or switch to or out of coffee production. It uses farm prices and yields as inputs to determine whether positive profits are inducing more coffee production. While there is an enormous variation in observed decisions to change planted area at the regional level, we find that revenues, as a combination of prices and yields, predict the general direction of these changes. It also accounts for the ability of some countries, most notably Brazil, to vastly expand their production. The model produces an estimate of the area of coffee farms that is currently harvestable (the “bearing area”), based on past planting.

The **Harvest Model** includes both the biological model, which estimates yields as a function of weather, and the harvesting decisions of farmers. Yields depend upon several features of the growing conditions within each season, including minimum and peak temperatures, the distribution of rainfall, humidity, and sunshine. The Harvest Model uses these to predict yields at a high resolution. Depending on these yield levels and labor costs, farmers then make harvesting decisions, obscuring the true biological yields. The model uses a Bayesian approach to simultaneously estimate the hidden biological yields and farmer adaptation practices.

The **Yield Gaps Model** captures the relationship between model parameters in the harvest model and suitability, as estimated by the Global Agro-ecological Zone (GAEZ) project. The model parameters are the result of both ecological suitability and management practices, such as irrigation and input use. We relate GAEZ suitability, which reflects surveyed management practices, to develop model parameters in areas of the world that are not well-represented in our data. This also allows us to model the opportunity to close yield gaps through investing in new management practices, by describing the corresponding change to model parameters.

**Future predictions:** The process for predicting coffee production in the future and its responses to changes in prices and climate uses all four models. We use projections of future climate from the state-of-the-art MIROC-ESM-CHEM climate model under a business-as-usual (RCP 8.5) scenario. In each year from 2017 to 2030, we translate predicted international prices into farmgate prices, and combine them with local projected weather to estimate yields using the Harvest Model. These predicted yields are then used to determine if farmers expand or reduce coffee areas, which determines the conditions for the next year. Under some scenarios, we also model investments taken to close yield gaps, as well as assumptions about expansion into new areas. The combined estimated global coffee production is fed into the Coffee Demand Model to estimate the next year’s international prices.

In the sub-sections below, we first discuss changes in climate that have already occurred and will occur by 2050 (sub-section 2). In sub-section 3, we present the sensitivity of coffee yields to climate, and changes in these yields that are predicted to occur over the next 30 years. These yield changes will then affect regional planting decisions, which we explore in sub-section 4. Finally, sub-section 5 discusses the opportunities to close yield gaps and adapt to climate change with improved management.
2. Changing Climate

The coffee belt\textsuperscript{105} has already experienced a significant shift in temperatures, and that shift becomes more extreme every year. The average annual land temperature of the coffee belt is now about 1.5 °C higher than its pre-industrial average, and continuing to increase. Figure 21 reports temperatures relative to the 1951 - 1980 average, which was already 0.5 °C warmer than the preindustrial average. Temperatures have increased at a rate of about 0.2 °C per decade since 1970, and the rate is increasing. This warming is driving several other changes that affect coffee. Although all times of the year are getting warmer, the range of temperatures throughout the year is growing wider as hot months get even hotter. Total rainfall is increasing, but becoming less useful for agriculture: wet months are getting wetter and dry months are getting drier with more intense but less frequent downpours.\textsuperscript{106}

Different parts of the coffee belt are subject to different amounts of warming (Figure 22). In the Americas, much of the coffee heartland in southern Brazil and Guatemala has already warmed 2 °C above pre-industrial temperatures, while Colombia remains cooler.\textsuperscript{107} The largest increases in temperature in Africa are in non-coffee-producing regions, and Uganda in particular has avoided most of the warming in our data, but with higher rates reported elsewhere.\textsuperscript{108} Across southern Asia, coffee-growing areas in India and Vietnam have warmed by 1 °C, but much of Indonesia has experienced less change.

By 2050, few places in the tropics will have experienced less than 1 °C of warming, and the average warming over the coffee belt will be 2.8 °C. Almost 20% of the coffee belt will have warmed by more than 4 °C, which represents the limit of warming that can be offset by shade grown cultivation.

More importantly, the range of average temperatures across the coffee belt no longer overlaps with its historical range, and it has not overlapped it since the 1980s. This is clear both at an average level across the tropics in Figure 21, and for the historical range of temperatures in individual regions. Over the last 20 years, the average location in the tropics was at the 94th percentile of its historical temperature range, and most regions were experiencing 1-in-10 year temperatures every other year. Currently, the only major coffee-growing region that is far outside of its historical temperature range is southern Brazil. By 2050, only 10% of the tropics will be below the 99th percentile of their historical range; in other words, the normal annual temperatures in 90% of the tropics will fall into what were historically classified as 1-in-
100 year heat events. These shifts are shown in Figure 23. The exceptions are parts of Colombia, Honduras, and eastern Indonesia. The consequences of such a fundamental shift are difficult to predict, and certainly of concern.

All of these changes are predicted to continue to occur with high confidence. In this report, we use a “business-as-usual” climate scenario, which assumes that strong, global climate policies will remain out of reach. The first successes of the Paris Agreement, falling costs of renewables, and growing agitation for a green transition all offer hope that we will diverge from this pathway long before 2050. However, the past 20 years of inaction on climate have made most of the warming between now and 2050 inevitable. It is prudent to prepare for
climate changes from a business-as-usual scenario, because near-term actual changes cannot be much less extreme than these.

**Shifting Suitability**

Coffee is highly sensitive to climate, and grown in areas where climate change could rapidly drive lands out of these narrow suitability envelopes. As temperatures increase, coffee production will be forced toward the poles and to higher elevations. If warming continues at its current rate, with an average increase of 0.2 °C per decade, coffee production will need to shift an average of 58 km per decade toward the poles or 37 m higher per decade. Under the warming expected around mid-century (2-2.5 °C globally), the minimum altitude suitable for coffee production in Central America and Kenya is expected to increase by around 400 m.109

In the next 30 years, the GAEZ suitability dataset suggests that 75% of available, unforested land suitable for Arabica farming will be lost due to climate change, and 63% of similarly suitable land for Robusta farming. However, there is vastly more suitable land available than currently in use by coffee, and this fact will remain under near-term climate change: over 9 times as much land is estimated to be suitable for Arabica production globally in 2050 than the total of land currently under its cultivation. The largest pool of available coffee land remains in Brazil, despite considerable losses.

At the same time, the land currently being used by coffee farmers in many regions will become unsuitable economically. Even allowing for coffee farming to shift within countries, 14% of land currently under Arabica cultivation is at risk of becoming economically unsuitable. As shown in Figures 24 and 25, the portion of coffee area at risk varies greatly across countries.

These shifts are a problem both for smallholder farmers and the coffee industry as a whole. While coffee production as a whole can shift, smallholder farmers are unlikely to migrate. Most affected smallholder farmers will leave coffee production, resulting in losses of coffee farming knowledge, physical and institutional capital, and the productive trees themselves.

At the level of the coffee industry, two concerns are worth highlighting. First, the loss of these farmers will drive further consolidation, undermining a diverse coffee market. Second, these farmers have knowledge and expertise that could take decades to recover.

![Figure 24: Portion of Currently Suitable Area Projected to Become Unsuitable Due to Climate Change.](image)

The red bar shows the percent of suitable area lost, and the green bar shows the portion that remains economically suitable. Values exclude forested land and wetlands.
3. Changes in Coffee Yields

We develop a statistical approach to predicting the future of coffee yields. This work builds upon advanced approaches that combine a biologically-motivated representation of moderate and extreme temperatures and account for the potential for adaptation. However, as a perennial tree-crop, coffee is much more complicated than the field crops that these methods were first developed to model. We need to account for the period before seedlings can produce coffee berries, the yield of different ages of the trees, and the maintenance required. Farmers play an important role in mediating the relationship between coffee trees and climate, and we develop our model to account for that.

As temperatures increase, not all regions will be impacted identically. Depending on the specifics of climate change that each region is subject to, and the specifics of management practices, we predict different changes, as shown in Figure 26. After 2 °C of warming, all regions show decreases in yield, but Colombia and Ethiopia see increases prior to that point. This is explained by the beneficial effects of moderate temperatures in the coffee-growing areas of those countries. At 4 °C, yields on average fall by over 10%, and many major coffee-producing regions, including Vietnam, India, and Honduras, experience losses in excess of 25%.
As a global average across production, these losses will start hitting soon and will increase rapidly (see Figure 27). These losses can be offset by improvements in management (discussed in sub-section 5), but without such improvements, they will already be noticeable by 2020.

**4. Changes in Planted Area**

As demand increases and yields fall, prices for coffee will increase slightly. Higher prices will incentivize farmers to expand their coffee production, particularly in Brazil where there are low barriers to reclaiming land previously used for coffee production. Although the literature on the response of farm planting to prices is quite old, researchers have generally not integrated it with more recent work on crop yields. Taken alone, prices are not a very good predictor for changes in coffee planted area. However, when combined with yields to form an estimate of farmer revenue, there is a clearer relationship (see appendix). Farmers with higher yields are more likely to expand under price increases than those with lower yields.

Our model shows that, under recent prices from 2018, held constant into the future, most countries decrease their land under cultivation because of low current prices and falling yields. Nine countries leave coffee production entirely, although these only account for 2% of current production. Of the large producers, India is projected to have the greatest decreases in planted area. Ethiopia is projected to increase its Arabica planted area, and Vietnam is projected to increase both Arabica and Robusta production (see Figure 28).

The combined effect of these changes is predicted to be a 13% decrease in planted area globally (see Figure 29). However, it is important to note that this analysis assumes constant prices for coffee. As a result of both lower yields and reduced areas, lower total coffee production may raise prices slightly, due to the increased scarcity of coffee. These higher prices will induce some farmers to plant more than predicted here. However, the ease of increasing production in some countries, such as Brazil, will keep the effect of climate change on prices small for the next few decades.
Figure 28: Changes in Planted Area, in Response to Current Prices.

A baseline year of 2013 is used, and data on planted area up to 2018 is used where available.

Figure 29: Evolution of Planted Area by Country to 2050.

Prices are held constant at 2017 levels.
5. Opportunities to Close Yield Gaps

Baseline Future Projections

In Figure 30, we show forecasts of production, split by country, under constant prices. In Figure 30, we also do not include the continuation of historical yield increases, to isolate the relative effect of climate. Arabica production ceases to climb, and falls gradually by 10% over the next 30 years due to climate change, in the absence of improvements in management. Robusta production increases, driven by additions from Vietnam, but also does not follow its previous trend.

Considerable increases in production are possible, if prices increase. The predicted supply curve, as a function of prices, is shown in Figure 31. As an indication of the responsiveness to prices, a doubling of price results in a 30% more Robusta production by 2030, but only 15% more Arabica production over the same time. The majority of supply increases come from large producers that are highly responsive to changes in prices—in particular, Brazil and Vietnam. Although the increase in Brazilian production at higher prices is not as extreme as described in Section II(a), the predicted effect is the same: at any level of prices, Brazil can increase production to take advantage of almost all of the additional demand. At higher prices, production continues to climb through 2040, as more trees come to maturity. However, this long delay also affects the potential for production to quickly shift in the near term. When we look at the effect of higher prices on 2020, rather than 2030, Arabica production is almost entirely unaffected by increased prices, and Robusta production only increases slightly. Countries are, however, responsive to lower prices, and will abandon coffee production if prices continue to fall.

Figure 30: Projected Production for Arabica (Top) and Robusta (Bottom), in Terms of Dried Beans.

The continued variation in production after 2025 is driven by a natural cycle as harvests are adjusted to follow prices and respond to demand.
Yield Gaps

Enormous disparities exist between the yields typical of different parts of the world (see Figure 32). The countries at the 75th percentile in yield have over 3 times the yields of those at the 25th percentile. If yields globally could be brought to the yield levels in Brazil, which makes widespread use of fertilizer and irrigation, global production would increase by 70%.

Using our model, we can project improvements in yield that could result from the large-scale investment of countries in improved management. In particular, we look at the potential of increased use of fertilizer and irrigation (see Figure 33). Most countries see the greatest benefit from irrigation, with Ethiopia increasing Arabica yields by 22% and Indonesia and Honduras increasing yields by 14%. Fertilizer also has potential for increasing yields, although in some cases we cannot distinguish these effects from irrigation (e.g., Ethiopia and Indonesia), and in many cases the potential is more modest (< 5%), except in the case of India, which is estimated to have over 10% increases in yield.
We apply these improvements globally, while keeping planted area the same, to understand the potential for increasing production by closing yield gaps. Total Arabica production could increase by 18%, and Robusta production by 16%, under the high range of yield gap potential. This represents a total of an additional 770,000 MT, about the production of Colombia. These productivity improvements would be shared across many producing countries, with the greatest potential in currently underperforming countries.

Some countries have considerable opportunities to improve yields, such as Ethiopia, Peru, Papua New Guinea, and Uganda. These opportunities require multiple investments: in irrigation systems, inputs like fertilizers and pesticides, more effort in tree care, and in many cases, the replanting of old trees.113

Figure 33: Percent Increases in Yields That Could Occur Through the Application of Country-Wide Irrigation and Input Measures.

The changes are estimated by considering potential increases in GAEZ suitability of the main coffee-growing area, and then normalized to match results from USAID.132

Figure 34: Estimated Production if Development Practices are Fully Adopted.

The effects of development improvements upon yields are applied uniformly within each country.
### Opportunities to Expand Production

Another insight in Figure 31 is that many countries are not using the full area for coffee production that they historically had. Returning cultivation to these areas could increase total production by an additional 60%, if yields were to remain constant, without causing coffee to expand into new areas.

---

**Table 1: Improvements in Production, by Country and Management Practice**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Variety</th>
<th>Production (MT)</th>
<th>Arabica Improvements</th>
<th>Irrigation</th>
<th>Irr. &amp; Inputs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>arabica</td>
<td>1155000.00</td>
<td>&lt;3%</td>
<td>&lt;2%</td>
<td>&lt;6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>arabica</td>
<td>414750.00</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td>&lt;2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honduras</td>
<td>arabica</td>
<td>228000.00</td>
<td>5 - 20%</td>
<td>5 - 20%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethiopia</td>
<td>arabica</td>
<td>211650.00</td>
<td>9 - 35%</td>
<td>9 - 35%</td>
<td>19 - 80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peru</td>
<td>arabica</td>
<td>131250.00</td>
<td>4 - 19%</td>
<td>4 - 19%</td>
<td>10 - 40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>arabica</td>
<td>116250.00</td>
<td>2 - 8%</td>
<td>2 - 8%</td>
<td>5 - 15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala</td>
<td>arabica</td>
<td>108000.00</td>
<td>2 - 12%</td>
<td>2 - 12%</td>
<td>5 - 25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicaragua</td>
<td>arabica</td>
<td>81000.00</td>
<td>5 - 11%</td>
<td>5 - 11%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>arabica</td>
<td>47400.00</td>
<td>5 - 15%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costa Rica</td>
<td>arabica</td>
<td>45000.00</td>
<td>10 - 50%</td>
<td>10 - 50%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnam</td>
<td>arabica</td>
<td>39000.00</td>
<td>&lt;6%</td>
<td>&lt;6%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>arabica</td>
<td>30000.00</td>
<td>4 - 23%</td>
<td>4 - 23%</td>
<td>10 - 50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papua New Guinea</td>
<td></td>
<td>22800.00</td>
<td>19 - 90%</td>
<td>8 - 20%</td>
<td>10 - 90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uganda</td>
<td>arabica</td>
<td>22500.00</td>
<td>7 - 25%</td>
<td>7 - 25%</td>
<td>14 - 56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>arabica</td>
<td>21400.00</td>
<td>4 - 15%</td>
<td>4 - 15%</td>
<td>5 - 31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El Salvador</td>
<td>arabica</td>
<td>19500.00</td>
<td>2 - 8%</td>
<td>2 - 8%</td>
<td>5 - 15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanzania</td>
<td>arabica</td>
<td>18000.00</td>
<td>7 - 23%</td>
<td>7 - 23%</td>
<td>14 - 50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myanmar</td>
<td>arabica</td>
<td>42700.00</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yemen</td>
<td>arabica</td>
<td>37500.00</td>
<td>&lt;4%</td>
<td>&lt;4%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puerto Rico</td>
<td>arabica</td>
<td>1934.00</td>
<td>&lt;2%</td>
<td>&lt;2%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congo</td>
<td>arabica</td>
<td>1508.50</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameroon</td>
<td>arabica</td>
<td>1500.00</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madagascar</td>
<td>arabica</td>
<td>750.00</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comoros</td>
<td>arabica</td>
<td>143.50</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauritius</td>
<td>arabica</td>
<td>70.00</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madagascar</td>
<td>arabica</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Variety</th>
<th>Production (MT)</th>
<th>Robusta Improvements</th>
<th>Irrigation</th>
<th>Irr. &amp; Inputs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vietnam</td>
<td>robusta</td>
<td>840000.00</td>
<td>&lt;3%</td>
<td>&lt;3%</td>
<td>&lt;6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>robusta</td>
<td>372000.00</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td>&lt;3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>robusta</td>
<td>280000.00</td>
<td>9 - 50%</td>
<td>1 - 7%</td>
<td>10 - 50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>robusta</td>
<td>110400.00</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td>&lt;3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uganda</td>
<td>robusta</td>
<td>108000.00</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>robusta</td>
<td>63000.00</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanzania</td>
<td>robusta</td>
<td>165000.00</td>
<td>7 - 23%</td>
<td>7 - 23%</td>
<td>14 - 50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameroon</td>
<td>robusta</td>
<td>141000.00</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madagascar</td>
<td>robusta</td>
<td>67500.00</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guinea</td>
<td>robusta</td>
<td>5700.00</td>
<td>&lt;4%</td>
<td>3 - 16%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala</td>
<td>robusta</td>
<td>54000.00</td>
<td>&lt;3%</td>
<td>5 - 25%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myanmar</td>
<td>robusta</td>
<td>4270.00</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puerto Rico</td>
<td>robusta</td>
<td>1934.00</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierra Leone</td>
<td>robusta</td>
<td>1650.00</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congo</td>
<td>robusta</td>
<td>1508.50</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicaragua</td>
<td>robusta</td>
<td>750.00</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angola</td>
<td>robusta</td>
<td>570.00</td>
<td>&lt;3%</td>
<td>2 - 12%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberia</td>
<td>robusta</td>
<td>420.00</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambodia</td>
<td>robusta</td>
<td>182.50</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominica</td>
<td>robusta</td>
<td>143.50</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comoros</td>
<td>robusta</td>
<td>70.00</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belize</td>
<td>robusta</td>
<td>40.00</td>
<td>&lt;3%</td>
<td>&lt;2%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauritius</td>
<td>robusta</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1: Values corrected to conform to USAID potential.
2: USAID potential used, and divided evenly between fertilizer and irrigation.
From a suitability perspective, many countries have more land that is suitable for coffee production than is currently under cultivation. The area that is highly suitable for Arabica and Robusta coffee for each country is listed in Table 2.

These highly suitable areas depend only upon the biological and climatological conditions within each region, and do not require irrigation or additional fertilizer inputs. We also report the highest level of suitability for each coffee species, which ranges from 0 – 100%. Areas that are highly suitable for coffee have the potential to produce high quality coffee at yields comparable to the most competitive regions. However, the ultimate potential for any region depends upon a variety of other constraints, including labor availability, the ease of machinery use in the landscape, transportation infrastructure and access to markets, and suitable seed varieties.

We can consider the potential of China and Laos as a case study, as shown in Table 3. Currently, almost all of the area of Laos is potentially suitable for Robusta coffee; however, the area that will remain suitable in the future will diminish. The Yunnan province in China has considerable potential as well, and unlike Laos, this potential will increase as temperatures warm. These suitability estimates should be treated with care, as the climatologic data is uncertain in many of these regions.
Table 3: Baseline and Future Suitability for China and Laos

Baseline suitability is evaluated at the current temperatures, with no irrigation or fertilizer inputs. Future irrigation is evaluated in 2050, with advanced management practices. All maps have protected areas removed, with suitability and protected area data from GAEZ.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Immediate Opportunities (Low-Input, Rain-Fed, Baseline)</th>
<th>Mid-Century Opportunities (High-Input, Irrigated, 2050)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Map of Immediate Opportunities for China and Laos" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Map of Mid-Century Opportunities for China and Laos" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China’s coffee growing potential will grow over the course of the century, particularly in Yunnan province. Hainan is productive now, but will fade.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Map of Immediate Opportunities for Laos" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Map of Mid-Century Opportunities for Laos" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laos has considerable coffee production potential, mainly for Robusta coffee. Many of the lower-lying areas, however, will experience yield losses over the next 30 years, so investment choices should be made carefully.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
C. Future Prospects

To assess future prospects, we developed a coffee demand model based on projections of income and population growth. The relationship between coffee demand and prices is highly variable across countries.\(^{114}\)

A summary measure of the responsiveness of demand to prices is price elasticity. This is the portion of a change in prices that translates into a change in demand. For example, a price elasticity of -0.5 means that if prices increase by 10%, demand will reduce by 5%. We find that Arabica coffee has a global price elasticity of -0.08 and Robusta coffee has an elasticity of -0.15. These values imply that demand is extremely inelastic, reflecting the apparent low sensitivity of consumers to price changes. However, the responsiveness to prices is not identical everywhere. Elasticities vary from over -0.09 (Japan) to below -0.075 (Germany) for Arabica coffee. The comparatively narrow range for these may reflect a real similarity in how countries respond to prices, or may be the result of the noisy and limited data available for the analysis (see annex 4).

The demand curves are also determined by growing income (according to an income elasticity of demand) and population growth. The demand curves, across all countries, are shown in Figure 35, below.

Combining the two models for supply and demand allows us to understand how the market equilibrium affects both producers and consumers. As demand continues to climb and more regions experience losses from climate change, prices will begin to recover. However, this increase is likely to be modest, because the higher prices will incentivize more production, particularly Brazil’s mechanized production. Importantly, the most responsive farmers are those that are able to produce coffee most cheaply, and these will be able to keep up with the increased demand for the foreseeable future.

The figure below shows the predicted change in prices, under two scenarios: “business-as-usual” and “closing yield gaps” (See Figure 36). The business-as-usual scenario is based on Brazil and Vietnam’s continued dominance when it comes to productivity growth, resulting in greater concentration in production. This productivity growth keeps prices for Arabica coffee low, although growing demand increases them by about $1/kg by 2030. Increases in Robusta coffee consumption boost its prices somewhat, and Robusta coffee production approaches Arabica coffee levels.

![Figure 35: Demand Curves in 2030 (Top) and Showing the Growth Globally Across 2020, 2030, and 2040 (Bottom).](image-url)

Error bars show the 90% confidence intervals for each country’s curve. The greater demand in later years is the result of increases in income and populations.
Under the closing-yield-gaps scenario, we allow countries to close yield gaps to the extent described in the previous section. Productivity gains are then more distributed, which decreases Vietnam and Brazil’s domination of the market. However, the increased global production resulting from closing yield gaps also depresses prices below the level of the business-as-usual scenario. Most countries see greater benefits from the higher yields than they lose from lower prices, and as a result show increases in production. Brazil and Vietnam produce less coffee relative to the business-as-usual case, because these countries are more responsive to prices and have less to gain from closing yield gaps. In addition to the benefits of higher yields to offset lower prices, any comprehensive plan for sustainable development should include support for incomes, prices, or diversification, to ensure that all producers see benefits from the increased production.

In addition to the effects resulting from closing yield gaps, the persistence of low levels of prices under the closing-yield-gaps scenario is explained by a combination of factors. First, we assume that yields continue to improve as they have in recent years. This effect is notably strong for Vietnam yields, which increase, even as total production in Vietnam is depressed under the closing-yield-gaps scenario relative to the business-as-usual scenario. In the absence of this assumption, prices rise by about $1/kg by 2030 in the closing-yield-gaps scenario. Second, we assume that countries and regions that previously used more land for coffee production can easily increase their land use in response to higher prices. This is particularly relevant for Brazil, which previously had very large amounts of land under coffee cultivation. However, this increase in farming takes a few years of higher prices to take effect (see appendix), resulting in Arabica coffee prices that rise slightly to 2022, and then drop back down.

This report is particularly concerned with the potential losses of coffee variety and producer livelihoods over the next decade. Under the business-as-usual scenario, while the increased demand helps some countries, there are several that see significant decreases in production, particularly India and Malaysia. Total production increases by 26%, of which 76% is accounted for by Vietnam and Brazil (see figure 37). Under the closing-yield-gaps scenario, many of the same countries experience decreases, but the decreases are smaller overall, and the increases are less concentrated in Brazil and Vietnam. Total production increases by 29%, of which 64% comes from Vietnam and Brazil. This highlights the need for countries that have smaller market shares to maintain competitiveness if their varieties are to be sustained. This competitiveness will require raising the value per hectare that farmers receive, which entails, to various degrees, both improving quality and improving yields.
Figure 37: Shifts in Production Under Business-As-Usual (BAU) and Closing-Yield-Gaps (CYG) Scenarios By 2030.

The values in the pie charts are the portion of the global increases (top) and decreases (bottom) in production quantity that occur within each country. Total BAU increases in increasing countries are 1.2 million MT, and decreases in decreasing countries are 29,500 MT. The area of the Closing-Yield-Gap pie charts are scaled relative to the BAU charts, and the size of the BAU chart is shown as a grey circle on the right. Countries representing greater than 1% of the increases/decreases are labeled.
Closing Yield Gaps Scenario

Below we further explore the closing-yield-gaps scenario, and its consequences for supply and demand through 2030. Between now and 2030, total production increases steadily, but the increases are uneven across countries (see Figure 38).

On the demand side, the consuming countries that currently dominate the coffee market show very little change, while emerging markets represent the greatest driver of the coffee industry's growth. This reflects emerging markets’ growing incomes and purchasing power. Under the business-as-usual scenario, higher prices result in slightly lower consumption than in the closing-yield-gaps scenario. The baseline demand scenario is driven by population and income growth. Several other factors are emerging in the coffee market that may alter demand:

1) Accelerated demand growth from East Asian and coffee-producing countries. According to the ICO, coffee consumption in East Asia (India, Indonesia, the Philippines, Vietnam, China, the Republic of Korea, and Taiwan) has grown at an accelerated annual rate of 6% in the last 25 years. The region’s share in global coffee consumption has grown from 5% to 12%. The highest growth rates are for China (12%), Vietnam (10%), and Taiwan (10%). In addition, consumption is expected to grow in several coffee-producing countries, due to urbanization and policies to encourage domestic coffee consumption. Brazil, Colombia, and Uganda, for example, have implemented policies to incentivize increased coffee consumption at home. In an alternative demand growth scenario for East Asian and coffee-producing countries, an annual growth rate of 10% was used. The emerging demand from East Asia and from producing countries is expected to have a bigger impact on consumption of Robusta coffee than Arabica coffee. This is because Robusta coffee is associated with lower prices, which makes it more appealing in low- and middle-income countries.

2) The improvement of technology enables Arabica coffee and Robusta coffee blends to taste similar to a 100% Arabica coffee. This trend has the potential to decrease Arabica coffee demand and increase Robusta coffee demand. As there is a lack of data and studies that assess the potential impact of this trend, this alternative demand scenario was not formally tested in the model.

3) There is growing demand for capsules and pods in developed economies. The sales of coffee capsules and pods represents 11% of the world sales of coffee today and is expected to grow by a CAGR of 7% in the near future. While capsules and pods sell at a premium, the amount of coffee used in each capsule is lower than in traditional coffee-making processes. For capsules, only 5-7 grams of coffee is needed per cup, while filter/drip coffee requires 10-15 grams per cup. Capsules therefore have the potential to reduce the amount of coffee needed by up to 50%. Using this assumption, an alternative demand scenario was modelled, which foresees a market share for capsules (consuming half of green beans as compared to wholesale/ground coffee) growing to 23% of total Arabica coffee demand in 2026 and remaining constant thereafter (from a baseline of 17% in 2017).
4) Consumption per capita in developed countries might be increasing, driven by the growth of specialty coffee, which encourages higher coffee consumption in some markets. Thus one alternative demand scenario considers an additional annual growth of 1.5% on top of the baseline.

Figure 40, below, shows the difference in demand by 2030 resulting from testing the above outlined alternative demand growth scenarios. The first three bar charts show the results for each of these scenarios separately. The last bar chart combines them.

In our model, the demand resulting from these combined factors would moderately increase global prices because supply, even from Brazil, will not be able to keep up with demand at a constant price, but there remains uncertainty as to whether each demand growth factor will materialize. The greatest increase in demand comes from the developed country assumptions in this combined demand-factor scenario, because of their high baseline level of demand. The effects of higher demand growth rates amongst producer countries and East Asian countries are fairly minor until after 2025. Capsules, which are assumed to increase their market share by 23% of the total market, have a large impact on the price of Arabica coffee, so that the gap between the combined factor demand scenario and the closing-yield-gaps scenario is much larger for Robusta coffee prices.

D. Discussion of the Model Results

Understanding the challenges and opportunities of coffee production requires sophisticated models which can account both for economic decision-making and for environmental changes. This is relevant for coffee yields and production, where farmers make important decisions about maintenance and harvesting, as well as for coffee demand, which responds to prices and changing tastes.

There are considerable differences between regions and varieties in terms of their production potential and how they respond to climate and changing prices. On average, Arabica coffee is more sensitive to rising temperatures, and producers of Arabica coffee respond more slowly to prices. Over the next 30 years, 14 – 34% of land currently under coffee cultivation is at risk of becoming economically unproductive. While there remains plentiful land for coffee production across the tropics, ensuring that the movement of coffee does not result in land grabbing or deforestation is an important challenge. Meanwhile, the growing productivity of coffee in Brazil and Vietnam could result in greater concentration of coffee production there, putting many specialty varieties at risk.
Smallholder farmers are particularly vulnerable. They have the fewest resources to adapt to climate change, and temporary economic or environmental shocks can force them out of coffee farming. There are about 12.5 million coffee farmers, most of whom are smallholders, and ensuring a stable livelihood for these smallholder farmers, in coffee or out, is an important development priority. Low prices also hit these farmers the hardest, and under current prices, we predict most countries to decrease their land under coffee cultivation, and some countries to cease coffee production entirely.

New resources are needed to inform smallholders, as well as other producers, about the risks they face, and to help them improve their management practices to be productive, resilient, and profitable. Providing these kinds of services requires resources, trained helpers, and new science. Research centers like Cenicafé in Colombia have an important role to play, by developing new disease-resistant and heat-resistant varieties, supporting tree renovation, and providing or supporting extension services. In particular, coffee farmers everywhere are in need of “climate services,” which help them to manage their risks and potential under climate change. These services include information on new varieties and management practices, and how these practices can protect them under more frequent weather and disease risks. In some areas, they will need to understand the potential changes in coffee suitability, to help inform the long-term decisions that are necessary for coffee farming. On a season-by-season basis, there is also important information available on expected weather, since many regions are heavily affected by climate patterns like El Niño and La Niña, which are predictable months in advance. Finally, greater variability should not be a barrier to areas that continue to be productive in most years, and expanding the availability of crop insurance programs (see Box 9) can greatly help farmers endure occasional shocks. The needs for new resources and services for smallholders and other producers could be met the multi-stakeholder undertaking that we present in Section IV. Such investment would also support greater sustainability within the coffee sector generally. In the following section, we discuss what coffee sustainability entails—including the economic sustainability of producers—and review some of the sustainability efforts undertaken in the coffee sector to date.
A. Coffee Sustainability and the Sustainable Development Goals

Sustainability has three components: environmental, social, and economic.\textsuperscript{133} Environmental sustainability encompasses two broad issues: the continued availability of resilient ecosystem services, and the maintenance of conserved nature. More broadly, it requires climate resiliency. Social sustainability considers impacts on people. This includes the avoidance of harms—no child labor, no land grabbing—as well as positive steps, such as increasing food security. Economic sustainability focuses on the ability of producers and farmworkers to earn sufficiently from their respective roles in coffee production to live a life with dignity. This component, which has presented some of the most intractable sustainability challenges, and which has been urgently highlighted by the World Coffee Producers Forum since its inception in 2017,\textsuperscript{134} is discussed further in box 2.

These three sustainability components are overlapping, and are often mutually supportive. For example, improved economic sustainability in the form of higher earnings for coffee farmers can help alleviate or avoid social sustainability issues, such as child labor and food insecurity. Stronger environmental sustainability practices, such as the incorporation of cover crops in some locations, can help make some farmers more resilient to the impacts of climate change, thereby supporting their longer-term economic sustainability.

The Sustainable Development Goals provide a specific framework for integrating sustainability within the coffee sector, and for supporting sustainable development in coffee-growing regions. Aligning coffee with the SDGs presents a clear goal for upstream and downstream actors along the value chain.\textsuperscript{135}

While nearly all of the 17 SDGs hold some relevance for the coffee sector, 14 of them are particularly relevant, and can help to provide substantive goals for the coffee industry and for governments of coffee-producing countries. These SDGs are, in brief:

- **No Poverty (SDG 1).** Particularly—but not only—at times of low global coffee prices, poverty persists amongst coffee producers and farmworkers. Coffee prices are currently 32% below the average of the last ten years, following a general downward trend since 2016,\textsuperscript{136} resulting in a steady erosion of many coffee farmers’ abilities to achieve a decent livelihood. Finding ways to eradicate, or at least significantly reduce, the poverty that stalks those who are providing the raw ingredient at the heart of the $200 billion industry\textsuperscript{137} will be critical for the coffee sector to align with the SDGs. This includes finding new models for increased producer profitability (see Section IV) and, potentially, providing social protection through income support transfers for the poorest farmers (see Box 7). Efforts to reduce producer poverty can also include strategies such as increasing their tenure security and documentation of land rights, per SDG Indicator 1.4.\textsuperscript{138}
Box 2: Economic Sustainability Within the Coffee Sector

For coffee producers, economic sustainability requires, at a minimum, that coffee production be economically viable over the long-term. Producers who are planting below a minimum threshold of hectarage may never be economically viable, as it is nearly impossible to avoid poverty when landholdings are too small. For those above that threshold, economic viability is possible, although very difficult when global prices are extremely low.

Economic viability can be considered the minimum core of economic sustainability. Going beyond viability, economic sustainability should also consider producers’ earnings and whether those earnings are sufficient compensation for their unpaid labor. This is at the core of the “living income” concept, which has been defined as “the net annual income required for a household in a particular place to afford a decent standard of living for all members of that household.” This decent standard of living encompasses elements such as food, housing, education, and healthcare.

The concept of living income recognizes that household income can come from multiple sources. This aligns with the realities of many producers, for whom diversification, including to non-coffee crops and to off-farm work, can supplement income and/or limit risk. Such diversification can also be important as a means of climate adaptation. A recognition of the realities around, and importance of, diversification does not mean, however, that diversification should distract from the challenges of making coffee production itself more economically sustainable for producers.

In very low price environments, the economic sustainability component of coffee production at a global scale might primarily be achieved either through changes in pricing mechanisms, or through income supplementation, as discussed further below. There is also a role for promoting increased farmer profitability at the individual and association levels, whether through increased productivity, efficiency, and/or quality, depending on individual contexts and market opportunities. Yet the benefits that farmers in many countries might realize from increased productivity or efficiency will still be constrained during periods of sustained low prices.

For farmworkers, economic sustainability requires decent work and adequate “living wages.” A living wage is a wage that is “sufficient to afford a decent standard of living for the worker and her or his family.” Minimum wage laws covering farmworkers generally do not require a living wage, and the vast majority of farmworkers working in coffee—and in all other agricultural commodities, in any country—do not earn living wages. For economic sustainability to be a reality in coffee production, farmworker earnings will have to increase. Yet increased wages for farmworkers could drastically increase costs of production, thus placing producers’ own economic viability at risk—unless prices are high enough to cover both decent earnings for producers and decent wages for their workers.

Particularly when prices are low, the challenges of achieving economic sustainability in the coffee sector are enormous. Of course, these challenges also go beyond coffee. They mirror challenges found in other agricultural commodities, even in highly developed economies, as well as general economic development challenges of rural areas in low- and middle-income countries.

Nonetheless, the various considerations noted above, along with companies’ co-responsibility for economic sustainability, imply the need for new strategies that insert more equity within coffee global value chains, including those discussed below in Section IV.
SECTION III. COFFEE SUSTAINABILITY

- **Zero Hunger and Sustainable Agricultural Production (SDG 2).** Hunger, food insecurity, and malnutrition often go hand-in-hand with poverty. For many coffee farmers, who harvest coffee at peak times once or twice a year, hunger is cyclical, as farmers work to stretch the payment for the coffee they have sold after the last harvest as well as to stretch any staple food crops they have produced for their own consumption. In Latin America, farmers have described these periods in which they struggle to consistently feed their families as “the thin months.” Achieving SDG 2 in coffee thus implies supporting farmers and their families to avoid this seasonal hunger, including through supporting higher incomes from coffee as well as other strategies, such as diversification. In addition, the targets developed under SDG 2 focus on sustainable agricultural production through increased productivity, incomes, and climate resilience, and through investments and initiatives that support access to, among other things, inputs, knowledge, financial services, markets, research and extension services, and rural infrastructure. Improving coffee farmers’ access to these goods and services, and providing more general support for increasing the productivity and profitability of farmers, is equally critical for achievement of SDG 2.

- **Good Health and Well-Being (SDG 3).** Across coffee-producing countries, significant or major challenges remain towards the achievement of SDG 3. While the most pressing health concerns within each country are varied, one key commonality affecting coffee farmers, farmworkers, and coffee communities is limited access to healthcare. Amongst the top ten producing countries by volume, for example, the availability of universal health coverage is classified as a major challenge in Ethiopia, India, and Uganda. Even outside of those countries, however, coffee farmers and workers can struggle to access necessary and affordable healthcare. In coffee-producing countries, improving access to healthcare will be an important aspect of achieving the SDGs, one that should be prioritized by relevant governments and their donor partners.

- **Quality Education (SDG 4).** Universal access to quality education also remains a challenge in many coffee-producing countries. In 15 of the top 20 coffee-producing countries, access to quality education remains a significant or major challenge. Without this access, children in rural coffee-producing areas face a bleak future. Compounding the general lack of affordable, accessible, and quality schools are the effects of child labor, which also diminishes children’s educational opportunities. Here, too, some of the issues and solutions are intricately related to poverty and earning potential—children work rather than go to school when their families need the money—as well as to the prices paid to farmers, who may be incentivized to encourage child labor as a way to lower labor costs.

- **Gender Equality (SDG 5).** Women tend to benefit less than men from the production of commodity crops tied to global value chains. Coffee is no exception. It is estimated that 70% of the labor in coffee production is performed by women, but they are only 20% of the household heads or land-owners in coffee-producing families. This tendency towards exclusion of women raises inherent gender equality concerns, and can also result in other negative impacts, such as on the health and nutritional status of children. Aligning with SDG 5 requires at a minimum that, whichever sustainability interventions are used, care is paid to ensure that women are also able to benefit. For example, a gender-sensitive approach to supporting increased farmer productivity might include
using women agronomists and trainers, and scheduling training sessions at times and locations that are accessible for women.\textsuperscript{148}

- **Clean Water and Sanitation (SDG 6).** Access to clean water and sanitation is a challenge across many rural coffee-growing regions. All of the top 20 coffee-producing countries have significant or major challenges to achieving SDG 6.\textsuperscript{149} Many coffee farmers, their families, and their communities lack sufficient access to clean water and sanitation. In addition, at the farm-level, many workers also lack access to clean water and sanitation, even though access to safe water and sanitation when working is a labor right.\textsuperscript{150} While supporting coffee farmers’ increased access to clean water has happened at a limited scale,\textsuperscript{151} a more widespread approach is needed to scale up this access throughout coffee-growing regions. Additional efforts are also required to ensure farmworkers’ consistent access to water and sanitation when working.

- **Affordable and Clean Energy (SDG 7).** Yet another challenge in many coffee-growing regions is ensuring access to affordable and clean energy, such as electricity. Only two of the top 20 coffee-producing countries are top performers in the achievement of affordable and clean energy.\textsuperscript{152} Electrification can have significant development benefits generally, as well as for farmers and rural dwellers specifically, such as by reducing time burdens on farm families, supporting improved health outcomes when displacing unhealthier energy sources, and facilitating educational improvements.

- **Decent Work and Economic Growth (SDG 8).** Coffee is failing to provide decent work. Decreasing prices in real terms, increasing costs of production, and significantly more exposure to climate-induced shocks have combined to limit the ability of coffee to support decent livelihoods. Meanwhile, labor rights, such as the right to be paid the minimum wage, are routinely violated for coffee workers,\textsuperscript{153} while realizing the right to collectively organize and form unions remains a broader challenge for farmworkers around the world. Moreover, as mentioned above, child labor continues to persist in coffee production. Alignment with the SDGs implies not only avenues to support better livelihood outcomes for coffee farmers, but also, importantly, the enforcement of labor laws that meet minimum international standards, and the eradication of child labor.

- **Industry, Innovation, and Infrastructure (SDG 9).** In some places, a lack of good transport infrastructure in rural coffee-producing regions has driven down the prices that smallholders can charge for their coffee at the farmgate. Limited investment in irrigation infrastructure has lowered productivity and increased farmers’ climate vulnerability. Although the adoption of new technologies can help farmers increase productivity, reduce information asymmetries, and help track sustainability practices, much more needs to be done to support innovations and to harness the latest technologies to further the sustainability of the sector: for example, facilitating the use of smart phone applications, blockchain,\textsuperscript{154} or satellite imagery to strengthen climate resiliency, reduce environmental impacts of agriculture practices, or facilitate greater productivity in support of higher incomes.
• **Responsible Consumption and Production (SDG 12).** Although responsible consumption and production is critical for achieving sustainable development within our planetary boundaries, significant challenges remain for the coffee sector. At the consumption end, the increasing reliance on single-use plastics and other disposable single-use packaging (such as those used for pods and capsules) is deeply concerning. At the production end, multiple factors have facilitated unsustainable production practice in some places. Specific targeted actions throughout the value chain will be necessary to support more responsible consumption and production of coffee.

• **Climate Action (SDG 13).** In recent decades, coffee has been responsible for deforestation in important coffee-producing countries. In some places, coffee production may also have been accompanied by overuse of synthetic fertilizers. Both of these activities contribute to climate change. Climate change will also create immense challenges for coffee production in areas where coffee has been historically produced. Supporting climate resilience amongst coffee producers and within the industry overall should thus be a key sustainability priority for the coffee sector. At the farmer and sub-regional levels, the appropriate responses for supporting climate resiliency are context-specific. Assessing potential climate impacts can help indicate whether farmers in specific locations are likely to require incremental adaptation, more systemic adaptation, or full transformation. More generally, approaches such as supporting more widespread access to affordable insurance options could help mitigate climate-related risks for coffee farmers (see Box 9).

• **Life on Land (SDG 15).** As mentioned above, coffee production is not always environmentally sustainable. Yet incorporating more environmentally sound practices that protect life on land is critical for coffee sustainability. For the coffee sector, this encompasses two broad issues: supporting the continued availability of resilient ecosystem services through sustainable agricultural practices (e.g., efficient water use, limited chemical use, and in some areas use of permanent shade, cover crops, and ecoforestry), and maintaining conserved nature. This calls for, among other things, no deforestation, the protection of biodiversity and high conservation value areas, and efforts to ensure that any increases in coffee demand do not place additional pressures on finite natural resources, biodiversity, and the climate. As climate change disrupts more farmers, stringent policies are needed to ensure that coffee production does not shift into forests and other natural areas. Healthy co-existence with the natural environment is essential for both coffee farmers and the reputation of the coffee sector.

• **Peace, Justice, and Strong Institutions (SDG 16).** The global justice gap is estimated at 5 billion people, meaning that two-thirds of the world's population lack meaningful access to justice. This justice gap includes those who live in extreme conditions of injustice, those who are unable to resolve their justice problems, and those who are excluded from opportunities that the law provides. Just as access to basic services in coffee-producing regions is a critical component of achieving the SDGs in the coffee sector, so too is ensuring that people-centered justice solutions are available to coffee farmers, farmworkers, and their families, in the context of coffee-related transactions and more broadly within coffee-producing regions. In addition, ensuring
public access to information is a critical component of SDG 16. For the coffee industry, integrating more transparency and traceability within their supply chains will be an important contribution towards sustainability, supporting farmers in their price negotiations (see Box 6) and enabling more robust monitoring of sustainability issues throughout supply chains.

- **Partnerships for the Goals (SDG 17).** SDG 17 provides inspiration for how relevant actors—along global value chains and more broadly within the sector—might work together to achieve the SDGs. Combined with other international instruments and soft law guidance, SDG 17 also implies co-responsibility of public and private sector actors for aligning the sector with the SDGs.

Actors up and down the value chain share responsibility for aligning with the SDGs and for better integrating all three components of sustainability within the coffee industry. Upstream actors, such as producers and cooperatives, have critical roles to play in implementing sustainable practices, whether that is taking steps to improve climate resiliency or ensuring that hired laborers are paid decently. Midstream and downstream actors, such as traders, roasters, and retailers, equally have responsibility for ensuring sustainability within their supply chains, as well as within the coffee sector more generally. In other words, companies are co-responsible for advancing economic, social, and environmental sustainability within the coffee sector.

Actors outside of global value chains also have relevant obligations related to sustainability. In particular, governments have legal duties under international law, as well as commitments under the SDGs, to support the realization of the rights to food, health, water, housing, and education, among others. Certain activities—such as ensuring access to healthcare and education, or enforcing the minimum wage—remain the primary responsibility of governments. Yet that does not absolve upstream or downstream actors within the coffee industry from their responsibilities to integrate sustainability throughout the production and sale of coffee.

**B. Current Sustainability Efforts in Coffee**

In considering the three components of sustainability, and against the SDG Framework described above, it is clear that the coffee sector is not yet sustainable. Rampant poverty amongst producers, the use of child labor, serious climate vulnerability, and challenges in accessing basic services in coffee-growing regions paint a sobering picture of how far the sector has to go to become fully sustainable.

Today’s grim reality has arisen despite sincere efforts at the industry level and from individual companies, as well as by actors within coffee-producing countries, to advance coffee sustainability. At the industry level, multiple platforms have been designed in recent years to bring together stakeholders to make coffee more sustainable. These include, for example, the Global Coffee Platform (GCP) and the Sustainable Coffee Challenge (SCC), which have jointly produced a sustainability framework for coffee. This co-owned Sustainability Framework provides a useful starting point for transparent metrics and potential monitoring of sustainability efforts, with 15 defined intervention pathways, each with their own suggested investments, actions, and outputs, along with enabling conditions, outcomes, and impacts. The framework’s use as an effective
monitoring tool, however, has been limited to date: although the platforms have supported some level of transparency by disclosing online sustainability commitments by companies and other entities, such disclosure does not appear to include information about whether targets have been met or are on track (see Box 3). Another joint effort focused on indicators is the Coffee Data Standard. Undertaken by the GCP, the Committee on Sustainability Assessment (COSA), Rainforest Alliance, and Waterwatch Cooperative, the project has developed a set of 15 farm-level sustainability indicators, which can be integrated by supply chain actors into their reporting systems. The objective is to “establish a common language to measure sustainability.”

This is a welcome development, as scaling up sustainability in the coffee sector has arguably been hampered by the fragmentation of efforts and limited comparability. How indicators are defined, however, will determine their ultimate usefulness (see Box 3, which draws lessons from the Sustainability Framework).

Box 3: Does the Sustainability Framework Adequately Cover Economic Sustainability?

The Sustainability Framework developed jointly by the GCP and the SCC includes 15 intervention pathways to advance sustainability within the coffee sector. Each of these pathways, in turn, includes various metrics, including on relevant outputs and outcomes. Many of the pathways are relevant for supporting farmers’ economic viability: for example, technical assistance, renovations, access to inputs, and access to finance, as well as some of the topics under producer country policy, standards/certification, and sourcing. Yet in terms of outputs, there do not appear to be any that would align with companies’ co-responsibility for economic sustainability in low price environments. One of the closest outcomes is under standards/certification: “Improved price received for coffee exceeds cost of production.” However, the “output” in that pathway does not measure company action that would necessarily lead to this outcome, as it says “Pounds of green coffee produced in compliance with a standard.” As noted both above and below, a significant amount of coffee is produced but not sold under sustainability standards; a more helpful indicator would instead measure company purchases of certified products, such as “pounds purchased in compliance with a standard,” or even “percentage of supply certified.” Similarly, two outcomes for the “sourcing” pathway and the “consumer country policy” pathway are “Improved prices received for coffee” and “Increased purchases of sustainable coffee in markets.” Yet those pathways also do not include specific outputs that translate into actions that roasters or retailers would take to reliably lead to those outcomes.
These various sustainability platforms, and the shared Sustainability Framework developed by the GCP and the SCC, represent critical steps towards an industry-wide approach to advancing sustainability. Collaborative and joined up efforts amongst companies, on a precompetitive basis, and in partnership with civil society, will be crucial for achieving sustainability within the sector. However, the multiplicity of these platforms risks undermining their ability to achieve their sustainability goals. Continued sustained coordination amongst all of the relevant platforms, along with other ways to reduce fragmentation—including, potentially, mergers of relevant platforms or initiatives—would help mitigate the challenges inherent in a fragmented landscape of initiatives, and should be seriously explored.\textsuperscript{169}

Apart from these global-level multi-stakeholder platforms and initiatives, other collective efforts, both at international and at local levels, are underway to advance coffee sustainability. While too numerous to list here, one is the World Coffee Producers Forum, which has helped to catalyze dialogue on, and the search for solutions to address, producers’ economic sustainability during the recent price crisis. In addition, two interesting examples of precompetitive efforts to advance the public goods necessary for building a more sustainable coffee sector are the Farmfit Fund (and related Farmfit Business Support Facility) and World Coffee Research, described in Boxes 4 and 5, respectively. These latter two examples highlight the potential for corporate leadership and precompetitive collective action to help propel the coffee sector, and smallholder agriculture more generally, towards a more sustainable future.
Box 4: IDH Farmfit Fund

The €100 million IDH Farmfit Fund, launched in November 2018, is a blended finance investment vehicle, developed to increase investment in smallholder farmers. The IDH Farmfit Fund has received private investment from Jacobs DE, Mondelez, Unilever, and Rabobank, public support from the Dutch Government, and public support from the U.S. Government in the form of guarantees from USAID.

The Farmfit Fund sponsors big projects at scale, working with specialized service providers (such as NGOs like TechnoServe and One Acre Fund), cooperatives, global commodity traders, and local commercial businesses. These partner organizations offer services to smallholder farmers, such as loans and training. These services aim to facilitate greater profitability of farmers through, for example, increased agricultural productivity and efficiency. (Although service delivery can improve smallholder farmers’ incomes from their very low baseline, their incomes are often still below national median incomes even after engagement interventions.)

The Farmfit Fund is designed to help assume the risk in smallholder financial transactions, making it easier for banks to loan to smallholder farmers. Because some service delivery models with high upfront costs are cost-efficient in the long-term, the funding strategies for Farmfit Fund projects can change over time. During pilots, for example, a service package may use grant support to provide concessional loans. After a pilot, a service package may still be considered high risk, but may obtain access to funds from a development finance institution. As projects mature, concessional loans can be phased out as projects become independent, using their own revenue to pay back loans and gain access to commercial banks. For their part, farmers or farmer organizations often have to pay back loans or pay service fees to access service delivery models: the loans are sometimes paid directly through crop yields. If a service delivery model is financially sustainable, there should be net profitability in the long term for farmers, service providers, and investors.

Box 5: World Coffee Research

World Coffee Research (WCR) specializes in the study of coffee plant genetics and varietals. Its agricultural research aims to support advanced agricultural science for producers around the world, and to ensure a robust future supply of coffee despite climate, disease, and quality challenges. In doing so, its work can help to support producer resiliency as well as greater origin diversity of coffee through scientific analysis that will enhance production choices. Such a WCR study is currently underway in 23 countries, measuring how local and new varietals interact with different environments and growing conditions. While this work is less necessary in countries with robust agronomic research focused on coffee, it may be critical for supplementing research and knowledge in other countries.

WCR is funded primarily by coffee companies, some of which contribute on a per pound basis for every pound of green coffee purchased. Through this precompetitive collective effort, WCR is able to support the development of public goods that are critical to supporting farmer wellbeing around the world, as well as the future health of the coffee industry.
Beyond these collective efforts, various certification schemes, such as Fairtrade and Rainforest Alliance/UTZ, have also been used to advance sustainable practices in (parts of) the supply chains of multiple companies. Although research has shown mixed impacts of these schemes on different measures of sustainability,\textsuperscript{170} some certification schemes have offered important benefits to participating producers and have shifted the conversation about what practices are acceptable in agricultural production. One broad challenge stymieing the ability of these schemes to have broader impact is simply that companies have not purchased enough of the coffee produced under such standards (see Table 4),\textsuperscript{171} which they argue is due to low consumer demand. (Of course, nothing would stop a company from committing to source only third-party certified coffee.) Because of the relatively low purchase levels of certified coffee, producers who absorb significant costs to comply with the standards thus may struggle to recoup those costs when they are unable to find a market for their certified coffee. Another worrying trend is the potential dilution of certification standards through, essentially, a race to the bottom, particularly as the entry of the 4C standard has threatened to simply lower the bar for what can be certified as sustainable, rather than serve as a stepping stone towards better and more stringent standards.\textsuperscript{172}

Roasters and retailers have also undertaken more individualized efforts to integrate sustainability measures within their own supply chains. While some have chosen to primarily rely on external certification schemes, others have instead developed internal standards and verification methods,\textsuperscript{173} such as the Starbucks C.A.F.E program and Nespresso’s AAA Sustainable Quality Program. Individual efforts by companies have also included support for specific projects relevant to their supply chains; these are sometimes undertaken in partnership with non-profit organizations, and often seek to leverage donor funding as well.\textsuperscript{174} At times, these individual company efforts, while targeted towards improving sustainability within their own supply chains, are not limited exclusively to them.\textsuperscript{175}

Traders have similarly taken steps towards integrating sustainability in certain ways. While their purchase and sale of certified coffee seems to be driven primarily by client (e.g., roaster/retailer) demand, most major traders have programs at origin to support producers through trainings and technical assistance. Some also seek to support communities in coffee-growing regions more

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Certification Program</th>
<th>Production (tons)</th>
<th>Sales (tons)</th>
<th>% sold under standard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fairtrade</td>
<td>430,000</td>
<td>128,000</td>
<td>30 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organic</td>
<td>248,767</td>
<td>133,163</td>
<td>54 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rainforest Alliance</td>
<td>265,565</td>
<td>129,846</td>
<td>49 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UTZ Certified</td>
<td>715,648</td>
<td>188,096</td>
<td>26 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC Association</td>
<td>1,782,052</td>
<td>152,708</td>
<td>9 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAA</td>
<td>247,114\textsuperscript{202}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAFÉ Practices</td>
<td>457,339</td>
<td>222,550</td>
<td>49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total adjusted for multiple certifications</td>
<td>3,300,000</td>
<td>840,000</td>
<td>25 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: BASIC based on IISD (2014) data\textsuperscript{203}
generally through community development projects.\textsuperscript{176}

Although each company has a different approach, these individual sustainability efforts by midstream and downstream actors are not uncommon. While the extent to which companies embrace sustainability varies considerably, awareness of the need to address sustainability issues, and basic attempts to do so, appear widespread. A 2018 review of ten large roasters and 5 traders, for example, found that all but one (KraftHeinz) offered publicly available information about their sustainability policies and practices.\textsuperscript{177}

Within coffee-producing countries, efforts by governments, research institutes, producer associations, innovative companies and entrepreneurs, and producers themselves have focused on achieving greater sustainability within coffee production. These efforts, which are also far too numerous to list here, provide some of the best approaches to achieving sustainability, as they are grounded in local contexts and sustainability needs. One example, from Kenya, is Vava Coffee Ltd., a social enterprise that sources from and works to empower smallholder producers, helping them to earn more through improved quality and increased market access to buyers who pay premium prices.\textsuperscript{178} Other examples, from Colombia, are the work of Cenicafé, which undertakes critical research that has led to innovations such as ECOMILL (which allows coffee to be washed using significantly less water and energy),\textsuperscript{179} and the National Federation of Coffee Growers of Colombia (FNC), which provides a range of sustainability-oriented services for producers, from support for tree renovation to support in exporting coffee directly (see Section IV(B), below). Excellent examples can be found around the world; one challenge that many national- and local-level efforts face, however, is in surmounting the constraints of business-as-usual global value chains and low-price environments.

Taken together, these collective and individual efforts by a range of stakeholders to integrate sustainability within supply chains and to support broader sustainability within the coffee sector provide hope that the coffee sector will choose the path of sustainable development. These sustainability efforts also demonstrate that roasters, retailers, traders, and other private sector actors are cognizant of the needs and challenges, are willing to take steps to advance sustainability of the coffee they source, and are increasingly working together to address the sustainability challenges that affect the sector more broadly.

However, the collective and individual efforts undertaken to date are also not enough. This is apparent from an impact perspective, when viewed against the current sustainability crisis confronting coffee. It is clear from conversations with various industry actors, who acknowledge much more is needed to scale up sustainability. And it is obvious when viewed in monetary terms, as the amount of money dedicated to sustainability is essentially negligible as a fraction of overall value: less than 0.2% of the annual value of the industry, with about half of that occurring as premiums for certified products.\textsuperscript{180}

In addition, these sustainability efforts risk being undermined by business practices and sourcing practices of roasters and retailers that result, ultimately, in even greater pressure on producers. For example, a move away from external certification standards to internal sustainability ones may allow a company to continue purchasing the same coffee from the same producers at a drastically reduced price—clearly suboptimal from a producer perspective. Pressure to reduce the costs of sourcing green coffee similarly can result in efforts to renegotiate prices with long-term producer partners.\textsuperscript{182} Even business practices unrelated directly to sourcing, such as the finance terms requested by roasters of traders, may ultimately create additional pressure on producers.\textsuperscript{183}
Box 6: Pricing and Transparency

Even when producers are selling high-quality coffee and/or coffee produced under certification standards, various business practices, such as the ones mentioned above, can exert downward force on the prices they receive. Two other factors—a lack of transparency, and a reliance on the C-Price as the starting reference point for many negotiations—can also dampen prices for specialty producers, for whom the C-Price should be less relevant.

For this reason, disclosing reliable and transparent information on the price paid for specialty coffee both at the farmgate and on an FOB basis could support farmers’ and cooperatives’ bargaining power, giving them an alternative reference point when negotiating on price. One useful initiative in this regard is the Specialty Coffee Transaction Guide, which provides detailed recent transactional data on specialty coffee purchases. This Guide aims to equip producers and buyers with specialty-grade specific reference points for negotiations, empowering them to move away from commodity prices as a starting point. While one potential challenge for the Guide is that specialty buyers who otherwise would pay higher than average prices might use the data to instead justify paying closer to the average, the Guide nevertheless presents a useful tool for helping the specialty coffee community move away from using the C-Price as a price discovery mechanism.

Although the Specialty Coffee Transaction Guide is not relevant for producers of commodity coffee, greater transparency around costs of production and value captured throughout supply chains could similarly help commodity coffee producers to negotiate on price. During the current low-price crisis, many coffee producers have sold coffee at prices that do not allow them to recoup their costs of production. While many coffee brands are generally aware of this, the lack of data on costs of production arguably helps to perpetuate this situation. Disclosure of data on costs of production and value captured could help to articulate new price discovery mechanisms—such as a commitment to pay prices that cover costs of production. Producers or traders can potentially use information on costs of production in their negotiations with potential buyers, to ensure that prices do not go below costs of production.

Other initiatives promoting greater transparency and corresponding consumer awareness could also help stimulate support for higher prices to producers. For example, the World Coffee Producers Forum has proposed an economic sustainability seal, while Le Basic has proposed that coffee product packaging include explanations of how payments were divided among producers, intermediaries, and downstream actors.
Coffee’s sustainability crisis has thrown into stark relief one indisputable fact: the current structure of the coffee industry is not working well for most producers. While market power has consolidated amongst roasters and retailers, who are flourishing closer to the consumer end of the value chain, producers in many countries are struggling. As our model shows, all producers are vulnerable to climate change. Nearly all are price-takers. And because of this, in low price contexts, many cannot cover their costs of production, let alone earn a decent living.

There are multiple points along the coffee value chain where value is created and extracted, through actions by and payments to specific actors. These points offer opportunities to consider how producers can capture more of the final retail price of coffee, as well as to identify mechanisms for increasing the investments necessary to make coffee truly sustainable.

In consideration of these opportunities, as well as of the challenges facing the coffee sector today and in the future, we make two broad recommendations. First, we suggest that each coffee-producing country develop a National Coffee Sustainability Plan, the implementation of which would be financed in part by an ambitious but feasible initiative to achieve a sustainable coffee sector: a Global Coffee Fund (GCF). The GCF, in turn, would facilitate a broader public-private partnership to invest in sustainability throughout coffee production and in coffee regions, including by equipping producers to be more profitable and resilient. Second, we recommend that producing countries as a group seriously examine two options for capturing more of the retail price of coffee: requiring a minimum quality-adjusted price (discussed above in Section II(a)), and supporting producers to harness the potential of new technologies (e-commerce and targeted mobile applications) to change their business models towards greater participation in sales to consumers. Although both of these latter options have been tried and have partly or largely failed in the past, we believe that the current market dynamics, along with new opportunities offered by e-commerce, might make such options possible at this point. We turn first to the national plans and the Global Coffee Fund.

### A. National Coffee Sustainability Plans and the Global Coffee Fund

#### 1. National Coffee Sustainability Plans

Given the realities of the global coffee market and the climate crisis, producing countries need national sustainability strategies to support their producers and their coffee lands. In the absence of clear plans and corresponding actions, the global coffee market and climate change will remain brutally unforgiving for producers.

While the general challenges are universal, the context-specific challenges and opportunities confronting producers and producing countries are distinct. In some places and for some producers, coffee may never be more than a poverty crop, unless concerted efforts are undertaken to support producers, improve their enabling environment, and otherwise address existing challenges. Even still, those steps will not be enough for marginal producers with extremely small landholdings, or for producers located in areas where climate change will be unforgiving. In other places and for other producers, coffee production offers a more viable future, yet producers will remain at the mercy of global market forces and climate change, unless concerted efforts are taken to limit and buffer the impacts of those factors.
We suggest that each coffee-producing country develop a National Coffee Sustainability Plan (NCSP), that accounts for differentiated needs, challenges, and opportunities within the country. NCSPs could serve as a tool for coffee-producing countries, their producers, and other relevant stakeholders to assess clearly, plan effectively, and act strategically. NCSPs would offer a mechanism for taking stock of: (1) current and likely future prospects for producers (differentiated by size, region, and other relevant factors) regarding coffee production and sales, particularly in light of expected climate change impacts, and (2) SDG track record and sustainability gaps within coffee production and coffee-growing regions. Based on these assessments, an NCSP would provide a platform for envisioning the coffee future that producers and other relevant stakeholders in the country want and can realistically achieve, and for determining the steps needed to get there. Colombia, as one example, has already begun to develop such a plan, based on sub-regional assessments and aligned with the SDGs. At their core, NCSPs would offer clear strategic plans for supporting producers, promoting sustainable coffee production, and aligning producing regions with the SDGs.

While the SDGs provide a relevant framework for coffee-producing regions and the coffee sector generally, each coffee-producing country is starting from a distinct position, with its own needs and opportunities. Local design and ownership of NCSPs means that relevant stakeholders within each country—including producers and their associations, policymakers, private sector actors, civil society and research institutions, and others—should determine the appropriate priority activities and approaches necessary for investing in coffee sustainability within the country. The design of NCSPs should thus be done through multi-stakeholder, participatory, inclusive, and transparent processes.

There will not be a one-size-fits-all approach. Our research suggests, however, that each NCSP should include a focus on some or all of the following collective goods (some of which are interrelated) that could help fill short-term and long-term needs:

- **Developing and implementing comprehensive climate change adaptation strategies**, to help achieve SDG 13 (climate action and resilience). Depending on the likely climate impacts in specific areas, adaptation may need to be incremental, systemic, and/or fully transformative. Under any of those approaches, producers may need financial or technical support for implementation. Climate change adaptation strategies should also include the participatory creation and subsequent dissemination of affordable insurance options to reduce climate-related risks for producers (see Box 9). For some countries, it may also include the development of a disaster relief fund to help smallholder farmers recover from the shocks of climate-induced extreme events.

- **Ensuring on-farm financing options at attractive rates for producers**, including for women, who could use the financing to invest in productivity-enhancing activities (such as mechanization, irrigation, inputs) and to adopt climate-smart practices. This would help to achieve SDG 1 (ending poverty), SDG 2 (sustainable agricultural practices), SDG 5 (gender equality), SDG 13 (climate action and resilience), and SDG 15 (life on land). In many coffee-producing countries, producers do not have sufficient access to affordable credit or to financial products that are adjusted to the coffee crop. This can affect producers’ ability to invest, to weather difficult circumstances, or to make otherwise rational selling decisions. In these countries, concerted efforts may be necessary to bridge this gap, including through subsidization that helps to lower the risk of such products for financial actors. Any significant expansion in credit opportunities, however, should be accompanied by borrower education and other safeguards to reduce the likelihood of producers becoming trapped in cycles of indebtedness.

- **Strengthening on-farm support to viable small- and medium-scale producers with a focus on increasing their profitability, whether through increasing efficiency, increasing productivity, and/or increasing quality.** This includes but is not limited to mechanisms such as funding and disseminating agronomic science and improved cultivars, expanding extension...
services as needed, supporting access to affordable and optimized inputs, and/or improving irrigation. It may also include other types of support, such as ways to track costs of production so that producers can better factor them into decision-making. All of these various mechanisms should include support for women, and should also be designed to improve climate resiliency. In some places, they may require a careful balancing act to ensure that efforts to increase productivity are not grounded in environmentally unsustainable practices.

In developing the NCSP, stakeholders should also think critically both about what is possible within the current bounds of productivity, as well as what might be possible in terms of increased productivity and efficiency. These approaches would help to achieve SDG 1 (ending poverty), SDG 2 (sustainable agricultural production), SDG 5 (gender equality), SDG 9 (innovation), SDG 13 (climate action and resilience), and SDG 15 (life on land).

- Implementing other improvements to the enabling environment for farmers. This has several dimensions: a legal and policy dimension (including commitments to formalize and protect land rights of small-scale producers), a physical dimension (e.g., improving or increasing physical infrastructure such as roads and storage facilities), and an information dimension (e.g., increased market information). This could also help to achieve SDG 1 (ending poverty), SDG 2 (sustainable agricultural production), SDG 5 (gender equality), SDG 9 (innovation), SDG 13 (climate action and resilience), and SDG 15 (life on land).

- Supporting producers’ market opportunities, both internationally and domestically. On the international front, producers could be supported in their efforts to market more directly to smaller buyers or consumers (see Section IV(B), below); this may include more institutional support in developing a destination marketplace for that country’s coffee, as well as institutional support to producers in navigating import requirements, in accessing low-cost shipping, and in dealing with the other administrative and logistical challenges that may arise. On the domestic front, policies that encourage more domestic consumption of coffee can help to shield producers from disadvantageous exchange rates and can provide an avenue for coffee that is harder to export. This support could help to achieve SDG 1 (ending poverty).

- Providing income support to the poorest farmers during periods of sustained low prices, to help achieve SDG 1 (ending poverty), SDG 2 (zero hunger), and SDG 8 (decent work, including no child labor). This would essentially be akin to a second payment for farmers, beyond what they originally received for their coffee, in recognition that the market is currently failing to internalize the full value of coffee and that the poorest farmers need some form of social protection. Income support is discussed further in Box 7.

- Improving access to basic services, including healthcare, quality education, safe water and sanitation, electricity, and justice, to achieve SDG 3 (good health and well-being), SDG 4 (quality education), SDG 6 (clean water and sanitation), SDG 7 (clean energy), and SDG 16 (peace, justice, and strong institutions).

- Strengthening government capacity in rural areas to monitor farmworker conditions and enforce compliance with labor laws, including payment of the minimum wage and avoidance of child labor, as well as strengthening government, civil society, and community capacity to monitor deforestation and other environmental harms. This could help to achieve SDG 8 (decent work), SDG 13 (climate action), SDG 15 (life on land).

The activities to be undertaken through NCSPs should be designed and implemented using a gender-sensitive approach (SDG 5). Implementation of many of these activities, as well as related monitoring, could also be facilitated in many cases through the use of mobile applications, new technologies, and other innovations (SDG 9).

These collective goods require significant investment. Many of them are the co-responsibility of public and private sector actors, and many of them will not be fully possible without an intensive multi-stakeholder
partnership. Below, we describe how a Global Coffee Fund could make this investment, and thus coffee sustainability, a reality.

2. A Global Coffee Fund Underpinned by a Multi-Stakeholder Approach

A Global Coffee Fund (GCF), financed by the main coffee industry actors and used to leverage additional public sector funding, would enable stakeholders to implement activities under the NCSPs. Such a Fund would serve as the backbone to the intensive multi-stakeholder efforts needed to make coffee production sustainable and to support coffee-growing regions to achieve the SDGs.

The GCF would multiply, at a far greater scale, the public-private efforts that have been undertaken by specific companies within their own coffee supply chains, and would ensure the necessary financing for more robust and comprehensive sustainability efforts within coffee production and coffee-growing regions. In short, the GCF would be a key pre-competitive initiative of the coffee sector as a whole, in order to fill critical financing gaps for sustainability investments.

The GCF is not charity. Rather, it is an avenue for downstream and midstream actors such as roasters, retailers, and traders to fulfill their co-responsibility for achieving a sustainable coffee sector and to shoulder more of the risks that currently fall too heavily on producers alone. In doing so, the GCF provides a mechanism to leverage the financing needed for significant investments in sustainability.

These sustainability investments would help to directly support the implementation of activities under the locally owned NCSPs. Funding from the GCF, along with complementary public funds and private-sector company investments in their own supply chains, would aim to fill the largest sustainability funding gaps in the global coffee sector, and to enable provision of the collective goods that can help producers to thrive in an era of increasing market consolidation and climate change.

All low- and middle-income countries that grow and export coffee would be eligible to receive GCF funding and matching funds. To fill the largest sustainability gaps, significant funding would be prioritized for the poorest countries and poorest regions within middle-income countries, as well as for the poorest actors within value chains: smallholders and farmworkers.

The Global Coffee Fund embodies a multi-stakeholder approach at three levels. First, the GCF catalyzes multi-stakeholder financing. As discussed below, the GCF would be a pre-competitive effort, with contributions from the main coffee industry actors, including roasters, retailers, and traders. That pre-competitive industry funding would be complemented by: 1) increased funding by bilateral and multilateral donors, 2) increased commitments in the national budgets of coffee-growing nations, and 3) commercial investments by the private sector within their own value chains. Second, the GCF would be governed at the global level by a multi-stakeholder Governing Board, potentially including, for example, representatives of the major global companies, national grower federations, smallholder farmer representatives, and participating donor governments. Third, the GCF would co-fund the implementation of the National Coffee Sustainability Plans described above, which would be designed and submitted by multi-stakeholder Country Coffee Platforms (CCPs). Together, these various multi-stakeholder collaborations would provide a public-private partnership to achieve the SDGs and other sustainability goals, at scale, within the coffee sector.

3. Operations and Governance of the GCF

The operations and governance of the Global Coffee Fund would integrate multi-stakeholder oversight, local ownership of planning, and independent expert support. Governance mechanisms would be designed to guard against corruption and fraud. To minimize redundancy and the need to develop entirely new bureaucracies, the GCF could potentially be hosted by one or more existing multi-stakeholder initiatives focused on coffee sustainability.214
Box 7: Income Support and Social Protection

Historically, efforts to support farmers confronting low prices have centered on input and output subsidies. By lowering the price of inputs, raising the price of outputs, and/or by serving as a guaranteed buyer, governments can increase the marginal returns of agricultural production. However, both subsidies/premiums and price floors tend to help larger farmers more than smaller farmers, given that benefits are proportionate to sales.269 In addition, price support systems have caused market distortions, reduced domestic consumption, and either encouraged oversupply—with a consequent lowering of the world price of the subsidized product—or required complicated supply management efforts.270

Past coffee price support efforts at different levels have also failed to reach their objectives over the long-term. For example, at the multilateral level, producing and consuming nations signed the first International Coffee Agreement (ICA) in 1962 with the aim to stabilize the price of coffee above the price created by the free market through a quota system. The quota system ended in 1989, however, following political disagreements at all levels of the system (between consuming and producing nations, within producing nations, and within the supply chain in producing nations).271

At the country level, multiple governments have established price stabilization funds as a mechanism to provide support for coffee farmers. While some of these funds pre-dated the ICA’s quota agreement system, others have been set up following its collapse. Stabilization funds are used to provide price support to dampen the effect of low prevailing coffee prices. In times of crisis, other countries have instead established a loan platform with favorable terms for farmers. Stabilization funds and loan platforms are established either through direct Government funding or through the issue of coffee bonds. Both types of mechanisms have relied on farmers to replenish the funds when prices are high through a levy per unit of production. But stabilization funds and loan platforms have often been designed in a way that do not replenish the funds. This has resulted in the funds having to borrow from the Government or issue additional bonds, which has increased the debt of farmers. Both mechanisms have also been criticized for doing little for the poorest farmers who can afford neither a tax nor a credit.272

While price support systems in coffee have run into significant challenges, there may be potential for renewed efforts to develop a minimum price for coffee, as noted in Section II(a), above, that would not require supply management. However, such a minimum price would need to remain relatively low.

More generally, income support systems in the agriculture sector have fared better. They are now the preferred mechanism adopted by jurisdictions such as the European Union, the United States, and India.

Because income support avoids some of the challenges tied to price support, we suggest that the Global Coffee Fund, as well as the matching public funds, could be used in part to provide income transfers to the poorest coffee farmers, particularly during sustained periods of low global prices. These transfers would essentially serve the function of a supplemental payment for the coffee that farmers have sold, in recognition that the market is failing to internalize the full value of coffee. Various mechanisms could be considered for implementing this. Non-profit entities that have developed methodologies for identifying farmers (such as Enveritas) and for implementing cash transfer programs (such as Give Directly) could be mobilized to help develop national rosters of coffee farms and to support income transfers to those operating the farms. Alternatively, coffee income support payments could potentially be integrated into existing social benefits programs273 with the support of international donor agencies.274 The banking275 and mobile phone sectors276 could play an important role in facilitating the transfers.

One of the most critical aspects of designing country-specific income support programs for coffee farmers, to be funded in all or in part by the GCF and matching public funds, would be in setting parameters for the recipients. In setting these parameters, stakeholders would want to take into account the cost of targeting, in order to develop a cost effective approach that facilitates support to the poorest farmers.

In Table 6, below, we provide an estimate of the income support that would have been needed to raise most smallholder coffee farmers above the poverty line of 1.90 international dollar/day under 2017 prices and costs.277
The GCF would be governed by a multi-stakeholder Governing Board. The Board could be comprised of representatives of major global coffee companies contributing to the Fund, national grower confederations, smallholder farmer representatives, farmworker unions, and other relevant stakeholders. Donors and producing country governments that contribute significant matching funds could potentially serve as non-voting members. Participation on the board could occur through a rotating system, to enable geographic diversity and to ensure that each stakeholder has sufficient representation, while maintaining a manageable size.

The GCF’s Governing Board would have multiple functions, some of which would change as the Fund moves from concept to implementation. At the beginning, the Governing Board could help support the initial design and function of the Fund. This could include, for example, determining the length of the funding cycle—which could respond to business cycles, coffee planting cycles, and/or matching donor cycles—and deciding how funding might be prioritized and allocated across countries. After the Fund were established, the Board’s roles could include making final funding decisions, and providing oversight of the Fund and its management.

The GCF would co-finance—along with public funding and, potentially, private sector competitive investments—the implementation of the National Coffee Sustainability Plans, discussed above. These NCSPs should be designed in a transparent and participatory way that allows input from a range of relevant stakeholders. We suggest that they could be prepared and submitted by Country Coffee Platforms (CCPs) in each coffee-producing country.

The CCPs would include representatives of groups relevant to the coffee sector and coffee regions within the country, such as producer associations, farmer cooperatives, governmental line ministries, private sector actors, civil society organizations, and research institutions. Where possible and desirable, the CCPs could build on existing National Coffee Platforms that have been facilitated by the Global Coffee Platform. Alternatively, or in producing countries without pre-existing platforms, stakeholders might integrate lessons learned from the GCP’s country platforms into the design of the CCP. In short, where possible, the CCPs could build on successful existing initiatives that have in-country support, rather than setting up a separate entity.

On the basis of the NCSP, the CCPs would develop and submit a funding request to the GCF, setting out how the country’s implementation partners would use the allocated funds if approved by the GCF. The request would also identify other proposed funding sources and implementation partners to support specific activities under the NCSP. Aside from the GCF, this would include national budgets, external donors, and private sector investments in their respective supply chains.

Upon receipt of a proposal for funding, the NCSP could be reviewed by an Independent Review Panel (IRP). The IRP should be composed of individuals with expertise on the SDGs, the coffee sector, and relevant country contexts, and drawn from a range of relevant disciplines such as agronomists, economists, engineers, and climate scientists. The IRP would make recommendations (fund, deny, or revise and resubmit), while the GCF multi-stakeholder Governing Board would take all final funding decisions.

The IRP’s recommendations would take into consideration the transparent formula or set of parameters developed by the GCF Governing Board, in partnership with the IRP, for decision-making around funding allocations to individual countries. Such formula might include a range of factors, such as national or regional income, the SDG gap for the priority activities mentioned above, the state of the enabling environment for coffee production and the potential to improve it, and the quality of the national institutional process put in place to implement funding received from the GCF. The formula might also include an assessment of the potential for various proposed activities to be funded by matching public contributions or private sector competitive investments. At the outset, the IRP and GCF Governing Board might also use a partial “first come, first served” approach, whereby some priority is given to proposals based on when they are received, while still ensuring that decisions are taken...
under the guidance of these other factors.

An independent evaluation unit for the GCF could monitor and evaluate programs throughout grant implementation using progress updates and country visits. The results of evaluations would be made publicly available. Moreover, financial activities would be monitored and verified through audits, which would also be disclosed publicly. This evaluation unit would also be in charge of providing necessary training in financial management to the relevant CCPs or implementing agencies, as needed. Experiences in this regard can be learned from the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria, which has deployed a set of tools to enable country programs to “control and mitigate operational fiduciary and financial risks related to grant implementation,”\(^\text{216}\) including through disseminating guidelines, a handbook, and a list of pre-qualified service providers that can support country platforms with technical assistance in financial management.\(^\text{217}\)

Many of these operational and governance suggestions are modeled on those used for the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria. The sustainability challenges facing the coffee sector are, of course, very different from the global health context that predicated the creation of the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria. Clearly, that Fund should not be viewed as an exact blueprint for any effort undertaken in the coffee sector. At the same time, however, the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria proved that large amounts of multi-stakeholder funding can be channeled to address complex challenges relevant to both the private and public sectors. It also has demonstrated the value of developing national plans through multi-stakeholder mechanisms, using an independent panel of experts to review national proposals, and having approvals go through a governing board. In light of its successes, we suggest that it is appropriate to take inspiration, if not an exact blueprint, from such a Fund.

At the end of each funding cycle, the GCF could be responsible for producing an SDG report of the coffee sector on the basis of all the NCSPs and progress realized under their implementation. This report could include reporting on SDG indicators, targets, and key coffee metrics (including, for example, the breakdown of costs of production, the number of farmers and workers working on coffee within the country and
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**Figure 42: Overview of the Global Coffee Fund Organizational Structure**\(^\text{278}\)

- **Multi-stakeholder Board** designing, managing, and overseeing the GFC
- **Multi-stakeholder, inclusive, and transparent Country Coffee Platforms** producing a National Coffee Sustainability Plan, assessing SDG funding needs and matching sources
- **A multi-disciplinary Independent Review Panel** of experts reviews NCSPs and submits recommendations to Board that grants money upon a transparent formula taking into account SDG gaps, national income, etc.
- **Oversight, monitoring, and audit of grant implementation; training in financial management**
- **Local institutions implement the activities** (Ministries, coffee associations, NGOs, etc.)
benefiting from programming supported by the GCF and by matching funds, etc.). The report could also document relevant stakeholders’ funding efforts and contributions. Such an undertaking would fill an important gap, as sustainability in the coffee sector cannot happen without good data, traceability, and transparency.

4. Scale of Effort and Financing of the GCF

As outlined above, the GCF would support coffee-producing regions in achieving the Sustainable Development Goals and to make a significant difference in integrating sustainability within the coffee sector and in coffee-growing regions. While a more detailed analysis of the costs required to help achieve the SDGs in coffee-producing regions and along the coffee value chain would be needed, the below estimates from existing studies can help give a sense of the scale.

Several efforts of late have sought to estimate how much it would cost to achieve the SDGs. For example, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) has recently estimated the costs associated with the achievement of SDGs 3 (health), 4 (education), 6 (water/sanitation), 7 (electricity) and 9 (quality of infrastructure) at the global scale and in five country case studies. Among the five country assessments are Guatemala and Rwanda, which are coffee producers. For Guatemala, the IMF estimates an annual cost of US$6.8bn and for Rwanda US$1.8bn. The figures below show how these two countries perform across the five SDGs and how the costs are divided by sectors.

![Figure 43: SDG Performance and Funding Requirement for Guatemala](image)
The above figures do not isolate the coffee-producing regions. To do so, we can use the latest per-capita cost and financing gap estimates from the SDSN SDG Financing Team, which is working with the IMF, World Bank, OECD and other multilateral institutions to develop more refined cost estimates for the achieving the SDGs in low and lower-middle income countries. The methodology builds on the Move Humanity (2018) report, and includes cost estimates for health, education, infrastructure, biodiversity conservation, agriculture, social protection, access to justice, humanitarian aid and SDG data collection and monitoring efforts. After estimating the per capita costs for low and lower-middle countries, the existing outlays by governments and donors are subtracted to get to the financing gap estimate. Using the smallholder farmer estimates by Enveritas for the low-income countries (Burundi, Ethiopia, Kenya, Rwanda, Tanzania, Uganda) and lower-middle income countries (Honduras, Laos, Nicaragua, Papua New Guinea and Vietnam) and assuming that each coffee producer has four dependents, we come to an annual financing gap estimate of $9bn for these countries.

Another useful calculation to provide an indication of the required scale of the GCF is provided in Table 6. It estimates across major coffee-producing countries the social protection payments that would have been needed in 2017 to help smallholder coffee producers receive an income above the extreme poverty line of 1.90 international dollars per day. In a low-price environment like the one observed in recent years, the GCF could play an important role in keeping smallholder coffee farmers above the extreme poverty line, while also supporting them to understand their long-term viability and future prospects. Decisions to be made for each country include what eligibility parameters to use, as well as the amount of supplemental income that might be offered. This amount would presumably differ across countries, and should be set at the infra-marginal level: it should be, on the one hand, low enough to avoid encouraging non-viable farmers from remaining in coffee production long-term or additional farmers from joining the coffee sector, while, on the other hand, high enough to ensure that, in the short term, farmers avoid extreme poverty. The assessment of this amount would also take into account whether a minimum price (as discussed in Section II(a)) is implemented.
The estimates suggest that the amount of money needed to make considerable progress on achieving the SDGs in coffee-growing regions, through the activities discussed above, is in the region of US$10bn per year. As discussed further below, the precompetitive contribution by industry would not be expected to cover purely public goods and services that are primarily the remit of government (e.g., health and education), which could instead be covered by the leveraged public funds. We provisionally suggest a goal of raising $2.5bn per year through pre-competitive private sector contributions to the GCF. Using the 2018 global export number of 7.3bn kg of green coffee,\textsuperscript{222} this would amount to 34 cents per pound of green coffee contributed to the GCF, which is in the range of 0.25 - 0.50 cents per cup.\textsuperscript{223} In other words, the targeted level of funding would require no more than half a penny per cup sold.

These dedicated pre-competitive contributions by coffee industry actors should be a strong signal to the public sector to also do more. We thus suggest that this amount of $2.5 billion be matched by bilateral and multilateral donors for work in coffee-growing regions, and that it also be matched by national budget outlays of producing-country governments on programs that support SDG achievement in coffee-growing regions. This matching annual funding would create an additional $5 billion to put towards things like improved access to basic services in coffee-growing regions, and strengthened efforts to support farmers and workers.

We also expect that additional competitive investments by the private sector that support sustainability within specific value chains could also rise to roughly equal levels. These investments would largely be expenditures by roasters, retailers, and traders that support the farmers within their value chains. Competitive investments could also include changes in business practices that would result in companies sharing more of the risks typically shouldered by farmers (through, e.g., long-term fixed price contracts, a willingness to purchase lower-quality coffee when quality was affected by climate variables, etc.).
Taken together, this would result in a 25% allocation of the overall funding goal for each main source of funds: the GCF, donors, producing-country governments, and competitive private sector investments. Such an approach would embody a public-private partnership grounded in equally shared responsibility between the public and the private sectors.

While these private sector and public sector funds would be roughly equal at the global level, money from the GCF would not have to be distributed in equal proportions for each participating country. Indeed, it would be appropriate for the GCF to allocate different amounts of money to each country, as well as to fund different percentages of the full amount required for implementation of National Coffee Sustainability Plans (which will also be funded by public funds and, potentially, private sector competitive investments). Doing so would enable the GCF to support all coffee-producing countries, while also taking into consideration the country-specific needs and funding opportunities that each country has (e.g., government budgets, private sector competitive investments), as well as prioritizing the SDG gaps in the poorest places and for the poorest producers and workers. For example, the GCF might decide to contribute 10% of an NCSP’s implementing costs in a country with large national budgets for basic services and significant private sector sustainability investments. Yet the GCF might determine that covering 30%, or even 50%, of an NCSP would be prudent in a country with significantly higher SDG gaps and significantly fewer opportunities to leverage additional support from government budget lines and private sector competitive investments.

In addition, these different funding sources would not necessarily be allocated to the same types of activities under an NCSP. The GCF would finance pre-competitive efforts focused in particular on supporting sustainable coffee production and ensuring farmer sustainability. This would include prioritizing support for activities that advanced social protection for the poorest farmers, widespread climate resilience, and public goods that result in improved productivity and profitability for farmers, such as opportunities outside of supply chains to access credit, inputs, and agronomic support. By contrast, the competitive private sector contributions would be commercially oriented, applicable to each company’s own value chain, and aiming at goals such as improving the productivity, efficiency, and climate resiliency of farmers within their specific value chains. Public matching funds would include domestic budget outlays supported by bilateral and multilateral donors, and would target national development prerogatives, such as improved access to healthcare, quality education, clean water and sanitation, electrification, justice, and social protection.

The relative financing priorities among these actors might thus look as outlined in the adjacent Table 7.

Investments in some of these activities could potentially be implemented using a “blended finance” approach. Similar to the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria, the GCF could allocate a small portion of the Fund—potentially matched by donor funds—to be used as “blended finance” for catalytic investments. Traditionally, blended finance is a way to use initial donor funding to mobilize private sector finance, by helping to mitigate investment risks or otherwise make more viable investments that hold development potential.224 The dedicated catalytic funding portion of the GCF, along with matching donor funds, could play this role, for example, by providing a risk-sharing mechanism, such as a first-loss guarantee. An example of this approach is discussed in Box 4, above, which describes the goals and model of the Farmfit Fund. Additional relevant examples of blended finance initiatives that aim to support smallholder farmers in coffee regions are highlighted in Box 8, below. Catalytic funding could be used for several of the main activities that the GCF might prioritize. Classic examples would include catalytic funding to increase farmers’ access to credit and to increase farmers’ access to affordable insurance options that mitigate climate risks (see Box 9).
### Table 7: Relative Financing Priorities in the Coffee Supply Chain

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SDG Category</th>
<th>Global Coffee Fund</th>
<th>Private Sector</th>
<th>Domestic Budget Outlays</th>
<th>Donor Agencies (bi- and multi-)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Social Protection</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustainable Farming (including on-farm support and improvements to the enabling environment)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthcare</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water and Sanitation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrification</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decent Work and No Child Labor</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coffee Innovation</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supporting Market Opportunities and Innovative Business Models</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responsible Consumption and Production</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate Resilience and Adaptation</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustainable Land Use</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access to Justice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Box 8: Blended Finance Projects in Coffee-Growing Regions of Nicaragua and Ethiopia

In Nicaragua, a partnership between the International Finance Corporation (IFC), the Global Agriculture and Food Security Program (GAFSP), Atlantic (a subsidiary of the coffee trader, Ecom), Starbucks, and the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB), focuses on providing long-term loans to help 500 farmers replant and renovate their farms following the devastating effects of the coffee leaf rust disease. GAFSP will provide a 25% first-loss guarantee for a $30 million loan program in which Atlantic and Starbucks invest $3 million each.225

In Ethiopia, a partnership between the IFC, GAFSP, Nib Bank (an Ethiopian Bank), and TechnoServe provides a risk-sharing facility of $15.2 million to expand financing to cooperatives. The financing will enable the cooperatives to source coffee cherries from farmers for wet milling, thereby adding value.226

The scale of contributions suggested for the GCF is much higher than the current sustainability spend within the coffee industry, yet it is entirely reasonable as a fraction of the overall value of the industry, particularly given the significant benefits that would accrue to coffee industry actors if a sustainable coffee future were realized. As the GCF would provide significant benefits for the coffee industry overall, and for the largest operators within it, we suggest that the largest roasters, retailers, and traders should be both the forerunners in contributing to the fund, as well as the entities that contribute the most. These actors have outsized impacts on the industry, should have particularly strong interests in a sustainable coffee future, and proportionally have the largest responsibilities for ensuring the long-term sustainability of coffee value chains. Figure 45, below, shows the largest roasters and traders in the industry as of 2018.

The Governing Board of the GCF could be tasked with creating rules for calculating suggested contributions for private sector coffee actors, and monitoring those contributions. This might include, for example, developing suggested contribution amounts in proportion to market share or based on volumes handled or purchased. In general, all roasters, retailers, or traders purchasing over a certain threshold amount of coffee per year should be expected to contribute. Roasters, retailers, and traders purchasing less than that threshold could also be encouraged to contribute.

While there are various ways to collect contributions to the GCF, one interesting option in some countries could

Figure 45: Main Coffee Roasters and Coffee Traders by Market Share in Volume
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Box 9: Micro Index Insurance

Micro index insurance is designed to compensate smallholder farmers when extreme weather events, such as droughts, floods, and/or excess of rains, disrupt their ability to produce crops and to make future investments that will increase coffee farm productivity. It is potentially more cost effective than traditional forms of indemnity-based insurance, because insured farmers’ entitlements to payouts are based on annual weather data, rather than on the physical assessment and verification of losses they actually suffer (which is how indemnity-based insurance payouts are assessed). The cost effectiveness of micro index insurance increases the chances that it can reach more smallholder farmers in the global south. In some cases, index insurance initiatives have sought to target cooperatives of farmers, rather than individual farmers, in order to enhance uptake.

Micro index insurance helps smallholder farmers build their financial resilience. Among other things, it offers the benefit of helping farmers, who pay insurance premiums, to feel financially secure, which can encourage them to take productive risks. This is important, because farmers often lose more from missed opportunities in good years than from the direct failure of crops in bad ones. Micro index insurance can therefore help reduce the precariousness that many smallholder producers, who rely on agricultural production for their livelihoods, experience as climate change makes weather more unpredictable.

One key challenge for micro index insurance is to design indices that reflect the reality of farmers’ experiences, so that farmers actually receive payouts when they need them. The design of these indices is also important for insurance providers, who use those indices to set the prices of their index insurance. Designing indices for index insurance typically involves a lot of field-based data collection and analysis about farmers’ experiences, which is combined with historical and satellite weather data in order to hone the indices. This data collection can be prohibitively expensive for initiatives seeking to offer inexpensive micro index insurance. Accessing rainfall data that accurately reflect the extreme weather that each farmer faces can also be very challenging, but is essential, as payouts are only made for years that have the most extreme rain fall (whether they are extremely wet or dry).

Most smallholder coffee farmers do not have access to affordable insurance that helps to mitigate climate risks, or to disaster-relief funds that help alleviate the pain of certain weather- or climate-induced events. National Coffee Sustainability Plans could include multi-stakeholder and participatory efforts to co-design and develop either attractive insurance options for smallholders or disaster relief funds for coffee farmers. A Global Coffee Fund could support such efforts in various ways, such as by funding the participatory processes and cost-effective technologies for the design, or by providing catalytic funding necessary to bring in private sector insurance providers willing to offer options at affordable rates.
be the use of a check-off program, a mechanism that World Coffee Research (WCR) has piloted in the coffee sector, and which has also been used for various agricultural commodities in the United States. Through a check-off mechanism, traders could add GCF suggested contributions to the invoices that they provide to roasters and retailers, who would then pay their contributions to the Fund at the same time they paid their invoices. The traders could then transfer those contributions to the Fund itself, for example, on a quarterly basis. Although there are transaction costs to using this type of mechanism, one significant benefit would be that it provides a way to capture payments through existing supply chain transactions, simplifying the collection of contributions.

If a check-off program were used, one important modification from WCR’s program to date could be to ask all major traders to offer this service—the option to participate and contribute through a check-off program—
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**Box 10: Antitrust Safeguards**

One common concern that industry actors have when discussing any potential collective effort is whether the effort will raise antitrust concerns. As the Fund is currently proposed, this risk seems exceedingly unlikely. To further reduce antitrust risks, various antitrust safeguards could be implemented into the operation of the Global Coffee Fund. These include but are not limited to:

To the extent the Fund:

- Disseminates data (e.g. out of transparency or reporting considerations) about contributions and data underlying the goals of the Fund:
  - Consider whether the data reveals otherwise confidential sensitive information relating to individual companies.
  - Consider the age of that data, the potential audience, and whether it is sufficiently aggregated. The older the data, the better.
  - For example, publishing data that is 1 year old is better than publishing data about the most recent month every month, particularly if it is traceable to individual companies and the information published allows the calculation of the exact amount of coffee purchased or the price paid.

- Communicates with contributors about the amounts they contribute:
  - Do not seek to influence whether or how they pass their contributions on down the supply chain or to consumers in terms of pricing.
  - Do not recommend boycotts of certain suppliers, roasters, or traders if they opt not to participate in a check-off scheme or the Fund.
  - Consider suggesting companies patronize suppliers, roasters, or traders that participate in the check-off scheme or Fund.

- Calculates the recommended amounts contributors could contribute:
  - Do not suggest that contributions are compulsory or fixed.
  - Use an objective, transparent calculation method.
  - Avoid favoritism of specific contributors.
  - Consider taking the amount the Fund would like to raise as a starting point/fundraising target for the calculation.

- Involves leadership from industry actors: consider having a balanced, representative group.

When the Fund holds meetings involving competitors:

- Consider having antitrust counsel present as a safeguard against exchanging competitively sensitive information.
- Draft an agenda and circulate it to the attendees prior to the meeting.
- Ensure that those present are aware that they should stick to the agenda and should not discuss competitively sensitive information.
- Do not allow the meetings to be used for business other than Fund business.
on all coffee invoices. This would help facilitate the broad participation required for the Fund; offering this service would thus be an additional avenue, beyond direct contributions, through which traders could help fulfill their own co-responsibility for supporting coffee sustainability.228

Although not yet at a sufficient cumulative level, most major roasters, retailers, and traders are already supporting sustainability initiatives that can contribute to achievement of the SDGs in the coffee sector. Some particular types of sustainability contributions, if declared, transparently monitored, and verified, could potentially be counted against the amounts that specific companies might otherwise contribute to the GCF. One type of sustainability contribution that could trigger such an offset, for example, could be pre-competitive contributions to public goods that would benefit a broad range of coffee farmers, such as the aforementioned contributions to World Coffee Research, which supports climate research to find new varietals. Yet another type of contribution triggering an offset could be undertakings that provide direct income support to farmers during periods of low prices, such as Starbucks’s $20 million commitment in 2018 to support Central American producers affected by the low-price crisis through an additional payment meant to enable farmers to more than cover their costs of production.229

B. Increasing Producer Profits

The coffee industry has changed significantly in recent years, which has created new challenges for many producers, but also opens up new opportunities for them as well. In particular, two recent transformations within and outside the industry—the high consolidation of the industry and the mainstreaming of e-commerce technologies and mobile applications for farmers—provide unique conditions to depart from the traditional coffee business model that has become increasingly unsustainable for many coffee producers.

We thus suggest that, along with the National Coffee Sustainability Plans and the Global Coffee Fund, producing countries as a group seriously examine two options for capturing more of the retail price of coffee. The first is implementing a minimum price, which would be linked to a Brazilian reference price and, if not set too high, could be possible without supply management, given the increased buying power of major coffee roasters and retailers. This possibility is discussed above in Section II(a). The second is supporting producers to harness the potential of new technologies to improve their incomes, in particular through more direct sales to consumers. We discuss this latter point next.

Taken together, the National Coffee Sustainability Plans and the Global Coffee Fund provide a means to implement the strategic locally-owned actions within countries and the significant investments throughout the sector that are necessary for a sustainable coffee industry and thriving coffee producers. While such interventions have not been tried at scale within coffee-producing countries and in the coffee sector generally, they are indeed feasible, as demonstrated, for example, by smaller public-private interventions that have improved aspects of sustainability on the ground, as well as by the success of the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria, which provides inspiration, although not a blueprint, for a mechanism to channel significant multi-stakeholder funding towards effective solutions to complex challenges.
Increasing Market Access and Transforming Business Models

Mobile technologies and the Internet have created new opportunities for producers to change the way they do business, improving their business acumen, productivity, resiliency, and access to market; these are presented in this section.

Mobile phones and targeted mobile and web-based applications can help coffee smallholders in certain contexts with a range of issues, sometimes compensating for the lack of agricultural extension officers. Depending on farmers’ situations, for example, such applications can help with: 1) locating micro-entrepreneurs who sell inputs at lower prices, thus breaking monopolies of middlemen; 2)

Box 11: Mobile Phone Applications to Support Climate Resiliency

One mobile phone application supporting climate resiliency is the GeoFarmer app deployed and piloted in Colombia, Ghana, Tanzania and Uganda by the International Center for Tropical Agriculture (CIAT) in collaboration with the University of Salzburg.294

The GeoFarmer app enables farmers to easily collect and share “geospatial data on weather, farm conditions including soil and crop types, and monitor the adoption of techniques to make farms more productive and resilient to climate change.”295 This mobile application builds on research findings that farmers are more inclined to make decisions based on inputs from their peers.

Similar efforts have been undertaken in India, where farmers have used a mobile application that aims to enable climate-smart agriculture. The application provides farmers with tailored advisories on topics such as whether they should harvest early, delay irrigation, or switch to crops that are resistant to flooding, as well as providing insights on crop diseases by allowing farmers to upload photos of affected crops to receive quick advice from agronomists.296
calculating farmers’ costs of production for better decision-making; providing price information and transparency, thereby supporting farmer decision-making around sales; 4) facilitating access to climate and weather data, thus supporting farmer resiliency (see Boxes 4 and 11); and 5) supporting crop diversification with applications telling farmers which supplemental crops are more profitable and more suitable to, for instance, a drought-prone area. While the expansion of smart phones and accompanying services should generate significant benefits both for farmers and for roasters (through the improvement of the farmers’ productivity and resiliency), these benefits are not always realized due to farmer education, age, or access to the Internet. In some contexts, harnessing the potential of mobile technologies thus requires institutional support from a range of stakeholders including the government, producer associations, donors, and/or the private sector.

Moreover, the development of e-commerce has opened up new opportunities to find markets and sell producers’ products directly to consumers. This has the potential to reduce market concentration and provide a means for producers to add and capture more value, although the challenges should not be underestimated. These opportunities are most likely to be exploited by relatively larger and better-off coffee producers who produce high-quality coffee, and by coffee producers who can access transparent intermediaries or other entities willing to enter into more equitable partnerships with producers. However, the penetration of mobile phones and the resurgence of cooperatives may help reach smallholders that previously could not have access to these opportunities. Even still, for such opportunities to scale to the benefit of a larger set of smallholders, institutional support through producer associations or similar organizations will prove critical.

Between the producer and the consumer, there are many entities that handle coffee, adding and capturing value along the way. The producer generally receives only a small fraction of the final retail price of coffee. This raises the question of whether it is possible to “cut out” some of the middlemen. Yet the major entities along the value chain all provide important functions or otherwise add certain value that takes green coffee beans in a producing country and turns them into roasted coffee beans or a coffee beverage in a consuming country. A more appropriate question, then, may be whether producers themselves can take on more of these steps and accompanying efforts (such as marketing) to create and capture more value, or whether they can align themselves with entities—either for-profit or non-profit—that provide some of these steps oriented more as a service to producers.

Although value addition in theory can be a way for producers to capture more of the final retail price, it only works if producers understand the consuming market and are able to provide additional value that meets market demands. For example, bad on-farm processing of wet cherries can lead to high rejection rates from buyers; in that case, farmers may be better off selling wet cherries directly to a mill, because they can sell a higher proportion of their crop and ultimately earn more money. Similarly, while roasting adds value to a green coffee bean, poor roasting destroys most of the bean’s value. And even when producers or their partners are able to roast beans well, if they are unable to find a market for those roasted beans and can only access markets for green coffee beans, then roasting will not benefit them.

Direct to Consumers

The Internet provides an avenue for online marketing and a platform for commercial transactions that some producers may be able to exploit. Online marketing is a significant way for small coffee companies and certain producers to promote their brand, whether based on social responsibility, coffee quality, or price. Although online marketing offers the potential to reach many more consumers than would previously have been possible for producers or small companies, online retail is also fiercely competitive, and producers can be at a disadvantage given the high consumer loyalty to major brands. To break through the competition, significant offline investments would have to be made by producers and supporting institutions on marketing, quality control, and logistics.
One advantage that producers have is their narrative: the story of who they are, and why consumers should buy their coffee. Yet this narrative is only compelling to a segment of the market, and the marketplace is also crowded with similar narratives from coffee companies that discuss their partnerships with producers. Producers would thus have to be exceedingly clear on why producer-owned (or origin-owned) coffee brands are preferable to other alternatives, such as direct trade or Fairtrade. In that regard Geographical Indications (GI) can help (See Box 12).

### Box 12: Geographical Indications to Build Producers’ Branding

Producers and producing countries have started using Geographical Indications (GIs), an intellectual property tool, to protect the reputation of their coffee origin and capture more value. In trade theory, GIs and other trademarks correct consumer information asymmetries regarding an attribute of value—the origin—as long as the information is reliable.

Examples can be found in Colombia (Café de Colombia, Café de Nariño), the Dominican Republic (Café Valdesia), Guinea (Ziama–Macenta coffee), Jamaica (Blue Mountain), Ethiopia (see below), and Mexico (Café Veracruz).

GIs support long-term differentiation and origin branding, which allows producers to access a higher value for origin products while also avoiding appropriation of geographical names by other entities not linked to the area. As such, in some areas, coffee is following the same path as cheese, wines, or spirits that have used GIs “to avoid unfair competition and free-riding of their quality reputation, empowering local producers to define the specific rules for using the origin label.”

One example comes from Ethiopia, where the government launched the Ethiopian Coffee Trademarking and Licensing Initiative in 2004 for three coffee origins producing high quality beans: Sidama, Yirgacheffe, and Harar. The government has subsequently offered licensing agreements to importers, roasters, and distributors; licensees are expected to enter into a brand management strategy and promote these coffees with customers. While licensees do not pay any royalty, the Ethiopian government hopes that the brand management strategy will result in increased global demand for these origins in the specialty segment. The government also hopes to increase the farmers’ share of the retail coffee price by improving their negotiating power.

However, GI protection does not automatically trigger a substantial price increase or a pass-through to farmgate prices. Developing and promoting GIs requires long-term efforts and strategic planning. Substantial institutional support is needed, from the government and/or producers’ associations, to ensure careful and consistent quality control, brand management, and marketing strategies that, over time, can help producers capture more value.
Three broad possibilities for (more) direct-to-consumer sales include:

- **Direct-to-consumer sales of high-quality green coffee beans**, which consumers then roast themselves. This removes the need for producers to roast the beans, but does require that producers can guarantee a high quality level of beans, as well as proper preparation and packaging to ensure that there is not significant quality loss in transit. This will always be a niche market; most consumers are not in the habit of roasting their own beans, and the larger trend is instead a growing reliance on capsules and pods that make coffee preparation easier rather than harder. Yet some coffee enthusiasts already roast at home, and producers could seek to increase this segment of consumers, and to capitalize on it through direct sales, potentially through producer-owned online platforms that could aggregate offerings. For this strategy, producers might be competing primarily on quality, with their narrative and the direct link to the producer as a compelling secondary motivation for consumers.

- **Direct-to-consumer sales of high-quality roasted coffee beans**. Selling roasted beans requires producers either to roast the beans themselves or cooperatively, or to work with a roaster that is paid to roast and package the beans. While roasting at the farm level might not be economically viable, roasting cooperatively is more feasible, either at the level of a cooperative in country, or through a producer-owned vertically integrated company such as Pachamama Coffee (Box 13). Although roasting adds value to coffee beans, poor roasting can ruin the product, and producers should only undertake roasting if it can be done well.

**Box 13: Pachamama Coffee, a Producer-Owned Vertically Integrated Company**

Pachamama Coffee is owned by participating cooperatives, and its board of representatives is composed of cooperative representatives. This gives the cooperatives control of company strategy, and a path towards financial independence. There are five member cooperatives within Pachamama, based in Ethiopia, Guatemala, Mexico, Nicaragua, and Peru. All the cooperatives specialize in producing certified organic coffee. Farmers are paid above the market price for green coffee. The cooperatives then are allocated a share of the profits, based on how much they sell. The board votes on how to allocate profits, which may be retained to invest in Pachamama projects. Pachamama offers online subscriptions direct to consumers, runs two cafés in California, and has retail and wholesale relationships with other companies. This farmer-owned and farmer-governed model shifts some new business risks onto farmers, but also moves farmers from price-takers to price-setters, who control value addition and who thus capture significantly more of the profits than in most coffee value chains.

One alternative to producer-led roasting is paying an external reputable roaster. In such a relationship, the roaster serves the producer in the same way that it otherwise serves as a private label roaster for a retail brand: it is paid for its service, but is not otherwise seeking to add or capture value derived from branding or intangible aspects. These external roasters could be in origin countries or in consuming countries. Roasters in origin countries may be cheaper and easier for producers to work with; some roasters in origin countries are also willing to package and export for producers. Roasters in consuming countries are another option to explore; working with them can alleviate concerns (likely overwrought) about freshness, while also taking advantage of the overcapacity of roasters in some consuming markets,
such as the United States. Some mid-sized farms already roast their coffee in coffee-consuming countries and handle their own sales. For example, Unleashed Coffee is a Brazilian coffee estate that roasts its coffee in the United States and sells its coffee directly to consumers online.

A variation of this is for producers to partner with innovative roasting and retailing companies that put producers at the forefront of the business (see Thrive Farmers in Box 14, Moyee Coffee in Box 15). While these opportunities are currently limited, producer associations or other institutional actors could consider how to support scale up of those models, or how to replicate them for other producing locations.

**Box 14: Consignment Service for Producers**

Thrive Farmers provides a revenue-sharing model that essentially operates as a consignment service for producers, thereby significantly increasing the producer’s share of the final retail price. Thrive Farmers generally requires producers to pay for the roasting and exporting of their coffee. It then pays producers after their coffee has been sold to retailers, giving 50% of the sale price to the producer. Sometimes, Thrive Farmers sells coffee to other roasters; when it does so, it pays the producers 75% of the sale price. Farmers must wait 6-12 months to be paid in this system, which is not always feasible for smallholders.

If enough trust and transparency exist, similar consignment approaches could potentially be integrated into the operations of existing specialty coffee companies. One leading specialty company, for example, has used a modified consignment model with one supplier: paying an initial lower price upfront, and then providing an additional payment based on how the coffee sold.

For this direct-to-consumer strategy, there may be two distinct but overlapping categories in which producers would be competing with existing specialty coffee companies: quality and social responsibility. While most specialty coffees have a social responsibility narrative, quality-oriented consumers care less about social responsibility and more about taste and brand-related intangibles. Producers seeking to compete on quality will need to find ways to have an attractive brand offering that speaks to this segment of the market—although coffee consumers also behave differently throughout the day, appreciating different qualities depending on the hour. In addition, the willingness of some consumers to purchase coffee based more on its social responsibility narrative than its quality, combined with traceability technologies such as blockchain (see Moyee in Box 15), opens up additional opportunities for producers, many of whom produce coffee at a range of quality levels. Working collectively, producers might then be able to find ways to sell both higher-quality coffees and lesser-quality coffees through different avenues or producer-owned brands.

**Box 15: Moyee Coffee Using Blockchain for Traceability**

Moyee Coffee is an Ethiopian and Dutch coffee growing, roasting, and retailing company that uses blockchain and geotagging to trace the transactions within its supply chain. When it buys directly from cooperatives, Moyee assigns unique IDs to each farmer and pays farmers via mobile phones. Customers can access this information by scanning the QR code on their package of coffee. When buying directly, Moyee pays a 20% premium to farmers. Moyee also buys coffee from the Ethiopian Commodity Exchange; when it does so, it reserves a 20% premium that is then allocated to farmer training. Moyee Coffee sells to institutions, but also directly to consumers through the Internet.
Direct-to-consumer sales of commercial-grade roasted coffee beans. As with the approach above, this requires either producer-led roasting or securing the services of private label roasters. Rather than competing on quality, or relying on the producer-origin narrative, however, producers of commercial-grade coffee would compete on price, seeking to reach price-sensitive consumers who like the ease of purchasing coffee online and who are willing to try a new brand or source of coffee. Because the cheapest coffee brands have a relatively lower profit margin compared to specialty and quasi-specialty brands, producers also would have a lower profit margin when competing on price than on quality. Despite this, and assuming that they are able to find ways to efficiently move coffee to consumers (discussed below), producers would still receive a higher share of the ultimate retail price paid by consumers. Profitability and economic viability would require sufficient volume.

Of the three strategies noted here, this third strategy is the most different from what has been tried in the past. The analogy is what Chinese manufacturers have been able to do given the existence of Amazon: they can now cut out the middlemen, and sell directly to American consumers. However, Amazon’s infrastructure has facilitated Chinese manufacturers’ ability to do this, both through support in shipping and then through fulfillment once goods reach Amazon warehouses. Coffee producers would similarly need significant institutional support that aggregates products and ensures some baseline consistency of quality, lowers the costs of transport, and helps with navigating export and import requirements and any legal obligations.

While absolutely critical for the third strategy above, institutional support would also help to scale the opportunities for producers to take advantage of other direct-to-consumer possibilities. Economies of scale are likely necessary to make the administrative and logistical aspects feasible for many producers. Some of the institutional support needed could potentially be undertaken by producer associations—for example, the FNC supports Colombian producers that have found buyers in particular countries by arranging the logistics and shipping for a fee. Aside from taking these roles on themselves, producer associations could also help to aggregate producers for economies of scale, and to identify and negotiate better rates with existing entities and companies that could provide necessary services, such as transport or distribution.

Producer associations could also connect with the electronic World Trade Platform (eWTP) initiative, which aims to integrate local small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) into global value chains by addressing the barriers commonly faced by SMEs in international trade, such as access to information regarding export opportunities, access to trade finance, and logistics costs. This initiative was jointly created by the World Trade Organization, the World Economic Forum, and the Electronic World Trade Platform in 2016, and it is led by China’s Alibaba e-trade platform. Rwanda was the first African country to join the initiative in October 2018; Rwandan coffee is now sold on Alibaba’s Tsmall international marketplace. Participation in the eWTP initiative can make possible an endeavor that would otherwise be prohibitively expensive. It is usually expensive for an SME to open a section on Alibaba (foreign companies, qualified as gold members, must provide deposits of up to $25,000, pay annual seller fees up to $10,000, and a royalty commission of 2-5% on each sale). In the agreement between the Rwanda Government and Alibaba, however, Rwandan coffee roasters—often cooperatives selling quality coffee—are not currently charged these fees for selling on the platform as per the guidelines of the eWTP initiative.

Although currently niche, the models discussed above, many of which have already shown proof of concept, have potential to scale or replicate with sustained institutional support. The design of National Coffee Sustainability Plans, discussed above, offer one opportunity for relevant government institutions, producers associations, and other local stakeholders to assess the opportunities for producers within the country to capture more of the final retail price, including by taking advantage of technology to get closer to the end consumer.
Conclusion

Under current and future market conditions, which include persistent low prices, rising input costs, and devastating climate change effects, even efficient producers will struggle to remain viable, and the SDG gap in coffee-producing regions will grow. Without sustained collective action, and without strategic national-level planning and investments, more producers will be thrown into or remain in extreme poverty, while increasingly consolidated origins will result in heightened supply risks. The prosperity of the coffee sector relies on healthy and viable farmers, including smallholders; this business-as-usual scenario is not sustainable for them or for the industry.

Coffee sector actors have acknowledged these deep sustainability concerns, particularly in light of the ongoing price crisis and impending climate crisis. Multiple calls for global collective action on prices have been made, including by the World Coffee Producers Forum since its creation in 2017, as well as by the International Coffee Council, which mandated the ICO to address low coffee prices by launching a sector-wide dialogue to identify transformational multi-stakeholder solutions to be implemented by committed ICO members.297 We suggest National Coffee Sustainability Plans, to support strategic planning and investment that account for differentiated producer needs and future prospects given climate impacts. We suggest a Global Coffee Fund, as a transformational and multi-stakeholder mechanism that embodies the shared responsibility of public and private actors in achieving sustainability in coffee production and in coffee-producing regions. And we suggest serious exploration of other ways to increase producer profits that take advantage of recent transformations relevant to the coffee sector (in particular, high consolidation of the industry and mainstreaming of new technologies), including through a minimum price and through business models that allow producers to capture more of the final retail price. Taken together, these strategies provide ambitious yet achievable pathways for making coffee truly sustainable.
1. Changing Climate

Z-Score Deviations

In Figure 23, we normalize present and future temperature ranges to show how regions across the tropics are moving outside of their historical range. The normalization method is to convert each region’s temperatures into z-scores:

\[
Z\text{Score} = \left( T - \text{Mean}(T_0) \right) / \text{SD}(T_0)
\]

Where \( \text{Mean}(T_0) \) is the average annual temperature from 1900 - 1960 in each region, and \( \text{SD}(T_0) \) is the standard deviation across those temperatures. Under this transformation, the z-scores of the historical period conform approximately to a normal distribution, with mean 0 and standard deviation 1. Any future average temperature can be compared to this distribution, where temperatures with z-scores greater than 1 occur 16% of the time under the historical distribution, values greater than 1.96 occur 2.5% of the time, and values greater than 2.33 occur 1% of the time.

Z-scores in the recent period are computed from an average from 1999 – 2018, representing a climatic average around 2010 for each region, and z-scores in 2050 are computed using the climatological mean temperature from GISTEMP. The spatial distribution of these z-score values is shown on the next page.
Deviation from historical range in recent years and by 2050. These maps correspond to the distributions in Figure 23, showing where deviations from the historical distributions are high. Z-score deviations are clipped at 4 (above the 99.99th percentile) in the figures.

Recent Z-score deviations in temperatures (around 2010)

Z-score deviations predicted in 2050

Shifting Suitability

To analyze the loss of suitable land, we use the Global Agro-Ecological Zone (GAEZ) project, version 3.0, which provides a combined climate-related suitability constraint as a percentage from 0 – 100%. We treat values below 50% as unsuitable. We use a rainfed, intermediate inputs scenario for both the baseline (1961 – 1990) and climate change (2050, Hadley3 model, A1 scenario) periods. These suitability ranges can be extended considerably with the application of improved management. The resulting suitability levels are shown in the adjacent maps.
Spatial suitability values used to determine county-level area suitable. Suitability values below 50% are treated as 0, and other suitability levels are reduced by 50%.

**Arabica suitability over 50% at baseline**

**Arabica suitability over 50% in 2050**

**Robusta suitability over 50% at baseline**

**Robusta suitability over 50% in 2050**
The total suitable land is calculated as follows:

\[ \text{Area} = \sum 2 \cdot (\text{Suitability} - 50\%) \cdot \text{GridCellArea} \]

where the sum is taken over grid cells that are neither forests nor wetlands. That is, if suitability in an area is 51%, then 2% of the land area is counted toward the country-level suitable land total. Forests and wetlands are excluded because conversion of these land use types to coffee production could undermine climate change and sustainability goals. Land cover is from the USGS EROS LandCover GLCCDB version 2.0 database for the year 2000. This formulation provides an indicative measure of suitable land, but the actual relationship between suitability levels and suitable land areas is not grounded in empirical analysis.

2. Changes in Coffee Yields

Updates to the coffee supply database

We build upon the coffee supply database developed for the Earth Institute, which collects production records from agricultural ministries and coffee production regions from grey literature. We rely on comprehensive production records for administrative regions, rather than individual farms, because they provide a less biased representation of how coffee-growing is affected by climate change. The production records are summarized in the adjacent table.
**Summary of the coffee production database records.** The trend is computed for yields from FAO records, which generally span 1980 - 2017, and no records before 1980 are used because of the limitation of the weather data. The standard error is on the trend estimate, and represents the degree of variability in the yields.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># Regions</th>
<th>Years</th>
<th>Area (1k Ha)</th>
<th>Yield (MT/Ha)</th>
<th>Trend (%/yr)</th>
<th>Std. Err. (%/yr)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>2749</td>
<td>1803.57</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>2.78%</td>
<td>(0.23%)***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1253.80</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>-0.15%</td>
<td>(0.05%)***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>798.36</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.38%</td>
<td>(0.19%)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethiopia</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>694.33</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>-0.38%</td>
<td>(0.23%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnam</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>641.70</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>4.97%</td>
<td>(0.43%)***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uganda</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>385.30</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>-0.18%</td>
<td>(0.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>347.00</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>(0.17%)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>278.23</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
<td>(0.14%)***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honduras</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>196.54</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>1.05%</td>
<td>(0.1%)***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>1148.25</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.02%</td>
<td>(0.16%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*: The regional breakdown for Indonesia and Brazil are only used for targeting the coffee production in space; Country-level FAO data is used for analysis.  
†: The timeseries for Vietnam, India, and Honduras are shorter than available FAO data, so FAO data is substituted for the periods before these begin.

Understanding the risks of climate change for coffee production requires matching it to high-resolution weather. For this, we extend the Coffee Production database with high resolution cultivation maps for Bolivia, Burundi, China, Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Haiti, Hawaii, Ivory Coast, Kenya, Laos, Mexico, Nicaragua, Nigeria, Papua New Guinea, Peru, Philippines, Tanzania, Uganda, and Yemen.

The statistical production models developed here relate how changes in weather result in proportional changes in yields. This proportional relationship uses the logarithm of yields as the dependent variable:

\[
\ln (Y_{pt}) = f(W_{pt}) + \epsilon_{pt}
\]

where p indexes farms and pt is an error term. This relationship is assumed to hold most closely at high resolution; theoretically, at the scale of each individual coffee tree. Because we only observe region-average yields, it is necessary to translate this model to the regional scale.
This uses what is called the LogSumExp approximation, and argues that the weather at the most productive location is the most effective predictor for the entire region’s yield (more predictive, for example, than the average weather across the region). With this insight, we use coffee cultivation maps to identify a location of maximum cultivation within each country or sub-country region for which we have production data. For sub-country regions without cultivation maps, we use the centroid of the region. For countries without cultivation maps, we identify the point of maximum coffee suitability from GAEZ. These points are shown below.

Locations of observed coffee production data. Both the coffee production data (production, harvested area, and planted area by variety) are drawn from multiple sources, and the points in many cases represent the geographically weighted centroid of high resolution coffee production maps from multiple sources. The database includes 2983 sub-country regions from Brazil, India, Indonesia, Vietnam, Colombia, and Honduras; country data from 59 other countries; and years ranging from 1980 to 2017 matched to weather from ERA-Interim.

Two major coffee-producing countries are missing from our dataset, because of unresolved data inconsistencies within our analysis: Peru and Tanzania. We apologize for this omission.
Weather Data

For this project, we use data from ERA-Interim (ERA-I), a reanalysis product that combines station and satellite data with meteorological modeling to construct a consistent, gridded dataset. The ERA-I data is available at a 0.75° resolution at a daily scale. To improve the resolution, we use the CHELSEA spatial downscaling dataset, available at a 30 arc-second resolution, monthly for precipitation, minimum temperature, maximum temperature, and mean temperature. To maintain the daily resolution, we apply monthly differences from the grid-cell mean to each daily observation for these four variables.

Finally, we use these data to develop a regional dataset of the following variables:

- Average temperature at 2m by month [K]
- Average maximum temperature at 2m by month [K]
- Average minimum temperature at 2m by month [K]
- Average dewpoint at 2m by month [K]
- Dewpoint at 2m during minimum temperature by month [K]
- Dewpoint at 2m during maximum temperature by month [K]
- Top soil temperature by month [K]
- Top soil moisture by month [m³/m³]
- Wind speed at 2 m by month [m/s]
- Photosynthetically-active solar radiation at surface [J/m²]
- Precipitation runoff by month [m]
- Total precipitation by month [m]
- Exceedence degree-days by threshold and month [C day]
- Frost degree-days (below 0 C) by month [C day]

We extracted this data at point locations for the year of the reported yield and for the previous year, at a monthly level, to feed into a cross-validation model selection exercise to identify the most effective predictors.

Weather Emulation

We use a variety of weather variables to predict coffee yields, available from the ERA-Interim weather reanalysis dataset. Many of these variables are not reliably predicted by global climate models, and MIROC-ESM-CHEM GCM data requires downscaling to represent daily variation (which we use for precipitation and growing degree-days) and specific locations.

To translate GCM results into high-resolution weather appropriate for predicting yields, we apply GCM-driven adjustments to historical weather, as follows:
1. We use the observational data to construct linear spline functions that relate each weather variable to average annual temperature. We prefer this approach to using projections for other weather variables provided by the GCMs because of the inconsistencies between projected and historically observed weather for precipitation and some other variables. We construct the linear splines using all observed data, producing a set of functions $f_v(T)$, indexed by weather variable $v$.

2. In each future year, we compute each location’s adjusted annual average temperature, as

$$T_{igt} = T_{i0} + (T_{igt} - T_{i0}),$$

where $T_{i0}$ is the average temperature for region $i$ in the observational data over all years after 2005 (when most GCMs start); $T_{igt}$ is GCM $g$'s predicted temperature for the grid cell covering region $i$ in future year $t$; and $T_{i0}$ is GCM $g$’s average temperature for that grid cell over the same years as used to compute $T_{i0}$.

3. We select a random year, $s$, upon which the temperature changes will be applied.

4. We evaluate the spline functions at $T_{igt}$ and $T_{i0}$, and determine adjust the weather variables using the difference:

$$v_{it} = v_{is} + f_v(T_{igt}) - f_v(T_{i0}).$$

For an example of how this process works, consider a projection for average temperatures, for which $f_v(T) = T$. We consider a region in Colombia and make 10 independent draws, performing the rest of the operations:

**Ten random realizations of the weather at a location in Colombia.** Temperatures continue to increase according to the anomalies inferred from the MIROC-ESM-CHEM model.

The linear splines use knots at 19 °C, 21 °C, 23 °C, 25 °C, and 27 °C. These are chosen because we have a distribution of temperatures such that no single region dominates any spline segment.

**Distribution of annual average temperatures by region.** Brazil, Honduras, India, Indonesia, and Vietnam are split out because we have subnational data for these, while Global includes all other countries. The vertical lines represent knot locations, which generally fall within, rather than around, the distributions.
The resulting relationships between average temperature and weather variables ($f(T)$) are shown in the figure below. The relationships are generally as expected: GDDs increase gradually, until about 27 °C when the upper limit begins to cap them. KDDs are 0 until 23 °C, at which point some daily highs exceed the 34 °C limit. Precipitation measures display a U-shaped relationship, with higher rainfall at low temperatures and high temperatures.
Estimated linear spline relationships between annual temperature and the 9 variables used in yield estimation. The weather variables reflect the predictors chosen by the cross-validation exercise below, recorded within the seasonal limits identified there.

Cross Validation

Identifying the weather variables which most effectively predict yields requires a careful screening process. To do this, we use a technique called “cross-validation”, where the model is successively fit to a training dataset, and then applied to a test dataset to evaluate its ability to predict out-of-sample yields. For dividing the data into training and testing datasets, we define a collection of subsets of the data. For countries in which we have sub-country data, we define a different subset of reach state (ADM1 region). For other countries, each country is its own data subset. Then, for each possible model, we perform this test by “leaving out” each subset, using it as the test data, and fitting the model to the remaining subsets. The metric for evaluating datasets is the portion of the RSME explained, defined as the root-mean-squared predicted yield. We are interested in models that maximize this metric.

To filter possible sets of predictors, we impose the following constraints:

- Monthly predictors will be accumulated over “month spans” within each year. These month spans will be considered relative to the month of harvest, which is taken as an average of the major harvesting period for each country. For example, the month span used for precipitation might be accumulated across the precipitation observed from 7 months before the harvest month to the month of the harvest. Month spans may extend from 12 months before the harvest month to the harvest month.
- Exceedance degree-days are translated into “growing degree-days” (GDDs) and “extreme degree-days” (EDDs). In each case, two thresholds are chosen: a low threshold and a high threshold. Below the low threshold, degree-days are not included in either predictor; between the low and high threshold, they are only included in the GDD predictor; above the high threshold, the GDD predictor for that day takes its maximum value and the additional degree-days are included in the EDD predictor. Only the following threshold points are considered: 0 °C, 10 °C, 20 °C, 28 °C, 30 °C, 32 °C, and 34 °C.
- Precipitation may be included a single term or a quadratic pair of terms (but not only the squared term of the quadratic); EDDs may only be included if GDDs are also included.
A subset of the comparison between specifications is shown below, for only those specifications that included variables ultimately included in the final result.

**RMSE Explained for specifications that contain predictors selected in the final model.** In general, specifications with more predictors are preferred (bars colored by number of terms).
This set of assumptions applied to the predictors above results in \((1+91)^2(1+2\cdot92)(1+2\cdot7!/2!5!) \approx 3e27\) combinations. To reduce this search space, we first search for the most predictive month span for each predictor individually and for each predictor in combination with the possible GDD and EDD spans. Only about 4000 possibilities need to be considered for each of these cases. As an example, a plot showing the relative effectiveness of different month spans for only GDD and EDD is shown below.

**RMSE explained for different model specifications including only the GDD and EDD coefficients.** The best temperature thresholds for each month span are identified, and shown as the text in each box. For each month span, specifications with only GDD, only EDD, and both are tried; in all cases, the specification with both has the maximum RMSE explained, and is shown.

Next, a cross validation is performed where the set of final predictors is chosen from the optimal predictors identified above. Each predictor (such as solar radiation) is represented in this choice-set in two forms: by the month span that was found most predictive when it was selected in isolation, and by the month span that was to be most predictive when combined with GDD and EDD predictors. GDD and EDD predictors are included both using the temperature and month spans that were identified when these were considered on their own, and in the forms identified when combined with each of the other predictors. This results in the testing of about 2 million combinations. Only final specifications that included a single GDD-EDD predictor combination where considered.

We find that more terms are beneficial until about 9 terms. The graph below shows the range of RMSE explained values for all specifications that have a given number of terms. Each has a characteristic “hump” shape, representing the greater predictive power associated with, in particular, frosts and precipitation.
The final specification is:

\[
\ln(Yield_{it}) = \beta_1 TMax_{it} + \beta_2 Frost_{it} + \beta_3 SoilMoisture_{it} + \beta_4 GDDs_{it} \\
+ \beta_5 KDDs_{it} + \beta_6 Solar_{it} + \beta_7 Prec_{it} + \beta_8 Prec^2_{it} + \beta_9 DewPt_{it} \\
+ CubicSpline_{c(i)}(t) + \alpha_i + \gamma_t + \epsilon_{it}
\]

where maximum temperature and dew point are averaged over the 7 months prior to harvest; top soil moisture is averaged over the 2 months prior to harvest; GDDs and EDDs are totaled over the 3 months prior to harvest with a temperature range from 20 °C to 34 °C; photosynthetically-active solar radiation is averaged for the 3 months prior to harvest; precipitation is totaled in quadrative form for the 7 months prior to harvest; and frost degree-days are applied from 1 month prior to harvest.

The regression results are shown below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent variable:</th>
<th>Log Yield</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frosts (1m)</td>
<td>0.028*** (0.007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. Max. (7m - h)</td>
<td>0.028*** (0.007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000 GDDs (3m - h)</td>
<td>-0.613*** (0.090)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000 EDDs (3m - h)</td>
<td>-2.813** (1.408)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soil Moist. (2m - h)</td>
<td>-0.050 (0.073)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precip. (7m - h)</td>
<td>-0.010 (0.014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precip.² (7m - h)</td>
<td>0.012 (0.009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. Solar (3m - h)</td>
<td>-0.352*** (0.097)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dew Pt. (7m - h)</td>
<td>0.007*** (0.001)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Observations: 72,248  
R²: 0.620  
Adjusted R²: 0.592  
Residual Std. Error: 0.340 (df = 67238)

Note: *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01

Although individually some of the coefficient values are difficult to interpret, they combine to create a smooth response curve relating yields to temperatures.
We model the restriction of harvests when a weather shock reduces yields, and infer costs and true planted areas from this response. The basic steps in coffee production, as we model them, are shown below.

**The Main Steps in Coffee Cultivation.** In the first year, the farmer must plant and maintain the seedlings, and respond to any losses from adverse weather (boxes 1 - 3). Starting in year 3, the coffee plant beings producing beans, and the farmer makes a harvesting decision that ultimately results in production (boxes 4 - 6).

**Diagram of the modeling of the harvesting decision.** Harvest across the available fields down to where marginal revenue equals marginal cost. When a shock decreases the yields, farmers will decide to harvest less. This boosts observed yields, but is a limited solution.
Under the full model, we can estimate the effects of each coefficient separately for Arabica and Robusta, even though these are generally not distinguished in the data. These full set of model parameters are shown below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Arabica</th>
<th>Robusta</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yield Intercept</td>
<td>-16.78 (0.015)**</td>
<td>-16.93 (0.022)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yield trend</td>
<td>0.00 (0.003)</td>
<td>0.01 (0.005)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. Max. (7m - h)</td>
<td>0.03 (0.004)**</td>
<td>0.03 (0.007)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dew Pt. (7m - h)</td>
<td>0.01 (0)**</td>
<td>0.01 (0)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frosts (1m)</td>
<td>-0.17 (0.007)**</td>
<td>-0.15 (0.008)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000 GDDs (3m - h)</td>
<td>-0.60 (0.007)**</td>
<td>-0.60 (0.009)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000 EDDs (3m - h)</td>
<td>-3.11 (0.282)**</td>
<td>-2.78 (0.316)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precip. (7m - h)</td>
<td>-0.01 (0.004)**</td>
<td>-0.01 (0.004)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precip.$^\sim2$(7m - h)</td>
<td>0.01 (0.002)**</td>
<td>0.01 (0.003)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soil Moist. (2m - h)</td>
<td>-0.03 (0.005)**</td>
<td>-0.04 (0.007)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. Solar (3m - h)</td>
<td>-0.35 (0.011)**</td>
<td>-0.35 (0.02)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of harvest</td>
<td>33.10 (6.52)**</td>
<td>34.56 (8.88)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range of yields</td>
<td>0.46 (0.031)**</td>
<td>0.44 (0.047)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvest uncertainty</td>
<td>1.77 (0.023)**</td>
<td>1.76 (0.023)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production uncertainty</td>
<td>1.79 (0.018)**</td>
<td>1.77 (0.026)**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. Changes in Planted Area

Farm Gate Price Model

We find that in (1) farmers in individual countries experience prices that are 5.5% (Robusta in the Republic of the Congo) - 46.2% (Arabica in Jamaica) of international prices in 2000; (2) for every 1% increase in international prices, farmer prices raise by 0.8% [0.79 - 0.81%]; and (3) in addition, farmer prices increase by 0.2% [0.1 - 0.3%] per year.

All prices in constant 2010 USD (not PPP adjusted).

\[
ln(p_{it}) = \alpha_i + \beta ln(p_t) + \gamma(t - 2000) + \epsilon
\]

Where \( p_{it} \) is the farm gate price in country \( i \) and year \( t \), \( p_t \) is the international price, and \( \epsilon \) is normally distributed. The expected price is then

\[
E p_{it} = exp(\alpha_i + \gamma(t - 2000) + \frac{\sigma^2}{2}) p_t^\beta
\]

accounting for the residual standard error \( \sigma \). The regression results are shown on the next page.
### Dependent variable: log(value)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>log(international price)</td>
<td>0.798**</td>
<td>(0.019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>year - 2000</td>
<td>0.002*</td>
<td>(0.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angola - arabica</td>
<td>-2.373***</td>
<td>(0.154)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angola - robusta</td>
<td>-2.056***</td>
<td>(0.061)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benin - arabica</td>
<td>-2.402***</td>
<td>(0.085)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolivia - arabica</td>
<td>-1.530***</td>
<td>(0.072)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil - arabica</td>
<td>-1.832</td>
<td>(0.056)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil - robusta</td>
<td>-1.679***</td>
<td>(0.067)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burundi - arabica</td>
<td>-1.993***</td>
<td>(0.059)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burundi - robusta</td>
<td>-2.033***</td>
<td>(0.140)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameroon - arabica</td>
<td>-2.098***</td>
<td>(0.079)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameroon - robusta</td>
<td>-2.033***</td>
<td>(0.059)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central African Republic - robusta</td>
<td>-2.210***</td>
<td>(0.059)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombia - arabica</td>
<td>-1.654***</td>
<td>(0.056)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congo, Dem. Rep. of - arabica</td>
<td>-2.080***</td>
<td>(0.186)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congo, Dem. Rep. of - robusta</td>
<td>-2.099***</td>
<td>(0.073)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congo, Rep. of - robusta</td>
<td>-2.964***</td>
<td>(0.078)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costa Rica - arabica</td>
<td>-1.610***</td>
<td>(0.056)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Côte d’Ivoire - robusta</td>
<td>-2.162***</td>
<td>(0.054)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba - arabica</td>
<td>-1.172***</td>
<td>(0.058)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominican Republic - arabica</td>
<td>-1.599***</td>
<td>(0.090)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecuador - arabica</td>
<td>-1.743***</td>
<td>(0.062)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecuador - robusta</td>
<td>-1.828***</td>
<td>(0.068)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El Salvador - arabica</td>
<td>-1.882***</td>
<td>(0.060)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethiopia - arabica</td>
<td>-1.901***</td>
<td>(0.056)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabon - robusta</td>
<td>-1.846***</td>
<td>(0.058)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghana - robusta</td>
<td>-2.590***</td>
<td>(0.101)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala - arabica</td>
<td>-1.591</td>
<td>(0.056)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guinea - robusta</td>
<td>-1.779***</td>
<td>(0.080)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haiti - arabica</td>
<td>-2.308***</td>
<td>(0.074)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honduras - arabica</td>
<td>-1.753***</td>
<td>(0.060)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - arabica</td>
<td>-1.641</td>
<td>(0.060)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - robusta</td>
<td>-1.637***</td>
<td>(0.060)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia - arabica</td>
<td>-1.478***</td>
<td>(0.108)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia - robusta</td>
<td>-1.929***</td>
<td>(0.065)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamaica - arabica</td>
<td>-0.839</td>
<td>(0.063)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya - arabica</td>
<td>-1.372***</td>
<td>(0.062)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madagascar - arabica</td>
<td>-1.747***</td>
<td>(0.133)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madagascar - robusta</td>
<td>-2.018***</td>
<td>(0.059)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malawi - arabica</td>
<td>-1.728***</td>
<td>(0.083)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - arabica</td>
<td>-1.480***</td>
<td>(0.066)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicaragua - arabica</td>
<td>-1.960***</td>
<td>(0.068)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria - robusta</td>
<td>-1.751***</td>
<td>(0.082)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama - arabica</td>
<td>-1.650***</td>
<td>(0.077)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papua New Guinea - arabica</td>
<td>-1.808***</td>
<td>(0.064)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papua New Guinea - robusta</td>
<td>-2.176***</td>
<td>(0.096)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peru - arabica</td>
<td>-1.650***</td>
<td>(0.079)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines - arabica</td>
<td>-1.773***</td>
<td>(0.089)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines - robusta</td>
<td>-1.620***</td>
<td>(0.061)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rwanda - arabica</td>
<td>-2.036***</td>
<td>(0.068)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierra Leone - robusta</td>
<td>-1.987***</td>
<td>(0.086)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka - arabica</td>
<td>-1.834***</td>
<td>(0.262)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka - robusta</td>
<td>-1.875***</td>
<td>(0.131)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanzania - arabica</td>
<td>-1.826***</td>
<td>(0.066)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanzania - robusta</td>
<td>-2.595***</td>
<td>(0.070)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand - arabica</td>
<td>-1.506***</td>
<td>(0.215)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand - robusta</td>
<td>-1.958***</td>
<td>(0.069)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Togo - robusta</td>
<td>-2.138***</td>
<td>(0.053)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trinidad &amp; Tobago - robusta</td>
<td>-1.383***</td>
<td>(0.074)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uganda - arabica</td>
<td>-2.523***</td>
<td>(0.058)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uganda - robusta</td>
<td>-2.487***</td>
<td>(0.057)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venezuela - arabica</td>
<td>-1.407***</td>
<td>(0.099)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnam - arabica</td>
<td>-2.117***</td>
<td>(0.370)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnam - robusta</td>
<td>-1.555***</td>
<td>(0.067)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zambia - arabica</td>
<td>-1.774***</td>
<td>(0.065)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zimbabwe - arabica</td>
<td>-1.148***</td>
<td>(0.168)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Observations: 2,005
R²: 0.892
Adjusted R²: 0.888
Residual Std. Error: 0.368 (df = 1939)
F Statistic: 242.349*** (df = 66; 1939)

Note: *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01
Another view of these prices is in terms of the predicted portion of the international price paid at the farm gate, in the year 2000, as shown below.

We also include a premium if the production of an area decreases significantly, and a price reduction if it increases far beyond historical levels. These premiums are based on how observed differentials vary based on the amount of coffee produced. The reported differential for both Arabica and Robusta regional varieties is shown below, along with its recent range. There is considerable variation, and we use the average change shown in the line below. This has the potential to increase prices for coffee from a given country by about $300 / MT. These are added (or subtracted) on top of price effects that are already represented in the farm gate prices, and depend only upon total production relative to the historical level.
Planting Model

Our planting model is an extension of the basic Nerlove model\textsuperscript{301}, but using revenue (as the product of prices and yields) rather than just prices as the fundamental driver of increases in land cultivation. The comparison of an estimate using price and revenue is shown below.

**Observed changes in planted area, as a function of the previous year’s farmgate prices (left) or revenue (right).** The blue curve and confidence intervals are from a LOESS smooth fit to the data. No clear pattern is represented on the left, while one emerges on the right.

Using this insight, we develop a model that predicts increases and decreases in planted area, in response to price and yield changes. For any level of revenue, each region has a stable “optimal planted area,” which is determined by the rate at which yields fall and costs climb as farmers expand beyond their prime land. Increases in expected yields or expected prices will increase this stable planted area level.

On average, the land planted for coffee within each region gradually approaches the optimal planted area. Higher revenues cause coffee to be planted more extensively and more quickly, if it is currently below the optimal level. If land planted with coffee is above the optimal level, given the current prices and yields, farmers will begin to abandon unproductive areas. In general, increases in coffee cultivation occur more slowly than decreases.

A simple theoretical diagram of the decision-making process is shown below:

**Theoretical model of planting decisions.** \( P_t Y_t \) is the revenue in year \( t \), under the given prices and yields. \( A_t \) is the current planted area. By finding where marginal price equals marginal cost, we can estimate the optimal planted area, \( A^* \).
We assume that yields, and marginal revenues, decrease linearly as progressively more marginal areas are included, so that Marginal Revenue,

\[ MR = \gamma (A - A_t) + P_t Y_t \]

Where \( Y_t \) is the observed yield, in MT per hectare, across an observed planted area \( A_t \) in a given year.

\( P_t \) is the price per MT, so that \( P_t Y_t \) is the marginal revenue per hectare. Similarly, marginal costs, MC, increase linearly:

\[ MC = \eta_0 + \eta_1 A \]

If all of these parameters are known, the optimal equilibrium area, from the perspective of a given year, is:

\[ A^* = \frac{P_t Y_t - \gamma A_t - \eta_0}{\eta_1 - \gamma} \]

Now, we assume that observed changes should approach this optimal planted area, and include both a term that is irrespective of existing planting and one that is proportional to it:

\[ \Delta A = \rho_0 (A^* - A_t) + \rho_1 A_t (A^* - A_t) \]

If we ignore the specific parameters, this simplifies to the structure:

\[ \Delta A = \beta_0 + \beta_1 P_t Y_t + \beta_2 P_t Y_t A_t + \beta_3 A_t + \beta_4 A_t^2 \]

Although no specific term in this expression is a direct price elasticity, the elasticity is equal to \( \gamma_{it} = \alpha + \beta t + \gamma_i + \delta v + \epsilon_{it} \). We estimate this expression both using ordinary least squares (OLS) and a median quantile regression. The quantile regression is more robust to outliers. When modeled across the entire globe, the observed elasticity of price for total production is approximately 0.16 for Arabica and 0.36 for Robusta.
These low elasticities correspond well to estimates for other crops in the literature. However, they do not reflect the ease with which some countries can expand their coffee land. For example, Brazil has multiple times as much land suitable for coffee as is currently in use, and previously had about twice as much under cultivation as now. To reflect this we allow countries to appropriate previously used land at a rate which increases as higher prices persist. Specifically, when $\Delta A > 0$, we use the expression:

$$\Delta A' = \Delta A + \min (N \Delta A, E - A)$$

where $N$ is the number of consecutive years for which $\Delta A > 0$, excluding the current one, $E$ is the maximum planted area for coffee in the given region, and $A$ is the current planted land.

**Production costs**

We collected 180 estimates of total production costs from multiple reports, across 17 countries and spanning 11 years. The production costs figure in the main text only displays countries for which we have at least 4 observations, to estimate a trend. Below, we show results from a regression analysis of all of the observations.

$$y_{it} = \alpha + \beta t + \gamma_i + \delta_v + \epsilon_{it}$$

where $y_{it}$ is either real USD/kg prices in log or level terms for country $i$ in year $t$, $\gamma_i$ is an intercept for each country (the dropped country is Brazil), and $\delta_v$ is an intercept for the variety (the dropped variety is “unspecified”).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent variable:</th>
<th>Log(USD/kg)</th>
<th>USD / kg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trend (by year)</td>
<td>0.030*** (0.010)</td>
<td>0.061*** (0.023)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burundi vs. Brazil</td>
<td>−1.517*** (0.263)</td>
<td>−2.175*** (0.612)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameron vs. Brazil</td>
<td>−1.755*** (0.270)</td>
<td>−1.762*** (0.627)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombia vs. Brazil</td>
<td>−0.043 (0.091)</td>
<td>−0.083 (0.213)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costa Rica vs. Brazil</td>
<td>0.167 (0.119)</td>
<td>0.444 (0.276)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecuador vs. Brazil</td>
<td>0.431 (0.419)</td>
<td>1.680* (0.973)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El Salvador vs. Brazil</td>
<td>0.109 (0.114)</td>
<td>0.472* (0.266)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethiopia vs. Brazil</td>
<td>−2.125*** (0.217)</td>
<td>−2.401*** (0.503)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala vs. Brazil</td>
<td>−0.061 (0.377)</td>
<td>−0.077 (0.876)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ivory Coast vs. Brazil</td>
<td>−1.391*** (0.270)</td>
<td>−1.634*** (0.627)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya vs. Brazil</td>
<td>−0.448* (0.264)</td>
<td>−0.155 (0.613)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicaragua vs. Brazil</td>
<td>−0.643*** (0.235)</td>
<td>−0.773 (0.547)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peru vs. Brazil</td>
<td>−0.150 (0.377)</td>
<td>−0.341 (0.876)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rwanda vs. Brazil</td>
<td>−1.485*** (0.370)</td>
<td>−2.180** (0.861)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanzania vs. Brazil</td>
<td>−1.381*** (0.173)</td>
<td>−1.790*** (0.401)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uganda vs. Brazil</td>
<td>−1.091*** (0.270)</td>
<td>−1.486** (0.627)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnam vs. Brazil</td>
<td>−0.881*** (0.270)</td>
<td>−1.325** (0.627)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabica vs. Unspec.</td>
<td>0.181 (0.192)</td>
<td>0.632 (0.447)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robusta vs. Unspec.</td>
<td>−0.277 (0.199)</td>
<td>−0.079 (0.463)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R²</td>
<td>0.727</td>
<td>0.501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted R²</td>
<td>0.695</td>
<td>0.442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual Std. Error (df = 160)</td>
<td>0.368</td>
<td>0.855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F Statistic (df = 19; 160)</td>
<td>22.444***</td>
<td>8.457***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note:* *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01
Costs Components – A. Direct Costs

A.1. Labor cost
There are two main categories of labor in the coffee production context. First, “harvest labor” refers to seasonal coffee pickers. Second, there is general labor or yearly labor needed to maintain the plantation. A third labor consists of administration staff, but this is usually accounted in cost estimates as administration rather than labor. It is important to mention that in small farms, these types of labor are overlapping with family labor, as family members would be performing many of the tasks. Overall labor costs differ significantly from one country to another. For instance, in El Salvador, labor makes up 6% of the overall cost, while it represents 12% of the total cost in Guatemala.

A.2. Inputs/Supplies
Inputs and supplies are variable direct costs that include fertilizers, pesticides and fuel for machinery. These costs are injected over the course of the cropping seasons and depend on the expected yield. The costs fluctuate following the overall prices for agrochemical inputs such as fertilizer and pesticides, which are on their turn follow the changes in oil prices.

Costs Components – B. Indirect Costs

B.1. Administration
Even though management are often neglected, the greatest part of the cost of coffee production is under administration according to Caravela Coffee study. Administration costs includes administrative labor as well as supervisory expenses, legal costs, financial costs, and certification costs. In fact, 35% of costs in Colombia are administration costs and 37% in Ecuador.

B.2. Planting and Renovation
Planting and renovation costs are generated by the depreciation of the coffee plantation. Renovation of the plantation refers to removing old trees and replacing seedlings. This also covers adding new seedlings and shading material between current trees. This is done because tree productivity decreases through time. In addition to this, some trees need to be replanted because of disease and pests. Other causes that might require renovation are the impact of climate change and poor agricultural practices. The establishment of the coffee plantation comprises the preparation of soil, costs of seedlings and the planting. This is a large part of the cost. However, this cost is divided over the lifetime of the coffee plantation. The lifespan varies significantly (between 8 and 20 years or more), depending on several factors including but not limited to the country and the management practices. All of these activities require upfront investment. However, because of the increasing costs, in particular labor costs, less budget is allocated to renovation. For instance, 1% of the production costs in Colombia is for renovation, while 5% is invested in renovation in El Salvador.

B.3. Infrastructure
Infrastructure refers to the type and capacity of facilities that the plantation contains. The process of coffee production includes several activities that need specific infrastructure. The cost structure thus depends on the type of facilities farmers own, and the type of services provided in their context. For example, in Nicaragua farmers pay to dry their coffee. Hence, Nicaragua has the highest infrastructure cost amongst Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, Guatemala and El Salvador.
Costs Components – C. Other Factors Impacting Cost Structure

C.1. Farm Level: Distinguishing average farms and/or different farm types
Some studies of coffee production costs classified farm types and sizes for more accurate calculation of cost description and structure. One possible classification is dividing farms depending on both size and specialties. One classification of five farm types consists of Large coffee farms, Farms with off-farm activities, Coffee dependent farms, Diversified farms, and Banana/coffee farms.

The size and the type of the farm translate into an associated type of business model. This is true mostly because different business models entail different farming practices and decision-making processes, specific to each type. This means that different types of farms have different technology adoption patterns. Consequently, production costs (and in particular labor productivity and cost) depend substantially on different farm types.

To get a sense of the costs differences between business models, we note that Coffee specialists generated more than 75% of their revenue from coffee, Diversified coffee farmers generated 51% of their revenue from coffee, and Off-farm income farmers generated 15% of their revenue from coffee.

C.2. National Legal Framework
This factor is related to national legal framework in coffee-producing countries. This would comprise both the active local associations in the coffee production and consumption ecosystem, as well as all formal regulations and coffee policies related to coffee production and commercialization. In Guatemala, for instance, there is both a Coffee Law, created in 1969, and a governmental entity called The National Coffee Association (ANACAFE), designated to be responsible for advising on coffee policies as well as providing research and informational services and farmers support (such as cupping, registration, statistics, and warehouses). The national legal framework appears to be a crucial component in promoting coffee production activities and shaping them, as it affects directly the cost production structure and the management practices of farmers.

C.3. Exchange rate
The payment to producers is usually made in dollars, which means that the fluctuation of the exchange rate has a significant impact on the total amount farmers get. For instance, if in Colombia, a dollar depreciates from 3,000 pesos down to 2,800 pesos, farmers would lose a considerable amount of their profit. In general, the real impact of the fluctuations of exchange rates on the total amount farmers get is still unclear. This is mainly because of the effect of the fluctuation of the exchange rate on inputs such as fertilizer and pesticides. Undeniably, depreciation in global exchange rates against the dollar contributes to a significant cost risk.

C.4. Minimum Wage, Wage in Agriculture
Both the difference between rural and urban salaries and policies that enforce a minimum wage affect costs. These increase labor costs. This phenomenon is related to economic development and rural-urban migration. The cost of labor also has increased in many areas due to the higher cost of legal fees and insurance. Finally, the trend of workers out of agriculture, and the greater difficulty in finding workers for agriculture, reduces the labor supply and increases labor costs.

Costs Components – D. Other not-reflected Costs
This section gives an overview of the impact of the economic activities related to coffee production, which are not reflected in the price. This includes social costs and environmental costs.

D.1. Social
Social cost is one of the hidden costs in the supply chain of the coffee beans production. Some of the most important social price externalities are as follows:
D.1.1. Child Labor
Child labor is one of the dominant social costs. In African countries, a large percentage of the production chain workers (farmers mainly) are below the legal age of labor, making them undeclared workers.

D.1.2. Labor related (rural labor employed, forced labor, health and safety)
Other social cost externalities that have similar effects, while remain invisible in the price equation, are aspects related to social security (including health security, annual leaves, sickness, maternity and paternity leaves), and underpayment of the hired labor forces as well as unpaid overtime. The lack of or and non-enforced labor rights in some of the most highly productive coffee beans countries is related to the reduced coffee costs. Other social aspects such as harassment (sexual or non-sexual), forced labor, and restrictions against unions, are not taken into account in the price calculations as well.

D.2. Environmental
Coffee cultivation, as any other crops, is being affected directly and indirectly by environmental factors. Over-fertilization and over-irrigation are common practices and are directly affecting the fertility of land. In addition, water pollution, land degradation, deforestation, temperature rise and green house effects have negative impact on coffee production and are indirectly affecting the costs and imposing externalized costs.

Some of the most important environmental related aspects are as follows:

D.2.1. Water use
Water use (especially in conventional farms) is considered the largest externalize environmental. For example, in Vietnam conventional farms use more than double the amount of water required per hectare. Unmonitored water use can lead to a decrease in the water tables in coffee areas, and the rise of temperatures and the prolonged droughts from climate change will impose additional costs.

D.2.2. Energy Use
Another important related factor is the energy consumption, directly connected to the water use as the electrical and diesel pumps are being used to pump groundwater for irrigation. The production of fertilizers is also an energy intensive process, exacerbated by the over-use of these chemicals.

D.2.3. Land Use
Land use is considered by many NGOs to be one of the most crucial environmental issues, especially when it is directly related to deforestation and drought. The quantification of land use impacts is challenging, but includes effects on local and global climate change, migration, and soil erosion.

4. Coffee Demand Model
Early work used both prices and incomes to explain demand, and found a price elasticity of demand of -0.26 and an income elasticity of demand of 0.23 in the US. However, these estimates suffer from both challenges of co-integration and the endogeneity of prices.

First, we solve these problems using an estimation approach the predicts differences rather than levels to address co-integration, and an instrumental variable approach using coffee production to instrument for prices to address endogeneity. We include the effect on demand both of prices and of country incomes, and allow prices and demand to evolve autoregressively. We show a normal econometric analysis first, and then improve upon this with a Bayesian approach. The Bayesian approach allows us to account for the variation of responses
across countries, using a hierarchical Bayesian method, which causes country-specific data to be “partially pooled.” The partial pooling technique simultaneously estimates a pooled response and country-specific estimates of elasticities, allowing the country-specific estimates to be informed by the pooled response to the extent supported by the data.

The coffee demand model is estimated by the following pair of expressions:

\[
\log P_t = \alpha_1 + \tau_1 t + \beta_1 \log Q_{t-1} + \gamma_1 \log P_{t-1} + \epsilon_{1t}
\]

\[
\Delta \log D_{it} = \alpha_{2j} + \tau_{2j} t + \beta_{2j} \Delta \log \hat{P}_t + \gamma_{2j} \Delta \log Y_{it} + \epsilon_{2it}
\]

In the first expression, \( P_t \) is the international price in year \( t \), and \( Q_{t-1} \) is the quantity produced in the previous growing season. This is the first stage of an instrumented variable regression, which uses production quantities to predict prices. Prices are influenced by production, so that when production increases, prices tend to decrease. However, prices also have a progression of their own, represented by an autoregressive term.

In the second expression, \( D_{it} \) is the amount demanded in country \( I \) and year \( t \), and it is affected by the predicted price from the first stage, \( \hat{P}_t \), and similarly has a strong autoregressive element. Demand also increases with income \( Y_{it} \). The second expression is estimated in differences, which accounts for a different starting level in each country.

We perform these regressions in 6 different forms, with the results displayed in the table below. The basic instrumented variable regression is shown in columns IV1 (the first stage) and IV2 (the second stage). These show coefficients of the expected sign, but large amounts of uncertainty on the parameters of interest, the effect of quantity on prices and the effect of predicted prices on demand. When the true prices are used, rather than predicted prices, we see a stronger effect on Arabica demand, which is also statistically significant, with an elasticity of -0.075.

Finally, we run the instrumental variable approach as a computational Bayesian model. This allows us to place priors on the coefficient values, forcing the elasticities of production on price and of price on demand to both be negative. The first stage under these priors is shown in the Bayesian IV1 column. Entries with tildes after the number are limited by the prior to be positive or negative (which makes the standard econometric definition of statistical significance irrelevant). Next, we can run the first and second stages simultaneously. This allows the predictability of price in the second stage to influence the fit of the model in the first stage. This is shown in the Uniform column. Finally, we perform a hierarchical Bayesian regression, as described above, which has the same form, but where each region has its own values for the various parameters, partially pooled across regions as determined by the data. The hyperparameters of this model are shown in column Hierarchical, and this is the final form used in the report.
The extent of variation across elasticities is estimated to be low. This is largely driven by the low precision of the elasticity coefficient in each country. These country-specific coefficients are shown below.

**Country-specific elasticities of price and income.** Each point represents a single country at the values of its elasticities. Some of the largest countries are labeled.
We then project these demands into the future, as income levels and population sizes change. Real GDP growth rates by country were taken from the IMF, available through 2024. Growth rates after 2024 are held constant at the average growth rate from 2020 – 2024. Population evolves according to the UN Population Division medium projection.

In each period in the model projection, we update demand curves for each country, and then solve for the equilibrium price. If the equilibrium price for Robusta beans is greater than the equilibrium price for Arabica beans (which can happen in extreme scenarios, but does not occur in the main scenarios we present), we allow Arabica beans to be sold on the Robusta market to equalize the prices.
5. Stock Model

Stock levels averaged 2 million tons (about 25% of production) between 2004 - 2013 (see below).

Stocks show a cyclical style, similar to coffee production, but offset. This reflects strategic behavior, to build up stocks in periods where prices are low, and sell them on the expectation that the next year will have a better price.

Since green coffee beans can be stored for up to a year without losing significant quality, we take a yearly timestep for the model, assuming that timing within each year of the collection and release of stocks does not matter for equilibrium prices. The model fit is shown in the table below. The largest component is an autoregressive term, which also reflects stock managers’ expectations of future prices.
Under prediction, we use this estimate to build a consistent handling stocks in response to prices, as follows:

$$S_{t+1} = \frac{1}{2}S_t + \alpha + (\beta - \frac{1}{2})S_0 + \gamma \frac{P_{\text{Arabica}} + P_{\text{Robusta}}}{2}$$

Where $\alpha=12762.3$, $\beta=0.801$, and $\gamma=-2.526$. In this expression, we cap the direct autoregression at 50%, to represent the shelf time period that green beans can be stored. The remainder of the autoregressive effect is used to center the stocks around their most recent levels, of 1 million MT.

Changes in the stocks from year to year are added to or subtracted from the supply available for consumption, with 2/3 of the change assumed to be Arabica, and 1/3 assumed to be Robusta. The remainder of the supply is consumed, according to the country-level proportions from the demand model.

6. Market Equilibrium

To combine the supply and demand models to construct equilibrium international prices, we start by taking production quantity as given. Since the farming decisions behind production have already been made, the equilibrium within each year cannot affect production.

Since this dynamic changes the prices, when we determine a joint equilibrium between demand and stocks. To do this, we find a fixed point between two relationships. On one hand, the price is determined by the demand curve, inverted based on total production plus any changes in the stock released to the market. On the other hand, the price level should predict those same changes in stocks released. We determine a fixed point between these two relationships.

This equilibrium price is then fed into the production model to influence the next year’s levels of production. Although decisions around new planting can take years to influence the price, price changes can have immediate effects on harvest levels and on cultivation reductions.
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151 For example, access to clean water for coffee farmers has been supported through co-financed water treatment programs run by Nespresso AAA Sustainable Quality. Sjoerd Panhuysen and Joost Pierrot, “Coffee Barometer 2018,” supra note 1, p 22. It has also been supported through the use of premiums paid under certification schemes. Interview with coffee company representatives, June 13, 2019.
152 Among the top 20 coffee-producing countries, two have achieved affordable and clean energy: Brazil and Costa Rica. Four other countries are well on their way towards achieving SDG 7. Colombia, El Salvador, Peru, and Vietnam. The third tier of achievement, where “significant challenges remain” includes China, Guatemala, Honduras, Indonesia, and Nicaragua. The worst SDG 7 performance is concentrated primarily but not exclusively in Africa. The coffee-producing countries where affordable and clean energy remains a “major challenge” are Côte d’Ivoire, Ethiopia, India, Kenya, Mexico, Papua New Guinea, Tanzania, and Uganda. Sustainable Development Solutions Network, and Bertelsmann Stiftung, “Sustainable Development Report 2019,” supra note 153 pp. 26-36. Some major coffee roasters already prioritize SDG 7, although some of their largest commitments to using modern sources of renewable energy are in consuming countries, rather than producing countries. In 2018, for example, Starbucks made a pledge to use 100% renewable energy within its retail stores by 2025; it relies on the Green-e certification to fulfill this commitment. Sustainalytics, “Second-Party Opinion: Starbucks Sustainability Bond,” (2019), p. 6. Nestlé also has a long-term goal of moving to 100% renewable energy, although in 2017 it used only 25.7% renewable energy. Nestlé, “Nestle in Society: Creating Shared Value and Meeting Our Commitments 2017,” (2017), p. 88.
154 Blockchain technology could provide a more secure platform for traceability and transparency throughout the coffee supply chain, providing the ability to trace coffee back to the farmer. It creates a record of transactions that is accessible by all parties. IBM has also piloted blockchain for labor compliance purposes. With IBM Blockchain Trusted Identity, all workers get a trusted identification and plantation owners can create and record a labor contract that specifies information such as payment terms, expected work hours or output, contract length, and labor conditions; Widdifield, John, “Brewing blockchain: Tracing ethically sourced coffee,” IBM, August 8, 2018, available at: https://www.ibm.com/blogs/blockchain/2018/08/brewing-blockchain-tracing-ethically-sourced-coffee/ (last visited July 3, 2019). Given current limited broadband penetration, blockchain technologies might remain inaccessible to many smallholder farmers, however. Moreover, in some situations, blockchain itself is not necessary for achieving these results.
156 See e.g. World Research Institute, “How to Sustainably Feed 10 Billion People by 2050, in 21 Charts,”

Examples of specific justice solutions within coffee value chains include, for example: legal representation for farmers and cooperatives as needed in dealings with buyers; farmers’ and workers’ access to processes to enforce contractual or legal obligations and to lodge grievances if relevant; legal education and empowerment that support both farmers and workers in protecting their rights; eradication of slavery-like working conditions; improved accountability of justice systems in coffee-producing regions; and access to legal protections related to land tenure or employment.

For example, the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights, a soft law instrument that has the weight of quasi-legal rules used to interpret binding international law, assert the responsibility of business enterprises to respect human rights, and describe particular actions that can be taken to fulfill this responsibility. Applying these Guiding Principles in the context of the SDGs, which also are aligned with international human rights law, and in particular SDG 17, implies that business actors have full co-responsibility for achievement of the SDGs.

This point arose in interviews both with company representatives and with research institutes working on coffee, who flagged frustration with the fragmentation of efforts and noted that, among other things, this split made it difficult to know where to put their efforts, and raised concerns about duplication, inefficiencies, and effectiveness. Interview with coffee company representatives, June 14, 2019; Interview with research institute representative, May 28, 2019; Interview with research institute representatives, May 6, 2019.

This point arose in interviews both with company representatives and with research institutes working on coffee, who flagged frustration with the fragmentation of efforts and noted that, among other things, this split made it difficult to know where to put their efforts, and raised concerns about duplication,
inefficiencies, and effectiveness. Interview with coffee company representatives, June 14, 2019; Interview with research institute representative, May 28, 2019; Interview with research institute representatives, May 6, 2019.

For example, Mitiku et al. found that in Ethiopia, Rainforest Alliance and Fairtrade-Organic certifications were associated with higher incomes, Fairtrade certification alone had little impact, and Organic certification alone was associated with reduced incomes. Fikadu Mitiku, Yann de Mey, Jan Nyssen, and Miet Maertens, “Do Private Sustainability Standards Contribute to Income Growth and Poverty Alleviation? A Comparison of Different Coffee Certification Schemes in Ethiopia,” (2017) Sustainability, 9, 246. The expansion of group certification raises questions about how much oversight certifications really provide: in Uganda, 8 Rainforest Alliance certificates cover 23,564 farms. Dana Newsome and Jeffrey Milder, “2018 Rainforest Alliance Impacts Report,” (2018) pp. 69-70. Some researchers have argued that while certification can be positive for cooperative members, it can be associated with lower wages for workers employed on certified farms than for those employed on uncertified farms. Carlos Oya, Florian Schaefer, Dafni Skalidou, Catherine McCosker, and Laurenz Langer, “Effects of certification schemes for agricultural production on socio-economic outcomes in low-and middle-income countries: a systematic review,” A Campbell Systematic Review (2017), 3, p. 9. In a review of 24 statistically rigorous studies comparing certified and non-certified farms, Ruth DeFries of Columbia University found that for 58% of variables, certification had no significant impact on sustainability, while for 34% of variables, there was a positive effect, and for 8% of variables, a negative effect. What positive impacts have been found are more often in terms of environmental (ecosystem conservation) and economic (revenue) sustainability, rather than on social sustainability. Ruth DeFries, Jessica Fanzo, Pinki Mondal, Roseline Remans, and Stephen Wood, “Is voluntary certification of tropical agricultural commodities achieving sustainability goals for small-scale producers?” Environmental Research Letters, (2017), 12 (033001), p. 3. Certification is often significantly associated with increases coffee income, but often does not significantly increase total household income. W. Vellema, A. Buritica, C. Gonzalez, M. D’Haese, “The effect of specialty coffee certification on household livelihood strategies and specialization,” Food Policy 57, (2015), p. 20; Carlos Oya, Florian Schaefer, Dafni Skalidou, Catherine McCosker, and Laurenz Langer, “Effects of certification schemes for agricultural production on socio-economic outcomes in low-and middle-income countries: a systematic review” A Campbell Systematic Review, 3, (2017), p. 9; Tina Beuchelt and Manfred Zeller, “Profits and poverty: certification’s troubled link for Nicaragua’s organic and fairtrade coffee producers,” Ecological Economics, 70, (2011), p. 1316.

Sjoerd Panhuysen and Joost Pierrot, “Coffee Barometer 2018,” supra note 1, p 19. In addition, because some certification schemes allow their labels to be put on blends that also include non-certified coffee, some brands have been able to sell coffee with a certification label even when less than 50% of the beans were actually certified. For example, Rainforest Alliance allows brands that blend with 30% Rainforest Alliance coffee to use its label, if the brand has a plan to scale-up the percentage of Rainforest Alliance-certified beans in the blend over time to 100%, and if it discloses on the package what the Rainforest Alliance percentage is. The recommended annual scale-up is by 15%, but that is not mandatory—companies can come up with their own timeframe with Rainforest Alliance. Rainforest Alliance, “Requirements and Guideline for Use of Rainforest Alliance Trademarks,” (2016), p. 17, available at: https://www.rainforest-alliance.org/business/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/rainforest-alliance-marks-guide.pdf ; see also PBS Independent Films: Black Gold, available at: https://www.pbs.org/independentlens/blackgold/yuban.html.

The 4C standard was developed to ensure that all coffee companies comply with a minimum sustainability standard. 4C Baseline license has lower requirements in all areas of sustainability and is considered the weakest verification/license system among all sustainability standards. Dietz, Thomas et al., “The Voluntary Coffee Standard Index (VOCI). Developing a composite index to assess and compare the strength of mainstream voluntary sustainability standards in the global coffee industry,” Ecological Economics, Volume 150 pp. 72-87 (2018), pp. 82-83. A 2019 study of 659 farms in Honduras found that 4C was a sustainability program likely to show evidence of decoupling: practices on the ground departing from stated institutional norms. The most robust changes in practice among 4C farmers compared to non-certified farmers were that they were more likely to have a first aid kit at the farm, and were more likely to prohibit synthetic chemicals. Workers on average made US 5 cents less per day on 4C farms than on non-certified farms.
Among other things, the authors conclude that UTZ and 4C both have little impact on practices at the farm level, despite UTZ having a strict standard on paper. Thomas Dietz, Janina Grabs, and Andrea Estrella Chong, “Mainstreamed voluntary sustainability standards and their effectiveness: evidence from the Honduran coffee sector” (2019), supra note 13.

173 Companies that rely on internal standards tend to argue that proprietary sustainability standards work more efficiently along multiple levels of their supply chain and are more tailored towards quality improvements. While there are benefits, there are also risks. For example, one risk is that movement away from third-party auditing makes it less likely that abusive labor practices will be held in check, in countries with weak government oversight.


175 See e.g. Starbucks, “Committed to 100% Ethically Sourced,” available at: https://www.starbucks.com/responsibility/community/farmer-support/farmer-loan-programs (last visited July 2, 2019). (“We are committed to not only increasing our own C.A.F.E. Practices purchases, but also to making the program available to the entire coffee industry – even competitors. We opt for an "open-source" approach, sharing our tools, best practices and resources to help all producers make improvements in the long-term sustainability of their farms.”).


180 Sjoerd Panhuysen and Joost Pierrot, “Coffee Barometer 2018,” supra note 1, p. 16.

181 Interview with company representative, April 17, 2019.

182 Interview with producers, July 11, 2019; Interview with academic, July 31, 2019.

183 In particular, the extended payment terms imposed by companies owned by JAB Holding onto traders, which have gone from 30 days to 300 days, have strong potential to create downward pressure that ultimately affects producers. “JAB upends coffee trading,” The Economist, February 23, 2019, available at: https://www.economist.com/business/2019/02/23/jab-upends-coffee-trading; Interview with producers, July 11, 2019; Interview with industry association representative, July 19, 2019; Interview with academic, July 31, 2019. Not everyone interviewed agreed that the terms affected producers, however, noting that the traders have been able to bear these terms through the use of third-party financing. Interview with company representative, July 16, 2019. Yet even third-party financing comes with a cost that ultimately will be born either by the traders and/or the producers. For more on the changes to terms, see e.g., Isis Almeida and Marvin G Perez, “Buy Now, Pay Later Helps JAB Billionaires Build Beverage Empire,” Bloomberg Businessweek, January 29, 2018, available at: https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-01-30/buy-now-pay-later-helps-jab-billionaires-build-beverage-empire.

184 As noted by the ICO, economic viability requires “farmers’ ability to sustain their coffee growing operation on the basis of current and projected revenues equal to or in excess of current and planned expenditures, i.e. costs.” Such costs include both variable costs and fixed costs, including depreciation. International Coffee Organization, “Assessing the economic sustainability of coffee growing: International Coffee Council 117th Session, held at London, United Kingdom, from 19 to 23 September 2016,” p 4, supra note 4.
In Africa, farm sizes are shrinking over time, getting sometimes as small as 0.15 ha, see T.S., Jayne, Jordan Chamberlin, and Derek Headey, "Land pressures, the evolution of farming systems, and development strategies in Africa: A synthesis," Volume 48 (October 2014), pp. 1-17, available at: https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0306919214000888 (last visited August 12, 2019), and AFCA, "Creating sustainable coffee industries in Africa; Why won’t coffee roasters just pay higher prices?” (February 15, 2018), available here: https://afca.coffee/wp-content/uploads/presentations/16AFCCE/S3/Paul%20Stewart.pdf?boxtype=pdf&g=false&s=false&s2=false&r=wide (last visited August 12, 2019).

The International Coffee Organization, "Assessing the economic sustainability of coffee growing: International Coffee Council 117th Session, held at London, United Kingdom, from 19 to 23 September 2016," supra note 4, which includes unpaid labor as a cost of production that should be included when assessing coffee farming profitability in light of the full economic costs of production.
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CFS, “Principles for Responsible Investment in Agriculture and Food Systems,” rai 22(iii), available at: http://www.fao.org/3/a-au866e.pdf (last visited August 12, 2019); Martha Anker and Richard Anker, “Living Wages Around the World,” (January 27, 2017), supra note 142 (“there is general agreement that a living wage ... is a right according to the international community”). Living wages are also reflected in 4C’s green (high) standard for wage, 4C Services GmbH, “The Common Code for the Coffee Community (4C) Code of Conduct,” (November 2018), available at https://documentcloud.adobe.com/link/track?uri=urn%3Aaid%3Ascds%3AUS%3A3A471bed2-6d19-4e76-bf1d-c4fced44fa2a2b (last visited August 13, 2019).
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See list of participating companies and others here: https://worldcoffeeresearch.org/about/.

Numbers are not disclosed for Nespresso’s AAA.

BASIC, “Coffee: The Hidden Crisis Behind the Success”, supra note 78.


Interview with company representative, July 16, 2019.

One small trader of specialty coffee noted that costs of production information has also been helpful in negotiations with specialty buyers, and helps to ensure that prices are never set too low. Interview with trader and entrepreneur, July 25, 2019.


The 100 – 100 Plan is a national coffee sustainability plan for Colombia, the development of which started in 2016. The plan aims to make 100% of the country’s coffee farms sustainable by 2027, which is the centennial of the FNC. Stakeholders will soon begin to design the implementation plan. Correspondence with producer association representative, September 12, 2019.


For example, the CalcuCafé tool that has been piloted with coffee cooperatives in Peru. Gilly Leshed, Masha Rosca, Michael Huang, Liza Mansbach, Yicheng Zhu, and Juan Nicolás Hernández-Aguilera, “CalcuCafé: Designing for Collaboration Among Coffee Farmers to Calculate Costs of Production,” Proceedings of the ACM on Human-Computer Interaction – CSCW, Volume 2 (November 2018).

Certain efforts to increase productivity could undermine environmental sustainability. This suggests that, in some contexts, producers might be better off seeking to compete on quality rather than productivity. Producing high-quality, organic coffee could be more profitable and sustainable, while ensuring a healthy environment also supports complex, fine taste. In addition, some environmental practices are also shown to improve productivity, for example by increasing natural pollinators and, in some areas, engaging in inter-cropping.

For example, the Global Coffee Platform and the Sustainable Coffee Challenge.

The Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria has a 3-year funding cycle.


Ibid.


Taking into account a weight loss of 20% during roasting and an 8oz cup, we are using 70 and 140 cups per kg (Source: “How many coffee cups can I get from 1kg of beans?” (May 1, 2018), available at: https://www.shopcoffee.co.uk/coffee/many-cups-1kg-coffee-beans/ (last visited July 5, 2019).


In the United States, Congress has mandated check-off programs for over 20 agricultural commodities. These marketing programs are funded through deductions from sales by producers, marketers, and/or importers; they are generally used to pay for advertising campaigns (which can benefit producers by stimulating general demand for their products) and research. Geoffrey Becker, “Federal Farm Promotion (‘Check-Off’) Programs,” CRS Report for Congress, (2005), p.3.

In addition, the use of a check-off program for the Global Coffee Fund cannot displace contributions to...
ENSURING ECONOMIC VIABILITY & SUSTAINABILITY OF COFFEE PRODUCTION

WCR, which provides a critical service to the coffee sector in light of likely climate impacts.


232 Estimates vary depending on the value chain and exporting country, as well as what final product one is considering. For a retail price of $3-4 per 8 oz cup at a specialty shop, and a farmgate price of $1 per pound, and assuming 25 cups per pound, a farmer would only receive 1-2% of the final retail price.

233 Whether all of the earnings of various entities along the value chain are fairly apportioned based on their respective “value addition” or are also due to “value capture” that results from market power and power imbalances (see Section II) is an important question that is outside the scope of this discussion.

234 Interview with coffee company representative, June 13, 2019.

235 An analogous example can be drawn from the timber industry. In Mozambique, the government enacted an export ban on non-processed first-class timber in an effort to force value addition and local employment at origin. Yet the ban had the unintended effect of making the timber less valuable, as the dominant Chinese buyers of Mozambican timber had strong preferences for logs over processed timber. Kaitlin Cordes, Olle Ostensson, and Perrine Toledano, “Employment from Mining and Agricultural Investments: How Much Myth, How Much Reality?” Columbia Center on Sustainable Investment (July 2016), pp 94-95.

236 The way geographical designations are granted legal protection differs in the EU and USA. While the EU protects GIs of foodstuffs and agricultural products using Protected Designation of Origins (PDO) or Protected Geographic Indications (PGI), the US allows for a non-generic geographic term to be registered as a certification mark or trademark by incorporating the GIs into existing trademark regimes. For single-origin coffee, if geographic terms have ‘acquired distinctiveness,’ they can be registered in all major coffee markets including the USA, EU and other countries such as Japan, as trademarks. However, if it does not have ‘acquired distinctiveness,’ it may be protected only as a certification mark/trademark in the USA and EU (while Japan would allow to grant PDO/PGI). Trademarks differ from GIs by the fact that trademarks relate to the producer of a product or service and are owned by a particular enterprise, whereas GIs relate to the place of origin and its characteristics and can be used by anyone in compliance with the standards. Ethiopia uses a mix of both concepts. Source: Aslihan Arslan and Christopher Reicher, “The Effects of the Coffee Trademarking Initiative and Starbucks Publicity on Export Prices of Ethiopian Coffee,” Journal of African Economies, Volume 20, Issue 5, (November 2011), pp 704-736, available at: https://academic.oup.com/jae/article-abstract/20/5/704/734489?redirectedFrom=fulltext (last visited August 12, 2019).
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239 Aslihan Arslan and Christopher Reicher, “The Effects of the Coffee Trademarking Initiative and Starbucks Publicity on Export Prices of Ethiopian Coffee,” supra note 265.
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244 Interview with coffee expert, August 28, 2018.
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246 Ibid., p. 2.
247 Interview with coffee industry consultant, August 5, 2019.
248 Interview with coffee industry association representative, July 19, 2019.

251 Ibid., p. BU1.
252 Interview with coffee company representative, July 16, 2019.
254 Interview with coffee industry consultant, August 5, 2019 (noting that, for example, in the morning, a consumer might drink cheaper coffee as a “caffeine experience” before rushing out the door, whereas later in the day, the same consumer might meet friends at a specialty coffee shop for a different experience). See also Leslie Patton, “Coffee Snobs are Shelling Out $3.25 for a Jolt of Instant,” Bloomberg, Sept. 6, 2019 (describing the “second-cup” problem, in which consumers want more caffeine but not necessarily the same coffee experience as earlier in the day).

257 Ibid., p.12.
Examples are Cafe Maraba, grown by the Abahuzamugambi ba kawa (United for coffee) farmers cooperative is sold directly by an umbrella farmer organization, the Rwanda Small Holder Specialty Coffee Company (RWASHOSCCO), which is comprised of 11 member cooperatives (Source: “Rwanda – “Increasing quality and value in the Rwanda coffee sector,”” Rwanda Small Holder Specialty Coffee Company (RWASHOSCCO), (2005), available at: http://siteresources.worldbank.org/KFDLP/Resources/461197-1199907090464/4554803-1210107115154/Rwanda2.pdf (last visited August 15, 2019)).

Question Coffee is produced by the cooperative Dukunde Kawa and exported by the Relationship Coffee Institute, which was formed by the American organization Sustainable Harvest with support from Bloomberg Philanthropies (See https://www.bizjournals.com/portland/blog/sbo/2015/10/portlands-sustainable-harvest-creates-coffee.html and http://www.relationshipcoffeeinstitute.org/about/our-mission). - Gorilla Coffee, which is owned by Rwanda Farmers Coffee Company and that sources from multiple cooperatives and washing stations (http://africajumpstart.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/Rwanda-Coffee-Farmers-Co.-presentation.pdf).

Moses Gahigi, “Coffee sales on Alibaba to rise,” (February 20, 2019), supra note 295.


A 2014 World Bank study showed that 40 Sub-Saharan African countries operated an unconditional cash transfer program; worldwide, it is estimated that more than one billion people benefit from such programs in low- and middle-income countries. (Source: United Nations. University, “Rates. Of Return to Social Protection: Social Cash Transfers in Uganda,” United Nations University Policy Brief Number 2 (2018).)

This World Bank’s "Identification 4 Development" program assists countries in developing a national ID system with good governance principles, and with the help of critical technology and funding partners such as GSMA, Omidyar, USAID through the Digital Impact Alliance (DIAL). Moreover, the World Bank has developed a cost model to help understand the cost drivers behind developing an ID system. This model could be usefully leveraged to optimize the development of the coffee farmer roster. (Source: The World Bank Identification For Development, available at, http://id4d.worldbank.org (last visited July 3, 2019).)


While globally, around 1.7 billion people still lack access to convenient financial services, 31 emerging markets have improved considerably their financial inclusion rates, "which can be attributed to simultaneous growth in active mobile money use". In sub-Saharan Africa, over 60 per cent of the adult population has a mobile money account. (Source: GSMA, “State of the Industry Report on Mobile Money,” (2018).)

The quantification is based on 2017 GCP study.

Adapted from The Global Fund Funding Model, Ibid.
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